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Abstract

Filter banks are systems of several filters with a common input or a common out-
put. They are used whenever a signal needs to be split into different frequency
bands. Since the early seventies, the theory of digital filter banks has developed to
a mature state. Today there exist numerous ways to design filter banks for different
applications, such as image and audio coding, transmultiplexing in communication
systems, echo cancellation, and analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion systems. How-
ever, earlier work has to a large extent been on the transfer function level, whereas
in this thesis work, efficient realizations, important in e.g. low-power applications,
are in focus. Further, most of the previous work have been focused on the per-
fect reconstruction (PR) case, which is, for many applications an unnecessarily
severe restriction. It has been show that by relaxing the requirements on perfect
reconstruction, and allowing the filter banks to have some errors, the arithmetic
complexity can be reduced significantly.

This thesis treats digital filters and uniform non-PR filter banks. A major
part of the filter banks are realized using different modulation schemes (complex,
cosine, or sine modulation). The governing idea through the thesis is the combina-
tion of frequency selectivity and low arithmetic complexity. One example on how to
achieve frequency selective digital filters and filter banks with low arithmetic com-
plexity is to use the frequency-response masking (FRM) approach. This approach
together with the idea of using IIR filters instead of FIR filters is successfully used
in the thesis. The price to pay for the reduced arithmetic complexity using FRM
filters is unfortunately a longer overall delay. Therefore, some work has ben done
in the field of low-delay FRM FIR filters as well. These filters are optimized on
both low delay and low arithmetic complexity simultaneously. A number of design
examples are included in order to demonstrate the benefits of the new classes of
filters and filter banks.
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Svensk sammanfattning

En filterbank best̊ar av flera filter som arbetar tillsammans för att dela upp en
signal i olika frekvensband. De kan ocks̊a användas för att sl̊a ihop signaler se-
parerade i frekvensplanet till en enda. Sedan tidigt 70-tal har man lärt sig att
designa förlustfria filterbankar som allts̊a inte introducerar n̊agra som helst fel
i systemet. S̊adana filterbankar kallas PR-filterbankar, där PR st̊ar för ’perfekt
rekonstruktion’. Exempel p̊a applikationer där filterbankar används är bildkod-
ning, audiokodning, kommunikationssystem och omvandling av analoga signaler
till digitala (A/D-omvandling). Under de senaste åren har det framkommit att
genom att lätta p̊a kraven gällande perfekt rekonstruktion, g̊ar det att markant
minska den erforderliga aritmetiska komplexiteten. Eftersom de flesta system i
sig inte är förlustfria, kan man utan att egentligen p̊averka den totala prestandan
till̊ata sm̊a fel i filterbanken, s̊a länge dessa fel är försumbara i jämförelse med
andra felkällor som t.ex. kvantisering och avrundning.

Avhandlingen behandlar digitala filter och likformiga icke-PR-filterbankar. Mer-
parten av filterbankarna är realiserade med n̊agon slags moduleringsteknik (cosinus-
, sinus- eller komplexmodulering). Den röda tr̊aden genom avhandlingen är kom-
binationen av tämligen smala överg̊angsband och samtidigt l̊ag aritmetisk kom-
plexitet. Ett sätt att uppn̊a denna kombination är att använda sig av en teknik
som heter frekvenssvarsmaskning och förkortas FRM. Denna metod har p̊a ett
framg̊angsrikt sätt använts i avhandlingen. En potentiell nackdel med FRM-
metoden är att den medför en längre fördröjning genom systemet. Därför föresl̊as
ocks̊a ett sätt att syntetisera FRM-filter med l̊ag fördröjning. Här optimeras fil-
tren b̊ade med avseende p̊a komplexitet och fördröjning samtidigt. En annan metod
som utnyttjats för att kombinera relativt smala överg̊angsband med l̊ag aritmetisk
komplexitet är att använda IIR filter istället för FIR filter.

Ett flertal exempel p̊a filter och filterbankar, optimerade och syntetiserade i
Matlab, illustrerar fördelarna med de föreslagna filter- och filterbanks-klasserna.
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1

Introduction

A filter bank is a system of several filters with a common input or a common
output. They are used whenever a signal needs to be split into different frequency
bands. The first filter banks were introduced in the seventies, and about ten years
later it was shown how to design filter banks which do not introduce any errors to
the signal. Such filter banks are called perfect reconstruction (PR) filter banks.

Multirate filter banks find applications in a wide range of areas like image and
audio coding, transmultiplexing in communication systems, echo cancellation, and
analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion systems (Crochiere and Rabiner, 1983; Farhang-
Boroujeny, 2003; Fliege, 1994; Naylor et al., 1998; Noll, 1997; Vaidyanathan, 1993,
2001) just to mention a few. In applications like frequency-band reallocation (Jo-
hansson and Löwenborg, 2007) or WLAN systems (Ihalainen et al., 2000), an ef-
ficient use of the frequency range is an advantage. Then, frequency selective (i.e.
with narrow transition bands) filter banks are preferable. At the algorithmic level,
it is advantageous to develop filters and filter banks requiring few arithmetic op-
erations. With low arithmetic complexity1, the implemented filter bank consumes
less power and takes up less area on a chip. Smaller circuits are cheaper, easier to
cool, and they are suitable in portable applications where it is crucial to increase
stand-by time and decrease size.

1Arithmetic complexity is defined in this thesis as the number of arithmetic operations per
sample needed in an implementation of an FRM filter or a filter bank.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

During the past decades, a large number of papers on the theory and design of
digital filters and filter banks have been published, see e.g. (Saramäki and Bregovic,
2002) and references therein. These contributions have taken this area to a quite
mature stage but, nevertheless, it is still possible and of interest to derive new
classes of filters and filter banks with better properties, in some sense, than the
existing classes.

The objective of this thesis is to develop new techniques for synthesis and real-
ization of frequency-selective digital filters and filter banks with narrow transition
band and low arithmetic complexity. It has to some extent been a continuation of
earlier work where only two-channel filter banks have been considered (Johansson
and Saramäki, 2003; Löwenborg and Johansson, 2000), thus one goal has been to
generalize results from two-channel to M -channel filter banks. Further motivations
to this work is given below.

Low-complexity filter banks

As mentioned above, fewer arithmetic operations means cheaper and smaller cir-
cuits that consumes less power. Therefore, this work has been focused on low
arithmetic complexity digital filters and filter banks. This cost model is appro-
priate for e.g. general-purpose computers and signal processor implementations.
However, in a VLSI implementation, there are in addition other factors than just
the number of arithmetic operations per sample that influences the performance
of the circuit. Today, there is a lack of good cost models and measures at the
algorithmic level that takes into account factors like power consumption, chip area,
throughput, data communication and control, see e.g (Johansson, 2006b) and ref-
erences therein.

Non-PR filter banks

Traditionally, the attention of multirate filter banks has to a large extent been paid
to the problem of designing perfect reconstruction (PR) filter banks. In a PR filter
bank, the output sequence of the overall system is simply a shifted version of the
input sequence, thus the filter bank does not introduce any errors at all. However,
filter banks are most often used in applications where small errors (emanating from
quantizations etc.) are inevitable and allowed. Imposing PR on the filter bank is
then an unnecessarily severe restriction which may lead to a higher arithmetic
complexity than is actually required to meet the specification at hand. To reduce
the complexity one should therefore use near perfect reconstruction (NPR) filter
banks. This means that the filter bank introduces small magnitude and phase
errors. The restrictions on the filter banks can be further relaxed by disregarding
the nonlinearities in the phase response totally. Such filter banks are called near
perfect magnitude reconstruction (NPMR) filter banks.

It is demonstrated by Bregovic (2003); Bregovic and Saramäki (2002a); Saramäki
(1998); Svensson et al. (2002b); Wilbur et al. (2004) that the complexity can be

2



1. INTRODUCTION

reduced significantly by using NPR or NPMR instead of PR filter banks. There-
fore, this work has been focused on filter banks having an acceptable amount of
distortion, thus non-PR filter banks.

Asymmetric filter banks

An asymmetric filter bank is a filter bank where the analysis or synthesis filter
bank has lower arithmetic complexity compared to the other. An example of an
asymmetric filter bank application is a base station and a mobile unit, where it
is important to minimize the complexity in the mobile part as much as possible.
Another example is a system where either the analysis or the synthesis bank is
discrete-time or analog (Löwenborg et al., 2003). Present design methods are not
suitable for this kind of applications, since they only consider the total complexity.
Traditionally, filter banks have been designed such as the analysis and synthesis
filters have about the same arithmetic complexity. If the object function is to
minimize the complexity in either the analysis filter bank or the synthesis filter
bank, new filter bank classes are needed, that are designed differently. The problem
of designing filter banks with low-complexity analysis (synthesis) filter banks have
earlier been paid less attention in the literature, but are here considered in some
of the proposed ideas.

Low-delay frequency-response masking (FRM)

For filter specifications with narrow transition bands, the required FIR filter order
is high2. For such specifications, the arithmetic complexity can be significantly
reduced by using the FRM approach introduced by Neuvo et al. (1984) and Lim
(1986). Since the use of FRM approach leads to longer overall delay, it is natural
and of interest to find FRM filters that include delay as an optimization parameter.

1.2 Outline and main contributions

This thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part, Chapters 2–3, is a theo-
retical introduction relevant to the rest of the thesis. It discusses digital filters, the
frequency-response masking approach, multirate systems in general, and modulated
filter banks. The second part, Chapters 4–9, contains the author’s contributions to
the field. Each of these chapters are commented below. Note that Mrs Rosenbaum
was Miss Svensson before August 2002.

Chapter 4, Filter specifications suitable for FRM

The FRM approach was introduced as a means of generating narrow transition band
linear-phase FIR filters with a low arithmetic complexity. A vast number of papers
on the subject have been published ever since, but the question of how narrow the
transition band must be for the FRM approach to be preferable to a regular FIR

2It is inversely proportional to the transition bandwidth.

3



1. INTRODUCTION

solution has not yet been investigated in a satisfactory manner. In this chapter,
it is investigated how narrow the transition band must be, for this approach to
be advantageous. Three structures of linear-phase FIR FRM is considered. These
structures are narrow-band (NB) FRM, wide-band (WB) FRM and middle-band
(MB) FRM. This work has not been submitted or published elsewhere.

Chapter 5, On low-delay FRM FIR filters

This chapter gives two main contributions to the theory of low-delay FRM FIR
filters. It is based on three conference publications (Rosenbaum and Johansson,
2005; Svensson and Johansson, 2002a,b) and a journal paper accepted for pub-
lication in Circuits, Systems, and Signal Processing (Rosenbaum and Johansson,
2007). Firstly, a thorough investigation of the low-delay FRM FIR filters and their
subfilters for three different structures, referred to as narrow-, wide-, and middle-
band filter structures, is given. The investigation includes discussions on delay
distribution over the subfilters as well as estimation of the optimal periodicity of
the periodic model filter. Secondly, systematic design procedures are given, with
explicit formulas for distribution of the ripples and the delay to the subfilters.
For each of the three structures, two design procedures are given that all include
joint optimization of the subfilters. The first proposal uses partly linear-phase FIR
subfilters and partly low-delay FIR subfilters. It has therefore a lower arithmetic
complexity compared to the second proposal which has exclusively low-delay FIR
subfilters. The second proposal is instead more flexible and can handle a broader
range of specifications. The design procedures result in low-delay FIR filters with
a lower arithmetic complexity compared to previous results, for specifications with
a low delays and narrow transition bands.

Chapter 6, Two-Channel Linear-Phase FIR filter banks using FRM

This chapter is based on a work presented at the European Conference on Circuit
Theory and Design, Krakow, Poland, Sept. 2003 (Rosenbaum and Johansson,
2003b). The authors propose an approach for synthesizing two-channel maximally
decimated FIR filter banks utilizing the FRM technique. Compared to conventional
quadrature-mirror filter (QMF) banks, the proposed banks lower significantly the
overall arithmetic complexity at the expense of a somewhat increased overall filter
bank delay in applications demanding narrow transition bands. Examples are
included illustrating the benefits provided by the proposed filter banks.

Chapter 7, M-channel modulated FIR filter banks using FRM

This chapter is based on (Rosenbaum and Johansson, 2003a; Rosenbaum et al.,
2003; Svensson et al., 2002c), and the journal paper (Rosenbaum et al., 2007).
Svensson et al. (2002c), received the best paper award of the NORSIG 2002 con-
ference. The authors propose an approach for synthesizing modulated maximally
decimated FIR filter banks utilizing the FRM technique. A new tailored class of
FRM filters is proposed and used for synthesizing nonlinear-phase analysis and

4



1. INTRODUCTION

synthesis filters. Each of the analysis and synthesis filter banks is realized with the
aid of only three subfilters, one cosine modulation block, and one sine modulation
block. The overall filter bank is a near perfect reconstruction (NPR) filter bank
which in this case means that the distortion function has a linear phase response
but small magnitude errors. Small aliasing errors are also introduced by the filter
bank. However, by allowing these small errors (that can be made arbitrarily small),
the arithmetic complexity is reduced. Compared to conventional cosine modulated
filter banks, the proposed ones lower significantly the overall arithmetic complex-
ity at the expense of a slightly increased overall filter bank delay in applications
requiring narrow transition bands. Compared to other proposals that also combine
cosine modulated filter banks (CMFBs) with the FRM technique, the arithmetic
complexity can typically be reduced by 40% in specifications with narrow transition
bands. Finally, a general design procedure is given for the proposed filter banks
and examples are included to illustrate their benefits.

Chapter 8, Two classes of IIR/IIR and IIR/FIR CMFBs

This chapter introduces two classes of causal and stable CMFBs with low arith-
metic complexity. Both classes have the same IIR analysis filter bank but different
synthesis filter banks. The IIR/IIR filter bank class has an IIR synthesis filter
bank and with an allpass filter, the phase can be equalized to achieve near perfect
reconstruction (NPR). The IIR/FIR filter bank class can also achieve NPR and
has an FIR synthesis filter bank. Both classes have considerably lower arithmetic
complexity compared to regular FIR CMFBs. Also compared to other IIR CMFBs,
the proposed ones are in favor. The decrease in arithmetic complexity is partly ex-
plained by the fact that the proposed filter banks are tailored for the application at
hand, so that perfect reconstruction is not imposed on a system that actually can
accept some small errors. General and systematic design procedures are proposed
so that any practical specification can be fulfilled. Further, the filter banks are
asymmetric, which is a major advantage for some applications. Another advantage
is that the number of distinct coefficients is low which facilitates the design of filter
banks with large numbers of channels. The main part of this chapter has been
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing and parts of it has been
presented by Svensson et al. (2002a,b).

Chapter 9, Over-sampled complex-modulated IIR filter banks for frequency-
reallocation networks

The chapter [based on work presented at European Signal Processing Conference
(EUSIPCO), Florence, Italy, Sept. 2006 (Rosenbaum et al., 2006)] introduces a
class of oversampled complex-modulated causal IIR filter banks for frequency-band
reallocation networks. In the simplest case, they have NPMR, but by adding a
phase equalizer they can achieve near-PR. A general design procedure for the filter
banks is given and design examples show that both implementation and design
complexity is reduced compared to the corresponding FIR solution. Some back-
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1. INTRODUCTION

ground to the field of filter banks for frequency-reallocation networks is given and
the author’s contribution to the field is found in Section 9.2.3 and onwards.

1.3 Future work

In future work, one goal is to develop better cost models that can be used at
the algorithmic level which allows true optimization of the circuit in the final im-
plementation. No VLSI implementation has been done so far in this work, but
this is what should be emphasized in the future. The goal is to develop efficient
implementation schemes for digital filters and filter banks.
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2

Digital Filters

In this chapter, relevant basics of digital filters are given, with references to a more
thorough introduction to the area. Two classes of filters more interesting for filter
banks are also mentioned, as well as some digital filter design methods. In the
author’s contribution of this thesis, FIR filters and half-band IIR filters are used.
Finally in this chapter, the FRM approach is described. This is an approach for
synthesizing efficient FIR filters with narrow transition bands.

2.1 FIR Filters

Digital filters with a finite impulse response are called Finite-length Impulse Re-
sponse (FIR) filters. It is possible to use non-recursive algorithms for realization,
and thereby problems with instability can be eliminated. All poles are located at
the origin. The transfer function H(z) of an Nth-order causal FIR filter where
h(n) is the impulse response has the form

H(z) =
N

∑

n=0

h(n)z−n (2.1)

7



2. DIGITAL FILTERS

2.1.1 Linear-phase FIR filters

An advantage of FIR filters is that they can be made to have exact linear phase.
This is done by imposing the impulse response h(n) to be symmetric or antisym-
metric. That is,

h(n) = h(N − n), n = 0, 1, . . . , N (2.2)

for a symmetric impulse response, and

h(n) = −h(N − n), n = 0, 1, . . . , N (2.3)

for an antisymmetric one. This means that there is only about N/2 unique filter
coefficient and therefore, the number of multiplications in a realization as well as
the number of coefficients to optimize can be halved. The frequency response of
a linear-phase FIR filter can be expressed using the zero-phase frequency response
HR(ωT ) as

H(ejωT ) = ej(−ωT N

2 +c)HR(ωT ) (2.4)

where c = 0 or π/2 for symmetric and antisymmetric impulse responses, respec-
tively. The expression for HR(ωT ) is different depending on whether the filter
order is odd or even, and if the impulse response is symmetric or antisymmet-
ric (Wanhammar and Johansson, 2002). This gives rise to four different types of
linear-phase FIR filters.

2.2 IIR filters

If the impulse response is of infinite length, the filter is called an Infinite-length
Impulse Response (IIR) filter. The transfer function of an IIR filter can be written
as

H(z) =

∑N
n=0 a(n)z−n

1 − ∑N
n=0 b(n)z−n

. (2.5)

If all b(n) = 0, the filter is reduced to an FIR filter. IIR filters must be realized
with recursive algorithms, and thereby there is a potential problem with stability.
However, the extra degree of freedom with poles outside the origin, makes it possible
to design IIR filters with considerably sharper cut-off compared to FIR filters of
the same filter order.

2.2.1 Wave digital filters

Wave digital filters (WDFs) form a large class of IIR filters which is also the
recommended one in most cases. The reason is that these filters are derived from
analog reference filters and that several very good properties can be inherited from
these. The most important properties are guaranteed stability, low sensitivity
and low round-off noise (Fettweis, 1986). Passivity can be assured even after the
coefficients have been quantized. The reference filters are usually of ladder or lattice
structure type.

8



2. DIGITAL FILTERS

2.3 Special classes of filters

Some classes of digital filters are more suitable for multirate filter banks than others.
Two of these are power complementary filters and half-band filters (Vaidyanathan,
1993).

2.3.1 Power complementary filters

Two filters with frequency responses H0(e
jωT ) and H1(e

jωT ) are said to be power
complementary if

|H0(e
jωT )|2 + |H1(e

jωT )|2 = c2 > 0 (2.6)

for all ωT and a constant c. Usually the filters are scaled so that c2 = 1. More
generally, M filters are power complementary if

M−1
∑

k=0

|Hk(ejωT )|2 = c2 > 0 (2.7)

This property is important in filter banks. It can be used to avoid severe errors in
the distortion transfer function and is discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 3.

2.3.2 Half-band filters

Another useful subclass of digital filters is constituted by half-band filters. An
ideal non-causal half-band filter has a frequency response according to Fig. 2.1. Its
impulse response is thus

h(n) =
sin(π

2 n)

πn
(2.8)

which means that h(n) = 0 for all even n, except for n = 0. In the non-ideal case
the passband and stopband edges are not equal, (ωcT 6= ωsT ) but ωT = π/2 must
belong to the transition band, and the value of the magnitude response for this
frequency is 0.5. Half-band filters have considerably lower complexity compared
to other filters, since every second filter coefficient is set to zero. This is also the
reasons for them to be of interest for filter banks. Half-band filters can be either
FIR or IIR. A causal linear-phase FIR half-band filter has the general form

H(z) = cz−K + H0(z
2) (2.9)

where K is an odd integer, representing the delay of the filter, whereas H0(z
2) is

an even order FIR filter with every second coefficient set to zero (Xu et al., 1998).
The passband and stopband ripples are equal and the frequency band edges always
sum up to π; that is

δc = δs (2.10)

ωcT + ωsT = π. (2.11)

9



2. DIGITAL FILTERS

π/2–π/2 ωT

H(ejωT)

π

1

Figure 2.1: Magnitude response of an ideal half-band filter.

Another interesting class of half-band filters is constituted by the half-band lattice
WDFs, also called bireciprocal lattice WDFs (Fettweis, 1986; Wanhammar and
Johansson, 2002). They have the general form

H(z) =
1

2
[H0(z

2) + z−1H1(z
2)] (2.12)

where H0(z) and H1(z) are stable allpass filters. In this case, since H(z) and H(−z)
are power complementary, the ripples are restricted to be related as δc ≈ 0.5δ2

s , and
the filter order must be odd. The restrictions on the frequency band edges depend
on how the filter is designed. For example, if the Cauer standard approximation is
used, the frequency band edges are related as (2.11).

2.4 Digital filter design

A typical specification for a digital filter with frequency response H(ejωT ) is

1 − δc ≤ |H(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δc, ωT ∈ Ωc

|H(ejωT )| ≤ δs, ωT ∈ Ωs (2.13)

where δc and δs are the passband and stopband ripples respectively, and Ωc, Ωs

are the passband and stopband regions of the filter. This section describes some
ways to design digital filters.

2.4.1 FIR filter design

In order to determine the filter coefficients h(n), the filter order must first be
estimated. There are several formulas available for estimating the order of linear-
phase FIR filters, and one commonly used is (Kaiser, 1974)

N ≈ 2π
−20 log(

√
δcδs) − 13

14.6(ωsT − ωcT )
. (2.14)

10



2. DIGITAL FILTERS

For reasonable filter orders, (2.14) gives a good approximation. However, for
nonlinear-phase FIR filters such formulas do not exist, and therefore, a manual
search is the only method to find the filter order needed.

When designing linear-phase FIR filters, the most common way to determine the
filter coefficients h(n), is to use the McClellan-Parks-Rabiner’s (MPR) algorithm
(McClellan et al., 1973). Instead of the filter coefficients, the extreme frequencies
are optimized (the frequencies corresponding to the largest deviations from the
desired function). This algorithm is very efficient from the complexity point of
view, but has some restrictions regarding the optimization constraints compared
to the more general linear programming, as mentioned below. The MPR algorithm
gives the equiripple solution, which means that all ripples in a pass- or stopband
have the same size and that the solution is a global optimum for a given filter order
and specification. The MPR algorithm is used widely in this thesis.

In linear programming, (LP) the objective function and all constraints are re-
stricted to be linear, but it is more flexible compared to the MPR algorithm. For
example, one band can have a fixed restriction, while another one is minimized,
or one filter coefficient can be set to a predetermined value. Since all functions
are linear, the global optimum is always found if the optimization converges. A
drawback is that the LP is slow for high-order filters and numerically not robust.

When the objective function is allowed to be quadratic, but the constraints are
still linear, the optimization is called quadratic programming (QP). If the objective
function is convex (or concave) the global optimum is found, otherwise only a local
one is guaranteed (if, of course, the optimization converges) (Nocedal and Wright,
1999). QP is used e.g. to minimize the energy in the stopband and does not give
an equiripple solution.

If both the objective function and the constraints are allowed to be nonlinear, it
is called nonlinear programming, (NLP) (Nocedal and Wright, 1999). For example,
NLP can be used to equalize the phase error of an IIR filter using an allpass filter.
Optimization in the minimax sense (minimizing the maximum error) and the least
squares sense are the two most common techniques. The least square criterion is to
minimize the power of the weighted error function instead of the maximum absolute
value, as in the minimax criterion. A typical minimax optimization problem can
be stated as

minimize δ

subject to ||H(ejωT )| − 1| ≤ δ(δc/δs), ωT ∈ Ωc

|H(ejωT )| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ Ωs (2.15)

The specification (2.13) is fulfilled when δ < δs. In NLP, only a local optimum
can be guaranteed. A good starting point is therefore important which requires
knowledge of the problem at hand.

11
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2.4.2 Half-band lattice WDF design

Half-band lattice WDFs can be designed using explicit formulas (Gazsi, 1985), but
regarding standard approximations for the reference filter, only Butterworth or
Cauer are feasible. The reference filter is usually derived from the corresponding
analog filter, and then transformed using the bilinear transform

s =
1 − z−1

1 + z−1
(2.16)

translating the poles and zeros from the s-plane to the z-plane. If the poles of the
filter are known, the technique in (Vaidyanathan, 1993; Wanhammar and Johans-
son, 2002) can be used. A less formal method is to use NLP without an intelligent
starting point. Different random starting points are then used until the equirip-
ple solution corresponding to the global optimum is found. This method is only
practically feasible for moderate filter orders.

2.5 Frequency-response masking (FRM)

Finite-length impulse response (FIR) filters have many good properties [like guar-
anteed stability and possibility to have exact linear phase (Saramäki, 1993)] and are
therefore often preferred to IIR filters (Jackson, 1996; Wanhammar and Johans-
son, 2002). However, there is one major drawback, namely a rapidly increasing
filter order for filters with narrow transition bands. The order is inversely propor-
tional to the width of the transition band, see (2.14) and the arithmetic complexity
grows linearly with the filter order. A direct-form FIR filter with order N requires
N +1 multipliers (around N/2 for a linear-phase filter) and N adders to implement.
Therefore, for filter specifications with sharp cutoff, a regular FIR filter might be
too expensive. To come around this problem occurring for narrow transition bands,
one can use an approach proposed by Neuvo, Cheng-Yu, and Mitra in 1984 (Neuvo
et al., 1984). We refer to this approach as narrow-band (NB) FRM FIR filter
design, and it provides filters with lower complexity compared to regular direct-
form linear-phase FIR filters for specifications with narrow transition band and
narrow passband. Other contributions to the area are e.g. (Jackson, 1996; Neuvo
et al., 1984; Saramäki, 1993, 1995; Wanhammar and Johansson, 2002). The idea
is to combine several low-complexity subfilter resulting in a low overall complexity.
Also wide-band (WB) filters can be designed with this method, by subtracting a
NB filter from a pure delay (Saramäki, 1993), and for middle-band1 (MB) filters,
the method was generalized by Lim (1986). The filter theory proposed by Neuvo
et al. (1984) and Lim (1986) has successfully been extended to many other filter
categories, such as approximately power-complementary filter pairs (Johansson,
2000a), half-band filters (Saramäki et al., 1995), M -band FRM (Johansson, 2006a),
Hilbert transformers (Lim and Yu, 2005), interpolation and decimation filters (Jo-
hansson, 2006a; Lim and Yang, 2005), two-channel filter banks (FBs) (Johansson

1In this thesis, a MB filter is defined as a filter that is neither NB nor WB.
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x(n) y(n)G(zL) F0(z)

Figure 2.2: Structure for NB FRM filters.

and Saramäki, 2003; Rosenbaum and Johansson, 2003b), modulated multi-channel
FBs (Furtado et al., 2003; Netto et al., 2003; Rosenbaum et al., 2003; Svensson
et al., 2002c), modulated transmultiplexers (Diniz et al., 2004), two-dimensional
filters (Lim and Lian, 1993; Lim and Low, 1998), and IIR filters (Chen et al., 2004;
Johansson and Wanhammar, 2000; Lu and Hinamoto, 2003b).

In this section, the basics of the FRM approach is described. First the more
simple case when the filter is restricted to be NB or WB, and then the general case.
All filters and sub-filters are here linear-phase FIR filters. This technique is used
in Chapters 4–7 (and partly Chapters 8–9) to synthesize efficient filters and filter
banks with narrow transition bands.

2.5.1 Narrow-band FRM filters

In narrow-band FRM, a model filter G(z) is cascaded with a masking filter F0(z)
according to Fig. 2.2, where G(z) is modified to have a periodicity of 2π/L instead
of 2π. This is equivalent to replacing all the delay elements in the realization of
G(z) by L delay elements in cascade, or (in the time domain) inserting L− 1 zeros
between the impulse response values of g(n). The overall transfer function is

H(z) = G(zL)F0(z). (2.17)

Typical magnitude responses of the subfilter and the resulting H(z) can be seen
in Fig. 2.3. The filter F0(z) is masking out the wanted images of the periodic
model filter, and that is the reason for the name of this approach. If a bandpass or
highpass filter is wanted, F0(z) is just changed to mask out other parts of G(zL).
The overall filter H(z) is however restricted to have a narrow bandwidth. For
instance, for a lowpass filter, the stopband edges is restricted as

ωsT < π/L. (2.18)

The filter order of G(z) is reduced by a factor of L, [since the transition bandwidth
is increased by a factor L, see (2.14)] but the complexity of F (z) is increasing with
L. However, with a proper choice of L, the overall complexity can be reduced
considerably compared to a single FIR filter fulfilling the same filter specification,
if the transition band of H(z) is narrow.

2.5.2 Wide-band FRM lowpass filters

If the specification at hand has a passband edge ωcT that is larger than π(L−1)/L
for some integer L ≥ 2, it is possible to synthesize the filter as a wide-band FRM
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ωΤ

|G(ejLωT)|

ωΤ

|H(ejωT)|

π

(b)

(d)

ωΤπLωcΤ LωsΤ

|G(ejωT)|

(a)

π/L 2π/L 4π/L 6π/L

ωΤ

(c)
|F0(e

jωT)|

2ωsΤ 2ωsΤ

ωsΤ

6π/L2π/L 4π/L

ωcΤ

2π/L–ωsΤ

Figure 2.3: Illustration of magnitude responses for an NB FRM lowpass filter.

filter. To obtain a WB lowpass filter, a NB highpass filter is subtracted from a
pure delay. The transfer function is expressed as

H(z) = z−K − G(zL)F0(z) (2.19)

with K = LKG + KF and KG and KF are the delay of the subfilters G(z) and
F0(z), respectively. The structure is shown in Fig. 2.4. The masking filter F0(z)
is a highpass filter and the type of the model filter is dependent on whether the
periodicity L is even or odd. For even values of L, G(z) is a lowpass filter with
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x(n) y(n)G(zL) F0(z)

z–K

–

+

Figure 2.4: Structure for WB FRM filters.

band edges

ω(G)
c T = L(π − ωsT ) (2.20)

ω(G)
s T = L(π − ωcT )

and F0(z) is a highpass filter with

ω(F0)
s T = (L − 2)π/L + ω(G)

s T/L (2.21)

ω(F0)
c T = ωsT.

For odd values of L, both subfilters are of highpass type with edges

ω(G)
c T = L(ωsT − π) + π (2.22)

ω(G)
s T = L(ωcT − π) + π

ω(F0)
s T = (L − 1)π/L − ω(G)

s T/L

ω(F0)
c T = ωsT.

Typical magnitude responses of the different filters can be found in Figs. 2.5 and
2.6, where the two cases with even and odd L are shown. Note that in order to get
these responses, KG = NG/2 must be an integer, thus the model filter must be of
even order.

2.5.3 Middle-band FRM lowpass filters

Lim (1986) introduced a more general FRM approach that can handle filters with
any bandwidth, here called middle-band FRM. In addition to the structure in
Fig. 2.2, also a complementary filter Gc(z) of the model filter G(z) is used. The
new structure is given in Fig. 2.7, and the transfer function is

H(z) = G(zL)F0(z) + Gc(z
L)F1(z). (2.23)

Now two masking filters F0(z) and F1(z) are needed. The filter F0(z) is masking
out wanted parts of G(zL) and F1(z) has the same task for Gc(z

L). The different
magnitude responses are shown in Fig. 2.82. Subfigures 2.8 (c) and (d) illustrate

2More precisely, F0(z) and F1(z) are allowed to have some don’t-care-band (as for the NB and
WB structures), but here only the principle is shown.
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ωΤπ
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(G) ωs   Τ
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(c)
|F(ejωT)|
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(d)
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π

(e)

ωsΤωcΤ

(L–2)π/L

Figure 2.5: Illustration of magnitude responses for WB FRM lowpass filters with
even L. (a) model filter, (b) periodic model filter, (c) masking filter, and (e) overall
filter.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of magnitude responses for WB FRM lowpass filters with
odd L. (a) model filter, (b) periodic model filter, (c) masking filter, and (e) overall
filter.
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x(n)

G(zL)

Gc(zL)

y(n)

F0(z)

F1(z)

Figure 2.7: General structure of the MB FRM approach.

the case when F0(z) determines the transition band and subfigures (e) and (f) the
case when F1(z) has this role. These two cases are referred to as Case 1 and Case
2, respectively. Further, we let ωcT , ωsT , δc, and δs denote the passband edge,
stopband edge, passband ripple, and stopband ripple, respectively, for the overall
filter H(z). For the model and masking filters G(z), Gc(z), F0(z), and F1(z),
additional superscripts (G), (Gc), (F0), and (F1), respectively, are included in the
corresponding ripples and edges.

One drawback of FRM is the slight increase of the overall delay. Therefore, it
is worth mentioning that an approach to make a trade-off between low complexity
and low delay, using the FRM approach, has been proposed by Chen and Lee
(1996); Svensson and Johansson (2002a) and in Chapter 5.

Complementary filters

The complementary filter Gc(z) can be chosen in different ways. Lim (1986) pro-
posed to select Gc(z) as

Gc(z) = z−KG − G(z) (2.24)

where KG = NG/2 is the delay of G(z) and NG is its filter order. If NG is odd, the
zero-phase frequency response GR(ωT ) of G(z) will have a period of 4π instead of
2π (Wanhammar and Johansson, 2002). If G(z) is a lowpass filter, the zero-phase
frequency response

GcR(ωT ) = 1 − GR(ωT ) (2.25)

will be 1 − (−1) = 2 around π, instead of the desired 1 − 1 = 0. Therefore, G(z)
must be of even order with Lim’s choice of Gc(z). The structure is seen in Fig. 2.9.
Note that WB FRM is a special case of Lim’s MB FRM with Gc(z

L)F1(z) = z−K .
Thereby, the discussion on even model filter also holds for WB FRM filters. Lim’s
choice of complementary filter is used in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

Another choice of Gc(z) is to choose it as a mirrored or shifted version of G(z)
as (Johansson, 2000a)

Gc(z) = G(−z). (2.26)

For even NG, it implies an overall filter with zero-phase frequency response as

HR(ωT ) = F0R(ωT )GR(ωTL) + (−1)(NG/2)F1(ωT )GR(ωTL − π). (2.27)
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of magnitude responses of the general FRM approach.
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Figure 2.9: Structure with Lim’s choice of complementary filter.

In the part of a general passband where both masking filters also have pass-
band (with F1R(ωT ) approximating (−1)−NG/2 and F0R(ωT ) approximating one),
HR(ωT ) becomes

HR(ωT ) ≈ GR(ωTL) + GR(ωTL − π). (2.28)

This implies that in order for H(z) not to have any large deviations from unity in
the passband, the following approximation must hold.

|GR(ωTL) + GR(ωTL − π)| ≈ 1. (2.29)

For odd NG,

HR(ωT ) = F0R(ωT )GR(ωTL) + j(−1)(NG−1)/2F1R(ωT )GR(ωTL − π) (2.30)

and when the masking filters have passbands we get

|HR(ωT )| ≈
√

GR(ωTL)2 + GR(ωTL − π)2. (2.31)

This means that G(z) and Gc(z) must be approximately power complementary in
order to get a proper transfer function H(z), and this is a favorable property in
e.g. filter bank design. The discussion holds if F0(z) and F1(z) are considered to
be regular lowpass filters. In conclusion, there are two alternatives for the choice
Gc(z) = G(−z). One with even NG and

|G(ejωT ) + Gc(e
jωT )| ≈ 1 (2.32)

and the other with odd NG and

|G(ejωT )|2 + |Gc(e
jωT )|2 ≈ 1. (2.33)

The latter is preferred in FB design and used in Chapter 7.
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3

Multirate Filter Banks

In a multirate system, different parts of the system work at different sampling
frequencies. In between these parts, sampling rate conversion must be applied,
that is, interpolation or decimation. By changing the sampling frequency, one
can reduce the computational complexly for a given task which can lead to e.g.
reduced transmission rate or storage requirements. The multirate building blocks
are in addition to the single rate building blocks downsamplers and upsamplers.
These are seen in Fig. 3.1. A downsampler keeps only every Mth sample of x(n)
according to

y(n) = x(Mn) (3.1)

whereas the upsampler adds L − 1 zeros between each of these samples according
to

y =

{

x(n/L), if n is a multiple of L
0, otherwise.

(3.2)

Sometimes it is advantageous to split a signal into different frequency bands.
For example if the energy distribution of a signal varies substantially over differ-
ent frequencies, the accuracy could be increased significantly by using more bits
to represent the frequency ranges with higher energy, and fewer bits to represent
frequencies with less information. Then a filter bank is needed in order to partition
the frequency range. A filter bank is in general several filters with a common input
or a common output (Crochiere and Rabiner, 1983; Fliege, 1994; Vaidyanathan,
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L
x(n) y(n)

a) b)
x(n)

M
y(n)

Figure 3.1: a) M -fold downsampler and b) L-fold upsampler.

x(n) y(n)
H(z) M

Figure 3.2: Decimation by a factor of M .

L
x(n) y(n)

H(z)

Figure 3.3: Interpolation by a factor of L.

1993). There are many types of filter banks; digital, discrete-time/digital, ana-
log/digital, uniform, non-uniform, multirate, single-rate, multi-level, single-level,
maximally decimated, and over-sampled, among others. In this thesis only digital
uniform single-level filter banks are considered. Most publications treat the PR
case, but in many practical applications, this requirement can be relaxed. In such
cases, it is generally advantageous, in terms of arithmetic complexity, to use filter
banks that approximate (in some sense) PR (Crochiere and Rabiner, 1983; Fliege,
1994; Vaidyanathan, 1993). Such filter banks are referred to as near PR (NPR)
filter banks or approximately PR filter banks. The basic theory of filter banks is
given below. To increase readability, the two-channel filter bank is first described,
which is then generalized to the Mth-channel case. (For a more thorough introduc-
tion to filter banks, see (Fliege, 1994; Vaidyanathan, 1993).) Firstly, four central
conceptions in multirate systems are given.

Decimation The process of reducing the sampling rate is called decimation. The
structure of decimation with a factor of M is shown in Fig. 3.2. The original
content of the signal can only be preserved if it is band-limited to π/M . If
the signal is only approximately band-limited or if there is noise at higher
frequencies, the downsampler should be preceded by a lowpass filter to avoid
aliasing.

Interpolation The operation of increasing the sampling rate while keeping the
same information content is called interpolation. The operation is illustrated
in Fig. 3.3 with an interpolation factor of L. It is a two-stage process with first
an upsampler for adding L− 1 zeros between the samples of x(n) and second
an anti-imaging filter, to remove the extra images caused by the upsampler.

Polyphase decomposition Polyphase decomposition was first mentioned by Bel-
langer et al. (1976) and Vary (1979). It makes it possible to implement in-
terpolation/decimation filters in a highly computationally efficient way. It
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<=>
x(n) y(n)

M H(z)

M
x(n) y(n)

H(z)

x(n)
H(zM)

y(n)
M

x(n) y(n)
<=>H(zM)M

Figure 3.4: The two noble identities, enabling the filter H(z) to be moved to the
lower sampling frequency.

is also useful when implementing filter banks. For a given transfer function
H(z) and a given integer M , H(z) can always be decomposed as

H(z) =

∞
∑

n=−∞

h(nM)z−nM

+z−1
∞
∑

n=−∞

h(nM + 1)z−nM (3.3)

. . .

+z−(M−1)
∞
∑

n=−∞

h(nM + M − 1)z−nM

where each sum is a polyphase component of H(z), and the impulse response
h(n), is evenly distributed over the M new transfer functions. A more com-
pact way of writing (3.3) is

H(z) =

M1
∑

i=0

z−iHi(z
M ) (3.4)

where Hi(z) are the polyphase components of H(z).

Noble identities If the transfer function H(z) is rational, (i.e. a ratio of poly-
nomials in z or z−1) which is the normal case for digital filters, the two
equivalences in Fig. 3.4 hold. They are called the noble identities. This
means that a transfer function of zM followed by a downsampler or preceded
by an upsampler of M , can be moved so that the processing is always done at
the lower sampling frequency. The combination of these noble identities and
the polyphase decomposition above enables an efficient realization of multi-
rate filters and filter banks. A decimation filter is shown in Fig. 3.5 and an
interpolation filter in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Structure of a decimation filter, utilizing polyphase decomposition and
a noble identity.
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Figure 3.6: Structure of an interpolation filter, utilizing polyphase decomposition
and a noble identity.
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Figure 3.7: A two-channel maximally decimated filter bank.

3.1 Two-channel maximally decimated filter banks

In a two-channel maximally decimated1 filter bank, the input signal x(n) is decom-
posed into two subband signals by the analysis filters Ha0(z) and Ha1(z) (in this
thesis also the notations H0(z) and H1(z) occur) in an analysis filter bank. After
the analysis filters, there are downsamplers in order to maintain the same total
number of samples per time unit as for the input signal x(n). After the processing
unit, the subband signals are combined back together using upsamplers and syn-
thesis filters Hs0(z) and Hs1(z) (also the notations G0(z) and G1(z) are used here)
in a synthesis filter bank. The processing unit can be a non-uniform quantizer, a
subband encoder, etc. A two-channel filter bank is seen in Fig. 3.7. Disregarding
the processing unit, the z-transform of the input-output relation of the filter bank
can be expressed as

Y (z) =
1

2
(V0(z)X(z) + V1(z)X(−z)) (3.5)

where

V0(z) = Ha0(z)Hs0(z) + Ha1(z)Hs1(z) (3.6)

is called the distortion transfer function and

V1(z) = Ha0(−z)Hs0(z) + Ha1(−z)Hs1(z) (3.7)

is called the aliasing transfer function. If V1(z) = 0 and V0(z) is a pure delay, the
filter bank has not affected the signal at all. These filter banks are called perfect
reconstruction (PR) filter banks. However, if the processing unit is not lossless,
small deviations from the PR conditions can just as well be allowed. Filter banks
with small errors are called near-PR (NPR) filter banks. Further, if phase errors is
allowed by the application at hand, it is enough for the filter bank to have nearly
perfect magnitude reconstruction (NPMR). That is, the constraints on V0(z) can
be relaxed to just consider its magnitude response. NPR and NPMR filter banks
have been the focus of this thesis, since they allow more efficient realizations and
implementations.

1’Maximally decimated’ is also named ’critically sampled’ in the literature.
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Figure 3.8: An alias-free two-channel QMF bank.

Two-channel QMF FIR filter banks

One of the first and simplest filter banks is obtained when the analysis filters are
related as

Ha1(z) = Ha0(−z). (3.8)

This is a quadrature mirror frequency (QMF) filter bank, meaning that |Ha1(e
iωT )|

is a mirror image of |Ha0(e
iωT )| in the quadrature frequency 2π/4 = π/2. Aliasing

(3.7) is exactly cancelled with the choice

Has0(z) = Ha0(−z), Hs1(z) = −Ha1(−z). (3.9)

This filter bank is shown in Fig. 3.8. The idea is that aliasing is permitted in both
channels, but in the synthesis bank, the upper and lower branch cancel out each
others contribution. If Ha0(z) is a linear phase FIR filter with real coefficients, it
can be written using its real zero-phase frequency response as

Ha0(e
−jωT ) = e−jωTN/2HR(ωT ). (3.10)

The distortion function of the QMF bank can then be written as

V0(e
jωT ) = e−jωTNH2

R(ωT ) − (−1)NH2
R(ωT − π)). (3.11)

This implies that the filter order N of Ha0(z) must be odd, in order to avoid large
amplitude distortion at π/2.

QMF filter banks using the MB FRM approach

The well-known theory above has been combined with the FRM approach in (Jo-
hansson and Saramäki, 2003) into a class of filter banks with reduced arithmetic
complexity (especially when the specification has narrow transition bands) at the
cost of a longer delay. The analysis and synthesis filters are

Ha0(z) = G(zL)F0(z) + Gc(z
L)F1(z) (3.12)

Ha1(z) = G(zL)E0(z) + Gc(z
L)E1(z) (3.13)

Hs0(z) = G(zL)F0(z) − Gc(z
L)F1(z) (3.14)

Hs1(z) = G(zL)E0(z) − Gc(z
L)E1(z) (3.15)
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and Gc(z) = G(−z) with odd filter order NG. Choosing the masking filters E0(z)
and E1(z) as

E0(z) = ±F1(−z), E1(z) = ∓F0(−z) (3.16)

the aliasing transfer function is exactly zero, whereas the choice

E0(z) = ∓F1(−z), E1(z) = ±F0(−z) (3.17)

gives small aliasing errors but also a potentially more efficient filter bank. Further,
since the passband and stopband edges of the masking filters F0(z) and F1(z) are
related through

ωF1
c T = π − ωF0

s T, ωF1
s T = π − ωF0

c T (3.18)

it is possible to relate them as

F1(z) = z−NF /2 − (−1)NF /2F0(−z) (3.19)

with NF being the common filter order of F0(z) and F1(z). The relation in (3.19)
reduces the complexity of the realization and makes the design simpler and faster.
Since NG is odd, the analysis (and synthesis) filters do not have a linear phase, but
the choice of synthesis filters above guarantees the product Hak(z)Hsk(z), k = 0, 1
to have a linear phase. Thereby is the distortion transfer function guaranteed to
have the same.

In Chapter 6, the case where the filter order of H0(z) is even and the FRM
is the conventional one introduced by Lim (1986), thus Gc(z) = z−NG/2 − G(z),
is proposed. The analysis and synthesis filters have linear phase and there is no
aliasing distortion.

3.2 M-channel maximally decimated filter banks

The two-channel filter bank can be generalized into a filter bank with M channels.
Such filter banks find application in numerous areas (Crochiere and Rabiner, 1983;
Fliege, 1994; Vaidyanathan, 1993) and over the past two decades, a vast number
of papers on the theory and design of such filter banks have been published. The
filter bank can be seen in Fig. 3.9, and its input-output relation is

Y (z) =
1

M

M−1
∑

m=0

Vm(z)X(zWm
M ) (3.20)

where

Vm(z) =
M−1
∑

k=0

Hak(zWm
M )Hsk(z). (3.21)

The first term V0(z) is the distortion transfer function according to

V0(z) =
M−1
∑

k=0

Hak(z)Hsk(z) (3.22)
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Figure 3.9: M -channel maximally decimated filter bank.

whereas Vm(z) for m = 1, . . . ,M−1, are the aliasing transfer functions. M -channel
filter banks can be designed using e.g. a tree-structure, different modulation tech-
niques, or individual design of each filter. These approaches are described more
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. In this thesis, the M -channel filter banks are restricted
to be cosine or sine modulated (Chapters 7 and 8), or complex modulated (Chap-
ter 9) for efficiency reasons. The different modulation techniques are motivated in
Section 3.3.

3.3 Modulated filter banks

For M -channel filter banks, it can be difficult to design and optimize 2M separate
filters at the same time; especially for a large M . To come around these problems
one can use a tree-structure (Regalia et al., 1987; Vaidyanathan, 1993) or modu-
lation (Karp and Fliege, 1999). Two drawbacks of tree-structure filter banks, are
that the number of channels is restricted to be a power of two, and that these filter
banks have in general a longer delay compared to modulation or individual design.
Therefore, this work will focus on the modulation technique, of which the basics
will be described briefly in this chapter. The idea of modulated filter banks is to
design only one filter called a prototype filter, P (z), and then derive all the other
filters from this using modulation.

3.3.1 M-channel DFT modulated filter banks

A simple modulated filter bank class is based on the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). The DFT matrix is an M × M matrix defined as

W M = [W km
M ] (3.23)
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where WM = e−j2π/M , k defines the row, and m defines the column. The analysis
filters are derived as

Hak(z) = P (zW k
M ). (3.24)

This means that the different filters are just shifted versions of the prototype filter
and that the lowpass filter Ha0(z) is identical to P (z). Typical magnitude responses
of P (z) and Hak(z) are seen in Fig. 3.10. Using polyphase decomposition, (3.24)
can be rewritten as

Hak(z) =
M−1
∑

i=0

(zW k
M )−iQi((zW k

M )M )

=

M−1
∑

i=0

z−iW−ki
M Qi(z

M )

(3.25)

where Qi(z) are the polyphase components of P (z). That is, the polyphase com-
ponents are delayed and modulated with the matrix W∗, where W∗ = [W−km

M ].
As seen in the realization in Fig. 3.11, the downsamplers have been moved (using
one of the noble identities) to the left of the filters and the DFT block, so that the
filters can work at the lower sampling frequency.

The cost for implementing an M -channel DFT analysis filter banks if P (z) is an
FIR filter of order N , is in multiplications per sample (N + 1)/M plus the cost to
implement the DFT. The number of multiplications per sample is compared instead
of just the number of multiplications, since the sampling rate in the filter part is
reduced by a factor M , and that should be taken into account. A design with M
independent analysis filters have instead a cost of about M × N/2 (if exploiting
symmetry in the impulse response p(n)) 2. The DFT synthesis filter bank has in
the regular case the same complexity as the analysis bank.

A drawback of this class of filter banks is, that since the impulse responses
hak(n) are obtained by complex exponential modulation of p(n), the coefficients
in hak(n) are in general complex, giving rise to complex xi(m), even with a real
p(n). Complex signal processing is more expensive to implement compared to real-
valued processing. For example, one complex multiplication correspond to three
real multiplications (Parhi, 1999). Another drawback of DFT modulated filter
banks is that the stopband attenuation is limited. This is because each aliasing
transfer function is a sum of one large and M − 1 small terms, and all the small
terms (determined by the stopband ripple) must sum up to cancel the large one.
One solutions to this problem (if it is allowed by the application) is to allow ‘don’t
care’ bands for the large aliasing terms in each aliasing transfer function. Another
solution is to have non-maximally decimation in the filter bank (no overlap of the
analysis filters). However, this might increase the arithmetic complexity.

The simplest DFT modulated filter bank is a PR system with all Qi(z) = 1.
However, the frequency selectivity is poor. The stopband attenuation is only some
13.5 dB, regardless of the number of channels.

2The symmetry in coefficients cannot be exploited together with polyphase decomposition,
since the identical coefficients in p(n) in general are situated in different polyphase components.
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Figure 3.10: Magnitude responses of typical DFT modulated analysis filters.
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Figure 3.11: Realization of a DFT analysis filter bank using polyphase decomposi-
tion of P (z).

3.3.2 M-channel cosine modulated filter banks (CMFBs)

The use of CMFBs is a way to come around the problems in DFT filter banks with
complex filter coefficients and the limited stopband attenuation. Typical magnitude
responses are depicted in Fig. 3.12. Each analysis filter is now a sum of two shifted
versions of a prototype filter P (z) with half the bandwidth of Hak(z). This gives
typical analysis transfer functions as

Hak(z) = P (zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) + P (zW

−(k+0.5)
2M ) (3.26)
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where k = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1. That is, the frequency response of the kth analysis
filter is obtained by shifting that of the prototype filter to the left and to the right
on the frequency axis by ωkT = (k + 0.5)π/M and add them together. The name
‘cosine modulated’ is motivated by the fact that the sum of two equal shifts in the
frequency domain, with different signs, according to Euler’s formula, corresponds
to a cosine term in the time domain. This is shown in (3.27).

hak(n) = p(n)ejωkTn + p(n)e−jωkTn

= 2p(n)

(

ejωkTn + e−jωkTn

2

)

= 2p(n) cos(ωkTn).
(3.27)

However, in order to get at least NPR, (3.26) must be slightly modified. The most
common choice of modulation is

Hak(z) = αkβkP (zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) + α∗

kβ∗
kP (zW

−(k+0.5)
2M ) (3.28)

Hsk(z) = α∗
kβkP (zW

(k+0.5)
2M ) + αkβ∗

kP (zW
−(k+0.5)
2M ) (3.29)

where αk = ejθk , βk = W
(k+0.5)N/2
2M , θk = (−1)kπ/4, N is the filter order of the

linear-phase FIR filter P (z), and k = 0, 1, . . . ,M −1. The impulse responses of the
analysis and synthesis filters are

hak(n) = 2p(n) cos

(

(2k + 1)π

2M
(n − N

2
) + θk

)

(3.30)

hsk(n) = 2p(n) cos

(

(2k + 1)π

2M
(n − N

2
) − θk

)

. (3.31)

Using the modulation in (3.28), five useful properties can be shown.

1. The squared magnitude responses of the analysis filters are

|Hak(z)|2 = |P (zW
(k+0.5)
2M )|2 + |P (zW

−(k+0.5)
2M )|2 (3.32)

for z = ejωT . This means that the two terms to the right must be approxi-
mately power complementary in order to obtain lowpass and highpass filters
without bumps around 0 and π.

2. All large terms in the aliasing terms are cancelled meaning that if the stop-
band attenuation is sufficiently high, the remaining ones can be ignored,
resulting in approximately alias cancellation. This is also called ‘adjacent-
channel aliasing cancellation’, and it means that the largest remaining aliasing
terms are in the worst case twice the stopband ripple of the prototype filter
(Vaidyanathan, 1993).

3. The analysis and synthesis filters are related as3

Hsk(z) = z−NHak(z−1) (3.33)

3When the synthesis filters are determined by the analysis filters, the filter bank is commonly
named ’orthogonal filter bank’.
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According to (3.33), the magnitude response of the synthesis filters are equal
to the magnitude response of the analysis filters. That is

|Hsk(ejωT )| = |Hak(ejωT )| (3.34)

4. The distortion transfer function can, also according to (3.33), be written on
the form

V0(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Hak(z)Hsk(z)

=

M−1
∑

k=0

z−NHak(z)Hak(z−1) = z−N
M−1
∑

k=0

|Hak(z)|2
(3.35)

for z = ejωT . This together with (3.32) shows that the distortion transfer
function is actually the sum of 2M squared magnitude responses of the proto-
type filter shifted differently over the whole frequency range. So if the proto-
type filter is approximately power complementary, the magnitude response of
the distortion function is approximately unity. The distortion function can be
expressed as V0(z) = z−Nf(z2M ). In particular, this means that |V0(e

jωT )|
has period 2π/2M .

5. From (3.33) and (3.34), it follows that V0(e
jωT ) has exact linear phase with

a delay of N .

Summarizing the above, this filter bank class has approximately aliasing cancel-
lation, no phase distortion, and approximately zero magnitude distortion if the
prototype filter is approximately power-complementary. These five properties are
referred to later in the thesis.

A realization of the analysis filter bank and the synthesis filter bank is shown
in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14, respectively, where Qi(z) are the polyphase components
of P (z). Just as for the DFT class, noble identities and polyphase structures can
be used to achieve an efficient realization and implementation. If the filter order of
the prototype filter P (z) has a filter order N related to the number of channels as
N+1 = 2mM for some integer m, the cosine modulation block in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14
can be implemented using an M × M discrete cosine transform (DCT) and some
permutation matrices. There are four types of DCTs, but only DCT-IV is suitable
in this case (Vaidyanathan, 1993).

It is of interest to note that also PR cosine modulated filter banks can be
obtained, by imposing additional constraints on the polyphase components of P (z)
(Malvar, 1992).

Design of CMFBs

When designing a uniform filter bank, the frequency selective specification of the
analysis filters is usually described in terms of δc, δs, and transition bandwidth. If
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Figure 3.12: Typical magnitude responses for prototype filter and the two first
analysis filters in cosine modulated filter banks.
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Figure 3.13: Realization of a cosine modulated analysis filter bank.

the filter bank is not a PR filter bank, there is also additional requirements on the
distortion transfer function V0(z) (δ0 and φ0), and the aliasing transfer functions
Vm(z) (δ1). Let the specifications of Hak(z) be
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Figure 3.14: Realization of a cosine modulated synthesis filter bank.
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of passband and stopband regions for the analysis filters.

1 − δc ≤ |Hak(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δc, ωT ∈ Ωc,k

|Hak(ejωT )| ≤ δs, ωT ∈ Ωs,k (3.36)

for k = 0, 1, . . . ,M−1, where Ωc,k and Ωs,k are the passband and stopband regions,
respectively, of Hak(z) as illustrated in Fig. 3.15. The distortion and aliasing
functions are to meet

1 − δ0 ≤ |V0(e
jωT )| ≤ 1 + δ0, ωT ∈ [0, π/2M ]

−KωT − φ0 ≤ arg{V0(e
jωT )} ≤ −KωT + φ0, ωT ∈ [0, π/2M ]

|Vm(ejωT )| ≤ δ1, m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, ωT ∈ [0, π] (3.37)

where K is the overall delay of the filter bank. Since the magnitude of the distortion
transfer function is a function of z2M , it is sufficient to regard a frequency range
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of [0, π/2M ] instead of [0, π] when designing the filter bank with constraints on
V0(e

jωT ).
The author proposes the design procedure below, but others are also possible,

e.g. methods where first a two-channel filter bank is designed, and then it is used
as starting point to a multi-step design scheme for designing filter banks with more
and more channels (Bregovic and Saramäki, 2002b). Another method is to modify
the objective function to be quadratic, so that a global optimum can be found. This
objective function is then iterated to be as close to the original objective function
as possible (Xu et al., 1998). These iterative methods are in general faster, but
gives usually only suboptimal solutions. The proposed procedure is more general,
while the others only work for the conventional case.

The first step in the proposed design procedure is to translate the specifications
(3.36) and (3.37) to a specification for the prototype filter P (z). Worst case as-
sumptions are used to find these relations. The second step is to design P (z) using
standard filter design methods, so that it fulfills its specification. Finally, nonlinear
programming can improve the filter bank further, with the solution in the previous
step as an intelligent starting point to the nonlinear optimization.

In the normal NPR case when P (z) is a linear-phase FIR filter, the aliasing
terms are in the worst case two times the stopband ripples of the prototype filter,
and is thus under control as long as P (z) has sufficient attenuation in its stopband.
The distortion function has linear phase, so φ0 = 0. Therefore, the filter coefficients
of the prototype filter p(n) can be optimized in the minimax sense as

minimize δ

subject to ||Hak(ejωT )| − 1| ≤ δ(δc/δ0), ωT ∈ Ωc,k

|Hak(ejωT )| ≤ δ(δs/δ0), ωT ∈ Ωs,k (3.38)

||V0(e
jωT )| − 1| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ [0, π/2M ]

for k = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1. The specification is fulfilled when δ < δ0. Optimization
in the least-squares sense is also possible in this step (Bregovic, 2003). After the
nonlinear optimization, the design has usually smaller errors than specified, because
of the worst-case assumptions regarding the ripple distribution in the first step.
This design margin can be used to lower the filter order of P (z), and then the
second and last step in the design procedure is iterated once more.

3.4 Other efficient M-channel filter banks

In addition to cosine modulated filter banks, there are other ways to design ef-
ficient M -channel filter banks. The most common are MDFT filter banks and
tree-structured filter banks.

MDFT filter banks

M -channel filter banks can also be designed using the Modified DFT (MDFT)
(Karp and Fliege, 1999). The MDFT can, in contrary to the ordinary DFT, cancel
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the aliasing functions, so the stopband attenuation is not restricted as in DFT filter
banks. The input signal can be either real or complex, but the subsignals coming
out of the analysis filter bank is always complex and the delay is increased from N
to N + M/2 compared to cosine modulated filter banks. The number of channels
is restricted to be even, and a prototype filter for a NPR or PR cosine modulated
filter bank can be used without modifications to design a NPR or PR MDFT filter
bank. An advantage is that if the prototype filter has linear phase, so has the
analysis and synthesis filters in a MDFT filter bank. This is not the case for cosine
modulated filter banks. For complex-valued input-signals, this technique is more
efficient than cosine modulation but for real-valued inputs, they have about the
same complexity.

Tree-structure filter banks

Tree-structure filter banks can be used to realize an M -channel uniform filter bank
efficiently (Regalia et al., 1987; Vaidyanathan, 1993). The input signal is first
divided into two subbands with a lowpass filter and a highpass filter. Then (for
uniform filter banks) each subband is divided into two parts again, until the number
of channels is satisfying. Of course, M is here restricted to be a power of two. A
two-channel filter banks is used as a building block in an M -channel, so the design
is fairly simple. However, the delay is usually larger compared to modulated filter
banks.
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Filter specifications suitable for
FRM

In the literature, there are three basic1 structures for FRM. These structures are
NB FRM, WB FRM and MB FRM. The FRM approach is proposed as a alternative
to regular linear-phase FIR filters for specifications with narrow transition band.
(The filter order of a regular FIR filter is inversely proportional to the transition
bandwidth and therefore an implementation of such a filter will be costly.)

The purpose of this chapter is to study for what filter specifications the FRM
approach can lower the required number of multiplications compared to a regular
linear-phase FIR filter. The focus of this work is on arithmetic complexity, and
as a measure of this, the number of multiplications and additions automatically
has been estimated for different filter specifications. The three frequency masking
approaches (NB, WB, and MB) has been compared to regular linear-phase FIR
filters. The filter orders have been estimated using the function ’firpmord.m’ in
Matlab. This estimation is not valid for band edges close to zero or the Nyquist
frequency, and therefore these frequencies have not been studied. Further, since this
is only an estimation, it it possible that the true required filter orders are slightly
higher (typically +1 or +2). Thereby is also the true number of multiplications
slightly higher. The aim here is however not to find exact filter orders, but to get
an idea about when the FRM approach should be considered as an alternative to

1Apart from basic FRM, also multi-stage FRM exists (Lim and Lian, 1993). In this thesis,
only single stage FRM is considered.
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regular linear-phase FIR filters. As is well known (Chen and Lee, 1996; Rosenbaum
and Johansson, 2007), the price to pay for the lower arithmetic complexity in the
FRM approach is an overall longer delay. This must also be consider when choosing
approach for the specification at hand; it is however not taken into account here.

For a regular linear-phase FIR filter H(z) with filter order N , the number of
multiplications is about N/2, or more exactly

⌊N/2⌋ + 1. (4.1)

Below, each of the three FRM approaches are studied and it is shown for what filter
specifications they could be in question. For a more thorough introduction to the
FRM technique, see Section 2.5 or (Lim, 1986; Neuvo et al., 1984). In this chapter
all ripples (both passband and stopband ripples) are set to be less than 0.01. The
ripples of the subfilters are also 0.01 even though in a worst case assumption this
would lead to larger ripples in the passband of the FRM filter. However, with joint
optimization of the subfilters the deviation from 0.01 will be small and will not
affect the filter orders in an appreciable way.

4.1 NB FRM filters

Filter specifications with a stopband edge

ωsT < π/2 (4.2)

are named NB filter specifications. NB FRM filter consists of two subfilters in
cascade according to

H(z) = G(zM )F0(z), (4.3)

and for a given M , ωsT must be less than π/M (M = 2 sets the bound (4.2)). The
number of multiplications for an NB FRM filter with subfilters F0(z) and G(z) and
filter orders NF0 and NG, respectively, is

⌊NG/2⌋ + ⌊NF0/2⌋ + 2. (4.4)

The transition band with break-even for M = 2 is plotted in Fig. 4.1 as a function
of the passband edge ωcT . Below the line, NB FRM is preferable to regular FIR
in terms of arithmetic complexity (estimated in terms of multiplications). If the
filters specification at hand is situated near the lower left corner, a larger value of
M will give a even better result in terms of multiplications.

4.1.1 Previous work

Some related work in this filed has been published in (Mehrnia and Willson, 2004),
where optimal IFIR2 filter design is studied. The ’IFIR triangle’ in that paper is not
as accurate as the plots presented here. As an example, the specification ωcT =

2IFIR stands for Interpolated Finite Impulse Response and is a synonym to NB FRM.
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Figure 4.1: The transition bandwidth for which the NB FRM approach (with M =
2) has the same arithmetic complexity as a regular linear-phase FIR filter is plotted.
It is plotted as a function of the passband edge ωcT . For specifications below the
line, the NB FRM approach offers a filter with lower arithmetic complexity.

regular FIR NB FRM
multiplication 7 7

Table 4.1: Actual number of multiplications needed to fulfill the given specification
ωcT = 0.1π, ωsT = 0.4π and both ripples less than 0.01.

actual value estimated value estimation by Mehrnia and Willson (2004)
0.4π 0.405π 0.227π

Table 4.2: Actual and estimated break-even stopband edges for ωcT = 0.1π.

0.1π, ωsT = 0.4π is studied. A regular FIR filter is optimized using (McClellan
et al., 1973) (first column in Table 4.1). With joint optimization of the two subfilters
G(z) and F0(z), the actual required number of multiplications needed to fulfill the
specification is shown in the second column of Table. 4.1. This implies that actual
break-even for the passband edge ωcT , is ωsT = 0.4π and it matches Fig. 4.1 very
well. This is quite far from the ’IFIR triangle’ in (Mehrnia and Willson, 2004).
According to this work, the break-even stopband frequency is ωsT ≈ 0.227π. The
results are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The line of break-even. The transition bandwidth for which the WB
frequency masking approach (with M = 2) has the same arithmetic complexity as
a regular FIR filter is plotted. It is plotted as a function of the passband edge.
Below the dotted line, the WB FRM approach offers a filter with lower arithmetic
complexity.

4.2 WB FRM filters

Filter specifications with ωcT > π/2 (M = 2) are named WB filter specifications.
For an arbitrary M , ωcT must be larger than π(M − 1)/M . A WB FRM filter can
be written as

H(z) = zM − G(zM )F0(z) (4.5)

and the number of multiplications is thus the same as for NB FRM, see (4.4). In
Fig. 4.2 the transition bandwidth with break-even (where regular linear-phase FIR
and WB FRM have the same cost in terms of multiplications is plotted as a function
of ωcT . Below this dotted line, WB FM with M = 2 is more favorable in terms of
arithmetic complexity than a regular linear-phase FIR filter. In Fig. 4.2, there is
also a straight line that limits the filter specification area. This line corresponds
to ωsT = π, so the area of interest is below the straight line. We note that for
large ωcT (ωcT > 0.7π), the WB FRM approach is superior to regular linear-phase
FIR for all possible transition bandwidths. Note that the curve is for M = 2, so
for smaller transition bands, a WB FRM filter with larger M could be even more
favorable.
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4.3 MB FRM filters

For the general FRM approach that can handle passband edges in the whole Nyquist
frequency range, two masking filters are needed, F0(z) and F1(z) with filter orders
NF0 and NF1, respectively. The number of multiplications needed in an imple-
mentation is therefore

⌊NG/2⌋ + ⌊NF0/2⌋ + ⌊NF1/2⌋ + 3. (4.6)

In Fig. 4.3 the transition bandwidth is plotted as a function of ωcT . It shows for
what filter specifications the MB FRM approach could be in question. Figure 4.4
shows the corresponding M for each dot in Fig. 4.3. For further illustration, the
two plots are shown again somewhat differently in Fig. 4.5.

The optimal factor M varies in this case between 3 and 13. For some ωcT
only a solutions with a larger factor M exist and for others no MB FRM solution
with lower complexiry than the corresponding regular linear-phase FIR exist at
all. Details on this can be found in e.g. the original publication on FRM (Lim,
1986). Because of the third subfilter, the MB FRM requires in general a narrower
transition band to be in favor, compared to the NB and WB FRM approaches.
Filter specifications with ωcT < 0.2π or ωcT > 0.7π have not been investigated
here, since for these cases, the NB and WB FRM approaches are most likely to be
in favor as seen in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: The transition bandwidth for which the MB FRM approach has the
same arithmetic complexity as a regular FIR filter is plotted. It is plotted as a
function of the passband edge ωcT . Below each dot, the MB FRM approach offers
a filter with lower arithmetic complexity compared to regular linear-phase FIR
filters (for that particular passband edge).
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Figure 4.4: The factor M corresponding to each filter specification i Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.5: The break-even transition bandwidth and corresponding optimal M as
functions of ωcT for the MB FRM approach versus regular linear-phase FIR filters.
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5

Low-delay FRM FIR filters

5.1 Contributions and relations to previous work

In this chapter, we use approximately linear-phase1 FIR filters with low delay, also
referred to as low-delay FIR filters, and they replace the linear-phase FIR filters in
the FRM filter structure (Lim, 1986; Neuvo et al., 1984) in order to obtain overall
filters with low delay and preserved low arithmetic complexity. For motivations
and introduction to FRM, see Sections 1.1 and 2.5. Two different classes are
proposed for each of the three structures (NB, WB, and MB), and an overview
of the different filters with delay K = MKG + KF is shown in Table 5.1. The
subfilter G(z) is a low-delay FIR filter, whereas F0(z) and F1(z) are either low-
delay FIR filters or linear-phase FIR filters. As will be seen later, the two different
classes are suitable for different types of filter specifications. In Class 1, only one
subfilter is optimized with respect to low delay, and in Class 2, all subfilters are
low-delay FIR filters. If Class 1 is feasible for the specification at hand, it is also
preferable, since the coefficient symmetry of the linear-phase subfilters (F0(z) and
possibly F1(z) in Table 5.1) then can be exploited. This implies that the number
of multiplications needed in an implementation of these filters is typically halved

1Since the delay is lower than that of a linear-phase FIR filter meeting the same specification,
it is not longer possible to maintain exact linear phase as for the original cases (Neuvo et al.,
1984) and (Lim, 1986).
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and that these subfilters do not contribute to the nonlinearity of the overall phase
response. In the coming sections, it will be seen that F0(z) (and F1(z) when used)
often do not contribute so much to the overall delay, and thus it could cost more
than it is worth to make also these subfilters have low delays. On the other hand,
for some specifications, all subfilters must be optimized with respect to low delay
(Class 2) in order to find a feasible solution. Further, WB Class 1 and MB Class
1 filters are restricted to have integer (or integer + 0.5) delays whereas the other
four can handle arbitrary delays. Class 2 has previously been studied in (Chen and
Lee, 1996), but only for the MB filter structure (Lim, 1986). Another difference
is that joint optimization of the subfilters is a part of the design procedure in
this chapter, but not in (Chen and Lee, 1996). The idea with only one low-delay
FIR filter (Class 1) has been considered in (Lu and Hinamoto, 2003a). The main
differences are that only the MB filter structure is considered and that the focus
is on multistage FRM and optimization methodology instead of how the subfilters
influence the overall filter and how to systematically design the overall filter for a
general specification. However, the tailored semidefinite optimization method in
(Lu and Hinamoto, 2003a) can very well be used in the last step of our design
procedures.

The main contributions in this chapter are firstly the thorough investigation of
the NB and WB FRM FIR filters with low delay, which has not been done before.
The investigation includes formulas for estimating the optimal M in Table 5.1, and
discussions on how to distribute the delay over the subfilters. If a specification
has either a narrow or wide passband, the arithmetic complexity can be reduced
considerably by using the proposed design procedures for such structures, instead
of a procedure for the general MB filter structure. Secondly, systematic design
procedures are given for each of the three structures (NB, WB, and MB). These
procedures include finding start-up filters needed in the nonlinear optimization,
which has not been considered before. For each structure, two proposals are given
(Class 1 and Class 2) with explicit formulas for distribution of the ripples to the
subfilters and with simultaneous optimization of all subfilters. The design proce-
dures result in low-delay FIR filters with a lower arithmetic complexity compared
to previous results, for specifications with low delay and narrow transition band.

Finally in this section, it is noted that the use of approximately linear-phase IIR
filters instead of low-delay FIR filters usually can meet the same specification with
a smaller number of delay elements, multiplications, and additions. A comparison
in this respect reveals that IIR filters usually are preferred, which can also be
seen for the FRM filters in (Chen et al., 2004; Johansson and Wanhammar, 2000;
Lu and Hinamoto, 2003b). However, FIR filters have other advantages over IIR
filters, like guaranteed stability, no upper bound on the maximal input/output
sample rate, low sensitivity and roundoff noise, and ease of implementation (Parhi,
1999; Wanhammar, 1999; Wanhammar and Johansson, 2002), which often makes
FIR filters the preferred choice in the end anyhow, but it is beyond the scope
of this chapter to go into such details. This motivates why the example section
of this chapter only compares low-delay FRM filters with conventional low-delay
direct-form FIR filters, despite the fact that IIR filters usually are in favor if one
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structure H(z) class filter types

NB
G(zM )F0(z) 1

G(z) - low delay
F0(z) - linear phase

2
G(z) - low delay
F0(z) - low delay

WB
z−K − G(zM )F0(z) 1

G(z) - low delay
F0(z) - linear phase

2
G(z) - low delay
F0(z) - low delay

MB
G(zM )F0(z) + [z−MKG − G(zM )]F1(z)

1
G(z) - low delay
F0(z) - linear phase
F1(z) - linear phase

2
G(z) - low delay
F0(z) - low delay
F1(z) - low delay

Table 5.1: Overview of the proposed low-delay FRM FIR filters H(z) with delay
K.

only compares the number of delay elements, multiplications, and additions. Using
these metrics only, it is still reasonably fair to compare different FIR filters due to
their similarities with respect to realizations, architectures, and implementations.

Outline

The outline of the chapter is the following. Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 treat the
NB, WB, and MB structures, respectively. Each section has an introductory part,
which is followed by the two proposals of design procedure (Class 1 and Class 2). In
each of the three sections, the two classes are tailored for the structure in question.
Each section is ended with some design examples with comparisons to previous
work, and finally, in Section 5.5 the chapter is summarized and some conclusions
are drawn.

5.2 Narrow-band FRM filters

This section reviews the transfer function and structure for NB FRM FIR filters
from (Neuvo et al., 1984) and proposes two design procedures, where also the
delay in addition to the passband and stopband ripples and the band edges are
considered. The delay and ripple distributions are discussed in detail as well as the
estimation of the optimal periodicity of G(zM ).
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x(n) y(n)G(zM) F0(z)

Figure 5.1: Structure for NB FRM filters.

5.2.1 Introduction to NB FRM filters

A filter is here referred to as narrow-band if its stopband edge is less than π/M .
Thus, its maximal value is (for M = 2) π/2. For such a NB FRM FIR filter, the
transfer function is expressed as

H(z) = G(zM )F0(z), (5.1)

where M is some positive integer. The corresponding structure is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Typical magnitude responses for the model, masking, and overall filters are as
shown in Fig. 5.2 and further details can be found in Section 2.5.1.

In the original approach (Neuvo et al., 1984), both subfilters are linear-phase
FIR filters and the overall delay is restricted to be

K = M
NG

2
+

NF0

2
= MKG + KF , (5.2)

where NG and NF0 are the filter orders of G(z) and F0(z) respectively. Further,
KG and KF are the corresponding delays. From (5.2), two observations can be
made which are the reasons for introducing the two classes (Class 1 and Class
2). The first observation is that for some specifications, both subfilters contribute
considerably to the overall delay. This is the case when e.g. MKG ≈ KF , that
is, when the optimal2 M is small or moderate. A moderate optimal M implies a
transition band that is not extremely narrow, but still narrow enough to legitimate
the use of the FRM technique. Both KG and KF should therefore be minimized in
order to get a low overall delay K. The second observation, is that with a growing
optimal M , only a minor part of the overall delay will originate from F0(z). For a
large optimal M , KF can even be neglected, and there is no point in minimizing
it.

5.2.2 NB FRM, Class 1 - with low-delay model filter and
linear-phase masking filter

This section introduces the new approach of designing NB FRM FIR filters with
possibilities to lower the delay with retained low arithmetic complexity. The model
filter G(z) is a low-delay FIR filter whereas the masking filter F0(z) is designed to
have exact linear phase (as in the original proposal) so that it does not contribute

2The value of M for which the arithmetic complexity of H(z) is minimized.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of magnitude responses for NB FRM lowpass filters. (a)
model filter, (b) periodic model filter (c) masking filter, and (d) overall filter.

to the nonlinear phase, and so that its impulse response is symmetric. With a
symmetric impulse response, the number of multiplications needed for F0(z) is
reduced from NF0 + 1 to NF0/2 + 1 for even NF0, and (NF0 + 1)/2 for odd NF0

(Wanhammar and Johansson, 2002). The frequency responses of the subfilters can
be written as

G(ejωT ) = |G(ejωT )|ejφG(ωT )

F0(e
jωT ) = F0R(ωT )e−jNF0ωT/2, (5.3)

where φG(ωT ) denotes the phase response of G(z) and F0R(ωt) is the zero-phase
frequency response of F0(z).

Delay and Optimal M : The question about the optimal factor M has been
treated since the introduction of NB FRM linear-phase FIR filters (Mehrnia and
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Willson, 2004; Neuvo et al., 1984; Saramäki and Johansson, 2001; Saramäki et al.,
1988; Wanhammar and Johansson, 2002). Here we propose a formula customized
for the NB Class 1 filters and an estimation of the optimal M has been found by
setting the derivatives of a cost function to zero. The cost function is based on the
fact that the filter order N of a linear-phase FIR filter is inversely proportional to
the transition bandwidth as

N =
D

ωsT − ωcT
, (5.4)

and a good approximation of D is found in (Kaiser, 1974) as

D = 2π
−20 log(

√
δcδs) − 13

14.6
. (5.5)

The proposed formula for optimal M is the same as in (Mehrnia and Willson,
2004), with three exceptions. First, the ripples of G(z) and F0(z) are allowed to
be different which results in DF0

6= DG. Second, the cost function for G(z) is not
accurate, since all existing formulas for estimating the filter order (Herrmann et al.,
1973; Ichige et al., 2000; Kaiser, 1974) are for linear-phase FIR filters and not low-
delay FIR filters. Therefore, a search around the estimated value is needed to make
sure that the true optimal M is found. Third, the cost function is NG + NF0/2
instead of NG + NF0. This is because F0(z) has a symmetric impulse response
whereas G(z) has not. The discussion above results in the following formula for
estimation of optimal M :

M̂opt =
2π

ωsT + ωcT +
√

DF0

DG
π(ωsT − ωcT )

. (5.6)

The overall delay in the proposed filter design is fixed to K = MKG + KF , where
KF is given by the filter order of the masking filter F0(z), KF = NF0/2. Once
NF0 is set, KG is determined by KG = (K − NF0/2)/M .

Filter design: We consider now the design of the overall filter and two different
but related specifications where the delay K is fixed. The first specification, given
by (5.7), is defined by three independent terms. Here, δc and δs are the ripples
in the passband and stopband, respectively, and φe(ωT ) = φH(ωT ) + KωT is the
deviation from linear phase in the passband.

1 − δc ≤ |H(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δc ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ]

|H(ejωT )| ≤ δs ωT ∈ [ωsT, π] (5.7)

|φe(ωT )| ≤ φe,max ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ].

Equation (5.8) shows a less general specification where the magnitude of the com-
plex error is regarded.

|H(ejωT ) − e−jKωT | ≤ δ1 ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ] (5.8)

|H(ejωT )| ≤ δ2 ωT ∈ [ωsT, π].
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The specifications (5.7) and (5.8) are closely related which is shown in (5.9). The
deviation from the ideal filter in the passband is studied and the notations H =
H(ejωT ) and φe = φe(ωT ) are used for simplicity.

|H(ejωT ) − e−jKωT |2 = ||H|ejφe − 1|2

= (|H| cos φe − 1)2 + (|H| sin φe)
2

= |H|2 + 1 − 2|H| cos φe (5.9)

≈ (1 ± δc)
2 + 1 − 2(1 ± δc)(1 − φ2

e/2)

= δ2
c + φ2

e ± φ2
eδc ≈ δ2

c + φ2
e.

This implies that if (5.8) is satisfied, so is (5.7) if δ1 = min(δc, φe,max) and δ2 = δs.
The above requirements can be met by separately optimizing the subfilters F0(z)
and G(z). Such an approach leads however to an overdesigned overall filter H(z).
To reduce the complexity and/or improve the results one should also consider
simultaneous optimization of the subfilters, and a good initial solution to this
nonlinear problem is the results from the separate optimization. The reason why
we consider specification (5.8), even when the overall filter is to meet (5.7), is that
this makes it easier to find the start-up solution for further optimization. The
design procedure can be described in five steps:

1. Find the optimal M as outlined above.

2. Distribute the ripples over the two subfilters. The specification of H(z) must
be translated into specifications for the two subfilters so that they together
fulfill the given specification. If second-order effects (such as δ2

c etc.) are
neglected, we get the following results. The passband ripple of the overall
filter is in worst case the sum of the ripples of F0(z) and G(z), and the
maximum deviation from linear phase is only the contribution from G(z),
since F0(z) has exact linear phase. That is,

δc = δ(F0)
c + δ

(G)
G (5.10)

φe,max = φ(G)
e,max.

Intuitively, the distribution of δc to the two subfilters should be equal, that

is δ
(F0)
c ≈ δ

(G)
c ≈ 0.5δc, but it could also be an advantage to set δ

(G)
c >

δ
(F0)
c , since G(z) carries the additional burden of having a phase error and

is more costly to implement because of the lack of coefficient symmetry. In
the stopband, if F0(z) and G(z) have certain ripples, then H(z) is ensured to
have the same or smaller ripple3. Thus, the stopband ripples can be chosen
equally as

δ(G)
s = δ(F0)

s = δs. (5.11)

3This requires that the model filter does not have a peak in its transition band which may
occur for low-delay filters. If this is the case, the ripple requirements must be sharpened slightly
to compensate for this.
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This will give us specifications4 according to

1 − δ(F0)
c ≤ F0R(ωT ) ≤ 1 + δ(F0)

c ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ]

−δ(F0)
s ≤ F0R(ωT ) ≤ δ(F0)

s ωT ∈ [2π/M − ωsT, π] (5.12)

1 − δ(G)
c ≤ |G(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δ(G)

c ωT ∈ [0,MωcT ]

|G(ejωT )| ≤ δ(G)
s ωT ∈ [MωsT, π] (5.13)

|φ(G)
e (ωT )| ≤ φ(G)

e,max ωT ∈ [0,MωcT ].

3. Design F0(z). An equiripple solution with minimum filter order fulfilling
(5.12), can easily be found using for example the well known algorithm in
(McClellan et al., 1973). Further, KF is now set by NF0.

4. Design G(z) with KG = (K−KF )/M . A simple way to design the model filter
is to use linear programming for the real and imaginary parts of the complex
error5. The minimum filter order needed to fulfill the specification of G(z)
can only be found by an exhaustive search, since no formulas providing this
information exist. For linear-phase FIR filters there are several such formulas
presented, (Herrmann et al., 1973; Ichige et al., 2000; Kaiser, 1974), showing
that the filter order is inversely proportional to the transition bandwidth. Our
experience is that this fact seems to hold also for low-delay FIR filters6 and
therefore, these formulas can be used to find an approximation of required
filter order for G(z). If KG is too small, it might not be possible to design
a proper7 filter G(z). Then, the NB Class 2 approach in Section 5.2.3 could
be an alternative.

5. The last step in the design procedure is joint optimization. The initial solu-
tion is taken from the separate optimizations above and the joint optimization
can be done in e.g. the least squares sense, or the minimax sense. Also the
optimization methodology in (Lu and Hinamoto, 2003a), tailored for such
problems can be used. In this chapter, the focus is not on the optimization
method, but to show that (any) joint optimization improves the results. Here,

4Throughout the chapter, the ripple distributions are based on worst case assumption, and
thus it is usually possible to slightly relax these restrictions and still get a solution fulfilling (5.7)
or (5.8).

5A more accurate design method would be one that is based on e.g. the general real-rotation
theorem (Parks and Burrus, 1987) without discretization or with a more dense discretization.
However the goal here is just to find a simple initial solution to be used in further nonlinear
optimization.

6That is, if a filter with transition band TB and delay K need a filter order of N , a filter with
transition band TB/2 and delay 2K would need about 2N to fulfill the same ripple specification.

7If KG is very small compared to NG/2, there will be a considerable peak in the transition
band.
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minimax is used and we solve the following optimization problem8:

minimize δ (5.14)

subject to ||H(ejωT )| − 1| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ]

|H(ejωT )| ≤ δ(δs/δc), ωT ∈ [ωsT, π]

φe(ωT ) ≤ δ(φe,max/δc), ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ]

The specifications in (5.7) are met when δ < δc. If the filters were designed
to fulfill the specification without the joint optimization, there will now be a
considerable design margin. This margin can be used to relax the restrictions
on the subfilters (by relaxing the ripple specifications in Step 2 leading to
decreased subfilter orders) and redo the optimizations, in order to find the
minimum filter orders fulfilling the given specification.

5.2.3 NB FRM, Class 2 - with low-delay model and masking
filters

For some specifications, also F0(z) must be optimized subject to low delay. This
will give a more flexible solution compared to NB Class 1, but also a more costly
one in terms of arithmetic complexity, since the symmetry of the impulse response
of F0(z) is lost. Further, F0(z) now also contributes to the nonlinear phase of H(z).
In this proposal, the frequency response of the low-delay FIR masking filter can be
written as

F0(e
jωT ) = |F0(e

jωT )|ejφF0
(ωT ) (5.15)

where φF0
(ωT ) denotes the phase response of F0(z).

Delay and optimal M : The cost function for the overall filter is NG + NF0

since none of the subfilters have symmetric impulse responses. This results in the
following slightly modified estimation of optimal M , compared to the one for NB
Class 1 filters:

M̂opt =
2π

ωsT + ωcT +
√

DF0

DG
2π(ωsT − ωcT )

. (5.16)

The delay of the overall filter is as before fixed to K = MKG + KF , where KF no
longer is restricted to be an integer. Since KF is no longer fixed, the problem arises
on how to distribute K over the two subfilters. An intuitive way to determine the
best KG for a given M is to distribute the delay in proportion to the transition
bandwidths of the subfilters (Chen and Lee, 1996). The smaller transition band-
width, the higher filter order is needed, and thus the longer delay is distributed to
this subfilter. After finding this intuitive distribution, a local search9 around KG

(KF ) should be done in order to ensure that the very best distribution is found.
Filter design: Broadly speaking, the five design steps in Section 5.2.2 can be

used also for this class of filters. The differences are how the delay is distributed

8In all examples given in this chapter, the problems are discretized and solved using Matlab.
9To limit the search space, only integer values of KG is considered in this chapter.
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(see the discussion above), how the ripples are distributed, and how to design
F0(z). If second-order effects are neglected, we get the following results on the
ripple distribution. The passband ripple of the overall filter is in the worst case
the sum of the ripples of F0(z) and G(z), and the maximum deviation from linear
phase is the sum of the deviation of the subfilters. That is,

δ(F0)
c + δ(G)

c = δc (5.17)

φ(G)
e,max + φ(F0)

e,max = φe,max.

Since both subfilter are of the same type (no coefficient symmetry), the ripples
should be divided equally in order to find the lowest filter orders that fulfills the
specification. In the stopband, the discussion for NB Class 1 holds, and with the
same assumptions, the stopband ripples can be chosen as

δ(G)
s = δ(F0)

s = δs. (5.18)

This will give us the specifications according to

1 − δ(F0)
c ≤ |F0(e

jωT )| ≤ 1 + δ(F0)
c ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ]

|F0(e
jωT )| ≤ δ(F0)

s ωT ∈ [2π/M − ωsT, π] (5.19)

|φ(F0)
e (ωT )| ≤ φ(F0)

e,max ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ]

for the masking filter, and (5.13) for the model filter. The masking filter F0(z) is
of the same type as G(z) and can therefore be designed in the same way.

5.2.4 NB design examples

To illustrate the new design procedures for low-delay NB FRM FIR filters, several
filters are designed. In the first example a NB Class 1 filter is compared to a NB
Class 2 filter and a direct-form FIR filter. The second one is an example where both
subfilters must be low-delay FIR filters (Class 2) in order to fulfill the specified K.

Example 1: An NB Class 1 filter is designed and the specification is the follow-
ing: ωcT = 0.08π rad, ωsT = 0.1π rad, δc = δs = φe,max = 0.01, and K = 75. The
specification cannot be met with a linear-phase FIR filter with N = 2K = 150,
and therefore a low-delay filter is required. Using the proposed NB Class 1 filter
design in Section 5.2.2, the filter with the lowest arithmetic complexity is found
for M = 6, KF = 14, and KG = 61/6. If the constraints on the subfilters are re-
laxed until they just fulfill the given specification after the simultaneous nonlinear
optimization, the minimum filter orders are found to be NG = 33 and NF0 = 28
which corresponds to 49 multipliers in an implementation. The resulting passband
and stopband errors are 8.5 × 10−3 and 8.7 × 10−3 respectively. Figure 5.3 shows
the magnitude of the frequency response of H(z) as well as its phase error in the
passband which is less than 8.5× 10−3. Without joint optimization, the NB Class
1 filter would need 58 multiplications (with filter orders NG = 41 and NF0 = 30),
and this can be compared to 74 which is the corresponding number for NB Class
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Figure 5.3: Magnitude response and phase error of NB H(z), Example 1.

2 filters given in (Svensson and Johansson, 2002b). As a second comparison, one
direct-form low-delay FIR filter fulfilling the same specification would need about10

212 multiplications in an implementation. Clearly, both low-delay FRM classes are
efficient compared to the direct-form low-delay FIR filter, but since Class 1 is fea-
sible, it is preferable to Class 2. Further savings are of course achieved with the
simultaneous optimization, but since the improvements are moderate, this also
shows that the proposed design procedure provides good start-up solutions.

Example 2: This example shows that for some specifications with very low
delay and moderate optimal M , it is not possible to use a linear-phase masking
filter. The overall delay is specified to 32 and all errors less than 0.01. Further,
the band edges are ωcT = 0.26π rad and ωsT = 0.3π rad, respectively. A solution
according to Section 5.2.2 is not feasible, but using the design procedures in Sec-
tion 5.2.3, we get the following results. The minimum filter orders are NG = 42
and with the delay distribution KG = KF = 8. Further, M = 3 and the arithmetic
complexity measured in multiplications is 88. A low-delay FIR filter fulfilling the
specification, needs a filter order of 116 which implies an arithmetic complexity of
117 multiplications.

10Here, linear programming of the real and imaginary parts of the complex error is applied.
Further optimization could lower the filter order somewhat.
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x(n) y(n)G(zM) F0(z)

z–K

–

+

Figure 5.4: Structure for WB FRM filters.

5.3 Wide-Band FRM Filters

This section treats low-delay WB FRM FIR filters in a corresponding way as the
previous section treated the NB structure. This includes introduction, delay dis-
tributions, estimation of optimal M , ripple distributions, and systematic design
procedures.

5.3.1 Introduction to WB FRM filters

If the specification at hand has a passband edge ωcT that is larger than π(M−1)/M ,
it is possible to synthesize the filter as a wide-band FRM filter. To obtain a WB
lowpass filter, a NB highpass filter is subtracted from a pure delay. The transfer
function is expressed as

H(z) = z−K − G(zM )F0(z) (5.20)

and the structure is shown in Fig. 5.4. For more details, see Section 2.5.2.

For even values of M , G(z) is a lowpass filter with band edges

ω(G)
c T = M(π − ωsT ) (5.21)

ω(G)
s T = M(π − ωcT )

and F0(z) is a highpass filter with

ω(F0)
s T = (M − 2)π/M + ω(G)

s T/M (5.22)

ω(F0)
c T = ωsT.

For odd values of M , both subfilters are of highpass type with edges

ω(G)
c T = M(ωsT − π) + π (5.23)

ω(G)
s T = M(ωcT − π) + π

ω(F0)
s T = (M − 1)π/M − ω(G)

s T/M

ω(F0)
c T = ωsT.
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5.3.2 WB FRM, Class 1 - with low-delay model filter and
linear-phase masking filter

This section introduces the new approach for designing WB FRM FIR filters with
possibilities to lower the delay with retained low arithmetic complexity, in a corre-
sponding way as in Section 5.2.2. The model filter G(z) is a low-delay FIR filter,
whereas the masking filter F0(z) has a linear phase response.

Delay and optimal M : The cost function for the overall filter, NG +NF0/2, has
been found to be the same for both even and odd values of M . This cost function
leads to the following estimation of optimal M :

M̂opt =
2π

2π − ωsT − ωcT +
√

DF0

DG
π(ωsT − ωcT )

. (5.24)

The delay of the masking filter F0(z) is fixed to KF0 = NF0/2 but since KG must
be an integer, one must in general add some extra delay elements in order to make
(K − KF ) a multiple of M . Thus, KF now consists of KF0 and if necessary some
(in worst case M − 1) additional pure delays11 KD, i.e.,

KF = KF0 + KD. (5.25)

Filter design: The five main steps in Section 5.2.2 are used with five minor
modifications.

• The integer delay KG = (K − KF )/M = (K − KF0 − KD)/M is found by
decreasing K and/or introducing pure delays KD so that (K −KF ) becomes
a multiple of M .

• The transfer function of H(z) is given in (5.20).

• The band edges are the ones in (5.21)–(5.23).

• The estimation of M is found in (5.24).

• The ripple distributions are given below, where second-order effects are ne-
glected.

δ(G)
s = δ(F0)

s = min(δc, φe,max) (5.26)

(φ(G)
e,max)2 + (δ(G)

c + δ(F0)
c )2 = δ2

s . (5.27)

5.3.3 WB FRM, Class 2 - with low-delay model and masking
filter

This section introduces the corresponding design of WB FRM FIR filters with
low delay, closely related to the NB Class 2 filters given in Section 5.2.3. As

11An alternative is to lower the specified K, if this is possible in the application at hand. With
this alternative, no additional pure delays are needed.
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in Section 5.2.3, both subfilters are low delay filters but they are now combined
according to (5.20) in order to get a WB filter. The estimation of optimal M is
the same as for WB Class 1, apart from the cost function which is now NG + NF0.
This implies

M̂opt =
2π

2π − ωsT − ωcT +
√

DF0

DG
2π(ωsT − ωcT )

. (5.28)

The filter design is the same as for NB Class 2 with the formulas (5.20)–(5.23),
(5.28), and the ones given below. In (5.29) and (5.30), the specification of H(z) is
translated into specifications for the two subfilters so that they together fulfill the
specification of the overall filter. As earlier, second-order effects are neglected.

δ(G)
s = δ(F0)

s = min(δc, φe,max) (5.29)

(φ(G)
e,max + φ(F0)

e,max)2 + (δ(G)
c + δ(F0)

c )2 = δ2
s . (5.30)

Further, the delay is distributed according to Section 5.2.3.

5.3.4 WB design examples

The proposed WB FRM FIR filter design is demonstrated by means of an example.
It is a comparison with Example 1 from (Chen and Lee, 1996) where a MB Class
2 filter is used.

Example 3: The specification is the following: ωcT = 0.8π rad, ωsT = 0.82π
rad, and δc = δs = φe,max = 0.01. Further, the delay is restricted to K = 66.
Using the proposed Class 1 approach in Section 5.3.2, the optimal solution is found
for M = 4 and KG = 12. For this specification KF coincides with KF0 = 18, thus
no extra delays need to be introduced. The magnitude response of the overall filter
H(z) and its phase error in the passband is plotted in Fig. 5.5. Further, NF0 = 36
and NG = 53, resulting in 73 multiplications to be implemented. In Example 1
in (Chen and Lee, 1996) 105 multiplications are needed. This shows that when
feasible, the NB or WB structures are superior to the general one and that it is
possible to design WB FRM FIR filters with low delay and a linear-phase masking
filter.

5.4 Middle-band FRM Filters

If neither the NB nor the WB structure is suitable for the specification at hand,
one could use the general FRM structure introduced in (Lim, 1986). However, it
implies the introduction of an extra masking filter F1(z), thus increased arithmetic
and optimization complexity. This section reviews the concept of FRM with arbi-
trary bandwidth and generalizes the theory in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 to MB filters.
Formulas for ripple distribution and systematic design procedures are given for the
two classes. The distribution of the overall delay and estimation of optimal M are
also discussed.
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Figure 5.5: Magnitude response and phase error of WB H(z), Example 3.1.

x(n)

G(zM)

Gc(zM)

y(n)

F0(z)

F1(z)

Figure 5.6: General structure for MB FRM filters.

5.4.1 Introduction to MB FRM filters

In the general FRM approach, the transfer function of the filter is expressed as

H(z) = G(zM )F0(z) + Gc(z
M )F1(z) (5.31)

and the corresponding structure is shown in Fig. 5.6. By introducing the lower
branch, H(z) can be made to have arbitrary bandwidth. The new filter Gc(z)
works as a complementary model filter, and the filter F1(z) as a second masking
filter which extracts one or several passbands of the periodic complementary model
filter Gc(z

M ). Typical magnitude responses for the model, masking, and overall
filters are as shown in Fig. 2.8, Chapter 2.5.3. Sections 2.5 and 4.3 provide further
details on MB FRM.
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5.4.2 MB FRM, Class 1 - with low-delay model filter and
linear-phase masking filters

This section describes how the design procedures in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.2 can
be generalized, so that they can be used for MB FIR filters. For this class of MB
filters, the frequency responses of the subfilters can be written as

G(ejωT ) = |G(ejωT )|ejφG(ωT )

Gc(e
jωT ) = e−jKGωT − G(ejωT )

F0(e
jωT ) = F0R(ωT )e−jNF0ωT/2 (5.32)

F1(e
jωT ) = F1R(ωT )e−jNF1ωT/2

where F1R(ωT ) denote the zero-phase frequency response and NF1 the filter order
of F1(z). The subfilters are combined into the overall filter as shown in Fig 5.7.

Optimal M : The search for the optimal M is more complicated than for the
NB and WB structures. It is not possible to derive a general and simple explicit
formula for this optimum, since the Case and the integer k (in Fig. 2.8) vary with
M . One could however use a cost function and, with an exhaustive search of M ,
find the value for which this cost function is minimized. A cost function suitable
for MB Class 2 filters is given in (Chen and Lee, 1996). This function is derived
from the sum of the filter orders of the three subfilters, i.e., NG + NF0 + NF1.
For MB Class 1 filters, we can exploit the coefficient symmetry of the masking
filters and therefore a more suitable cost function should instead be derived from
NG + NF0/2 + NF1/2. With this modification, the discussion in (Chen and Lee,
1996) on optimal M can be used. When the optimal M is found according to
(Chen and Lee, 1996), M should be varied around this value in order to guarantee
that the true optimum is found.

Delay: The delay K for the overall filter is K = MKG + KF , where KF is
now the mutual delay of the two masking filters F0(z) and F1(z). When designing
F0(z) and F1(z) separately, their filter orders might differ and then additional pure
delays must be introduced, so that both masking filters have the same delay. The
larger of the two now determines KF0 as

KF0 = max(
NF0

2
,
NF1

2
). (5.33)

Further, since KG is bound (as for WB filters) to be an integer, K − KF must be
a multiple of M . That is, in general, either K or KF must be adjusted in order to
fulfill this condition. The two options are to decrease K or increase KF by adding
pure delays KD, i.e.,

KF = KF0 + KD. (5.34)

Filter design: We start from the five steps in Section 5.2.2, and do the nec-
essary changes for the MB Class 1 filters. The difference from Sections 5.2.2 and
5.3.2, is that the formulas for ripple distribution are more complicated due to the
introduction of the third subfilter. Therefore, some more details in the derivation
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of these formulas are given here. The specification of H(z) is translated into speci-
fications for the three subfilters F0(z), F1(z), and G(z) so that they together fulfill
the specification of H(z) and for convenience, the specification (5.8) is used to this
end. For each of the two cases mentioned in Section 5.4.1, the frequency band can
be divided into eight bands with different requirements on the three subfilters. The
eight different bands for Case 1 are shown in Fig. 5.8. In each of the overall pass-
band and stopband, the band with the worst requirements on the amplitude of the
complex error is considered. This results in ’ordinary’, but over-designed, filters

for F0(z), F1(z), and G(z) with δ
(F0)
c , δ

(F0)
s , δ

(F1)
c , δ

(F1)
s , δ

(G)
c , δ

(G)
s , and φ

(G)
e,max.

One could use different specifications in the different frequency bands to reduce
the over-design, which could lower the orders of the subfilters somewhat. Analytic
expressions of the complex error in the eight frequency bands for each of the two
cases have been derived by studying the frequency response of H(z), i.e.,

H(ejωT ) = |G(ejMωT )| ·F0R(ωT )ej(φG(MωT )−KF ωT )

+ (e−jKGMωT − |G(ejMωT )|ejφG(MωT )) ·F1R(ωT )e−jKF ωT .
(5.35)

In the passband the magnitude of the three filters are approximately |GM | = 1 ±
δ
(G)
c , F0R(ωT ) = 1 ± δ

(F0)
c , and F1R(ωT ) = 1 ± δ

(F1)
c . Further, the phase of the

model filter is
φG(ωT ) = −KGωT + φ(G)

e (ωT ). (5.36)

Since φ
(G)
e (MωT ) is approximately zero in its passband, ejφ(G)

e
(MωT ) can be ap-

proximated with 1+ jφ
(G)
e (MωT ) according to the Taylor series. In the stopbands

we have no control over φ
(G)
e (MωT ), but the amplitudes of the three subfilters are

bounded by δ
(G)
s , δ

(F0)
s , and δ

(F1)
s , respectively. Using this information we can de-

rive from (5.35) an expression for the error in each of the eight frequency bands in
the two cases. If the ripples are so small that the second- and higher-order terms in
the Taylor series expansion can be neglected, the worst case ripple for the subfilters
for the two cases and for the stopband and passband, respectively, must fulfill

(2δ(F1)
c + δ(F0)

c )2 + (δ(F1)
c + δ(F0)

c )2 ≤ δ2
1 (5.37)

(2δ(G)
c + δ(F0)

c )2 + (δ(G)
c + 2φ(G)

e,max)2 ≤ δ2
1√

2(2δ(F1)
s + δ(F0)

s ) ≤ δ2√
2(2δ(G)

s + δ(F1)
s ) ≤ δ2

for Case 1, and

(2δ(G)
c + δ(F0)

c + δ(F1)
c )2 + 2(δ(G)

c )2 ≤ δ2
1 (5.38)

5(δ(F1)
c )2 + 2(δ(F0)

c )2 + 6δ(F1)
c δ(F0)

c ≤ δ2
1

(δ(G)
s + δ(F0)

s + φ(G)
e,max)2 + (δ(G)

s + 2φ(G)
e,max)2 ≤ δ2

2√
2(2δ(F1)

s + δ(F0)
s ) ≤ δ2

for Case 2.
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Figure 5.7: Structure for MB FRM filters.
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6 8

Figure 5.8: The eight different frequency bands with different requirements on the
ripples for the three filters, Case 1. Here, TB is short for transition band.

5.4.3 MB FRM, Class 2 - with low-delay model and masking
filters

In this section, the Class 2 filters are generalized to the MB structure. The two
masking filters are low-delay FIR filters and their frequency responses can thus be
written as

F0(e
jωT ) = |F0(e

jωT )|ejφF0
(ωT ) (5.39)

F1(e
jωT ) = |F1(e

jωT )|ejφF1
(ωT ).

Delay and optimal M : To find a candidate for optimal M , the formulas in
(Chen and Lee, 1996) can be used. Further, with a search around this estimate,
the optimal M can be found. The two masking filters must have the same delay,
KF , but both KG and KF can be chosen arbitrary under the conditions that KG

must be an integer and that K = MKG +KF . Thus the distribution of K is again
an issue, and therefore the discussion in Section 5.2.3 is reused in order to find the
optimal KG (KF ). Another remark concerning the delay is that since both masking
filters are obliged to have the same delay KF , the one with a wider transition band
can be given a stronger penalty than the other in terms of ripples, in order to make
NF0 and NF1 more equal.

Filter design: The two masking filters now contribute to the nonlinear phase,
and therefore, the frequency response of H(z) can be written as

H(ejωT ) = |G(ejMωT )F0(e
jωT )| · ej(φG(MωT )+φF0

(ωT ))

+ (e−jKGMωT − |G(ejMωT )|ejφG(MωT )) · |F1(e
jωT )|ejφF1

(ωT )
(5.40)
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where the phase responses of the masking filter are

φF0
(ωT ) = −KF ωT + φ(F0)

e (ωT ) (5.41)

φF1
(ωT ) = −KF ωT + φ(F1)

e (ωT )

With the same line of argument as in the previous section, we get the ripple dis-
tributions

(2δ(F1)
c + δ(F0)

c + φ(F0)
e,max + φ(F1)

e,max)2 + (δ(F1)
c + δ(F0)

c + 2φ(F1)
e,max)2 ≤ δ2

1 (5.42)

(2δ(G)
c + δ(F0)

c )2 + (δ(G)
c + φ(F0)

e,max + 2φ(G)
e,max)2 ≤ δ2

1√
2(2δ(F1)

s + δ(F0)
s ) ≤ δ2√

2(2δ(G)
s + δ(F1)

s ) ≤ δ2

for Case 1 and

(2δ(G)
c + δ(F0)

c + δ(F1)
c )2 + 2(δ(G)

c + φ(F1)
e,max)2 ≤ δ2

1 (5.43)

(2δ(F1)
c + δ(F0)

c + φ(F0)
e,max + φ(F1)

e,max)2 + (δ(F1)
c + δ(F0)

c + 2φ(F1)
e,max)2 ≤ δ2

1

(δ(G)
s + δ(F0)

s + φ(G)
e,max)2 + (δ(G)

s + 2φ(G)
e,max)2 + φ(F0)

e,max)2 ≤ δ2
2√

2(2δ(F1)
s + δ(F0)

s ) ≤ δ2

for Case 2. The filters are then optimized first separately and then simultaneously
as described in the previous sections.

5.4.4 MB design examples

As a means of demonstrating the proposed version of MB FRM FIR filter design
with low delay, two examples are given. The first is a comparison to an example
in (Chen and Lee, 1996) where all subfilters are low-delay FIR filters. The second
illustrates that joint optimization can improve the results, and that Class 1, when
feasible, is superior to Class 2. It would be interesting to make a comparison also
with (Lu and Hinamoto, 2003a). However, only one example with prescribed delay
is given. It is a 2-stage FRM FIR filter and the delay is only about 5% less than for
a single-stage linear-phase FRM FIR filter. The proposed approaches are made for
filters with more stringent delay specifications, and therefore there is no suitable
example in (Lu and Hinamoto, 2003a) to compare with.

Example 4: The specification in Example 3 in (Chen and Lee, 1996) is used:
ωcT = 0.6π rad, ωsT = 0.61π rad, δc = δs = φe,max = 0.01, and K = 120. With
the proposed design procedure in Section 5.4.2, the minimum filter orders fulfilling
the specification was found to be NG = 45, NF0 = 40, NF1 = 34, M = 9, and
KG = 12. Figure 5.9 shows the magnitude response |H(ejωT )| and the phase error
φe(ωT ) in the passband. The arithmetic complexity is 85 multiplications, which
can be compared to 135 which is the corresponding figure in (Chen and Lee, 1996).
The difference in results can be explained mainly by the fact that in (Chen and
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Figure 5.9: Magnitude response and phase error of H(z) after joint optimization,
Example 4.

Lee, 1996), all subfilters have nonlinear phase, which in general gives a more costly
solution in terms of arithmetic complexity.

Example 5: The specification is ωcT = 0.4π rad, ωsT = 0.42π rad, δc = δs =
φe,max = 0.01, and K = 75. Four filters are designed. Filter A is designed using the
Class 1 procedure in Section 5.4.2 with only separate optimization of the subfilters.
Filter B is also designed with only separate optimization but with the Class 2
procedure in Section 5.4.3. Filter C is the filter with minimum filter orders after
joint optimization of Class 1, and finally Filter D is a regular direct-form low-
delay FIR filter. For all filters (except for Filter D) KG = 10 and M = 6. Filter
orders, number of multiplications, and type of optimization for the four filters are
presented in Table 5.2. It is clear from the table that the arithmetic complexity
can be reduced by joint optimization and also that the procedure in Section 5.4.2
is superior to the one in Section 5.4.3, when feasible. Further, all the proposed
filters are clearly superior to the direct-form low-delay FIR filter.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, systematic design procedures for low-delay FRM FIR filters were
given. Using the proposed procedures it is possible to design narrow-, wide-, and
middle-band FRM FIR filters with lower delay than the original linear-phase FRM
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Filter A Filter B Filter C Filter D

Class 1 2 1 -
optimization separate separate joint -

NG 49 64 33 208
NF0 31 36 26 -
NF1 37 49 26 -
mults 85 152 62 209

Table 5.2: Class, type of optimization, filter orders, and number of multiplications
for the four filters in Example 5.

FIR filters. The model filter is a low-delay FIR filter, and the masking filters
can be chosen either in the same way (Class 2), or to have exact linear phase
(Class 1). The choice of class depends on the specification at hand. The design
procedures are systematic and specific for each of the three structures and explicit
formulas for ripple distribution are given, as well as estimations of optimal M and
optimal delay distributions. Examples have shown that the proposals are superior,
in terms of arithmetic complexity, compared to direct-form nonlinear-phase FIR
filters and existing comparable low-delay FIR FRM filters. Last but not least, if
the specification allows it, the arithmetic complexity can be decreased considerably
by using the NB or WB structure instead of the general MB structure.
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6

Two-Channel Linear-Phase FIR
filter banks using FRM

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we introduces an approach for synthesizing two-channel maximally
decimated linear-phase FIR near-PR filter banks utilizing the FRM technique; for
motivations see Section 1.1. As conventional QMF banks (Crochiere and Rabiner,
1983; Fliege, 1994; Vaidyanathan, 1993), these filter banks are alias-free and have
no phase distortion, but suffer from a small magnitude distortion. The magnitude
distortion can however be made arbitrarily small by properly designing the filters.
Compared to conventional QMF banks, the proposed filter banks have a lower
arithmetic complexity in those cases where the transition regions of the analysis and
synthesis filters are narrow. The price to be paid for this reduction is a somewhat
increased overall filter bank delay.

A similar class of filter banks are treated in (Johansson and Saramäki, 1999)
with the main difference that the filter orders there must be odd in order to avoid
large distortion errors. In this chapter, we employ the filter bank structure intro-
duced in (Galand and Nussbaumer, 1984) where the subfilter orders must be even
in order to achieve NPR. The advantage of using this structure is that FRM filter
banks with linear-phase analysis and synthesis filters are obtained. In (Johansson
and Saramäki, 1999), the analysis and synthesis filters do not have linear phase.
Efficient structures are introduced for implementing the proposed filter banks and
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x(n)

G(zL)

Gc(zL)

y(n)

F0(z)

F1(z)

Figure 6.1: Structure used in the FRM approach.

procedures are described for optimizing the filter banks in the minimax sense. Ex-
amples are included illustrating the benefits provided by the proposed filter banks.

6.2 Proposed filter banks

This contribution concentrates on generalizations of QMF filter banks based on
the use of the FRM approach. The theory of MB FRM used here can be reviewed
in Section 2.5.3, and its structure is shown in Fig. 6.1. The complementary1 filter
Gc(z) is selected as

Gc(z) = z−KG − G(z) (6.1)

where KG = NG/2 is the delay of G(z) and NG is its filter order. The block diagram
for a two-channel maximally decimated filter bank is shown in Fig. 6.2 (a) and its
basic theory can be found in Section 3.1. This contribution concentrates on design-
ing filter banks in such a manner that the sum of the passband and stopband edge
angles is π, that is, the center of the transition band is at ωT = π/2, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.2 (b). This is due to the fact that the main emphasis is laid on synthesiz-
ing filter banks similar to conventional QMF banks (Crochiere and Rabiner, 1983;
Fliege, 1994; Vaidyanathan, 1993) with reduced arithmetic complexities.

This section gives transfer functions, properties, and realizations of the proposed
filter banks where the analysis and synthesis filters are generated based on the use
of the FRM approach. These filter banks can be considered as generalizations of
conventional QMF banks with even-order linear-phase FIR filters introduced in
(Galand and Nussbaumer, 1984).

6.2.1 Analysis and synthesis filter transfer functions

For the proposed filter banks, the transfer functions in the two-channel filter bank
shown in Fig. 6.2 (a) are generated with the aid of the FRM approach as follows:

Ha0(z) = G(zL)F0(z) + Gc(z
L)F1(z) (6.2)

Ha1(z) = z−1Ha0(−z)

Hs0(z) = z−1Ha0(z)

Hs1(z) = Ha1(z)

1In the case of linear-phase FIR filters, this means that the sum of the zero-phase frequency
response of the filter pair is identical to unit.
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Figure 6.2: Two-channel maximally decimated filter bank. (a) Block diagram, (b)
criteria for the analysis and synthesis filters.

By including z−1 in Ha1(z) and Hs0(z), it is possible to obtain linear-phase filters
of even order that can be designed to fulfill an arbitrary two-channel filter bank
design specification. Here, L and the subfilters are selected to satisfy the following
criteria:

1. L must be an odd integer, since

πL/2 = 2kπ ± π/2 (6.3)

which gives L = 4k + 1 or L = 4k − 1 for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.

2. The model filters G(z) and Gc(z) are of even order NG and linear-phase FIR
filters, with Gc(z) being related to G(z) as

Gc(z) = z−NG/2 − G(z) (6.4)

3. The masking filters F0(z) and F1(z) are of even order NF and linear-phase
lowpass filters with symmetrical impulse responses and with F1(z) related to
F0(z) as

Gc(z) = z−NF /2 − (−1)NF /2F0(−z) (6.5)

6.2.2 Distortion and aliasing transfer functions

By inserting the expressions for Hak(z) and Hsk(z) as given by (6.2) into (3.6) and
(3.7), we obtain

V0(z) = z−1[H2
a0(z) + H2

a0(−z)] (6.6)

V1(z) = z−1[Hs1(z)Ha0(z) − Ha0(z)Hs1(z)] = 0 (6.7)

As seen, the aliasing is cancelled exactly.
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6.3 Filter bank realization

With polyphase decomposition of the model and masking filters G(zL) and F0(z)
we have

F0(z) = F00(z
2) + z−1F01(z

2) (6.8)

G(zL) = G0(z
2L) + z−LG1(z

2L)

and for simplicity just regarding the non-causal case, the other filters are related
as

F1(z) = 1 − F00(z
2) + z−1F01(z

2) (6.9)

Gc(z
L) = 1 − G(zL)

Using (6.8) and (6.9), the non-causal analysis filters become

Ha0(z) = F00(z
2)[2(G0(z

2L) + z−LG1(z
2L)) − 1] (6.10)

+ F01(z
2)z−1 + 1 − [G0(z

2L) + z−LG1(z
2L)]

z−1Ha1(z) = F00(z
2)[2(G0(z

2L) − z−LG1(z
2L)) − 1]

− F01(z
2)z−1 + 1 − [G0(z

2L) − z−LG1(z
2L)]

A realization of the non-causal filter bank can be seen in Fig. 6.3. To get causal
filters, delays are propagated properly into the realization in Fig. 6.3 and depending
on the filter orders, we get four different structures. The structures are shown for
both interpolation and decimation filters in (Johansson, 2002).

6.4 Filter bank design

This section introduces a technique to design the proposed filter banks. Let the
specifications of Ha0(z) be

1 − δc ≤ |Ha0(e
jωT )| ≤ 1 + δc, ωT ∈ [0, ωcT ]

|Ha0(e
jωT )| ≤ δs, ωT ∈ [ωsT, π] (6.11)

with ωcT = (1−ρ)π/2 and ωcT = (1+ρ)π/2 according to Fig 6.2 (b). Furthermore,
the magnitude of the distortion is to meet

1 − δ0 ≤ |V0(e
jωT )| ≤ 1 + δ0, ωT ∈ [0, π] (6.12)

To meet the above specifications, the following optimization problem is solved:

minimize δ

subject to ||Ha0(e
jωT )| − 1| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ [0, ωc

|Ha0(e
jωT )| ≤ δ(δs/δc), ωT ∈ [ωs, π]

||V0(e
jωT )| − 1| ≤ δ(δ0/δc), ωT ∈ [0, π] (6.13)
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Figure 6.3: Realization of the two-channel linear-phase FIR FRM-based analysis
filter bank.

The specifications in (6.11), (6.12) are met when δ < δc. The adjustable parameters
in (6.13) are the filter coefficients of the model filter G(z) and masking filter F0(z),
and δ. The problem in (6.13) is a non-linear optimization problem and therefore
requires a good initial solution. For this purpose, we have derived formulas that
enables one to separately optimize G(z) and F0(z) so that (6.11), (6.12) are ”al-
most satisfied”. These filters serve as good initial filters for further optimization
according to (6.13). A straightforward way for designing the filter bank meeting
the above criteria is to separately optimizing G(z) to meet the following criteria:

1 − δ(G)
c ≤ |G(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δ(G)

c , ωT ∈ [0, ω(G)
c T ] (6.14)

|G(ejωT )| ≤ δ(G)
s , ωT ∈ [ω(G)

s T, π]

1 − δPC ≤ |G(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δPC , ωT ∈ [0, π]

with

ω(G)
c T = (1 − Lρ)π/2, ω(G)

s T = (1 + Lρ)π/2 (6.15)

according to Fig. 6.2, and F0(z) to meet the following criteria:

1 − δ(F0)
c ≤ |F0(e

jωT )| ≤ 1 + δ(F0)
c , ωT ∈ [0, ω(F0)

c T ] (6.16)

|F0(e
jωT )| ≤ δ(F0)

s , ωT ∈ [ω(F0)
s T, π]
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with ω
(F0)
c T and ω

(F0)
s T given by

ω(F0)
c T = ωsT (6.17)

ω(F0)
s T =

2(k + 1)π − ω
(G)
s T

L

and

ω(F0)
c T =

2kπ − ω
(G)
s T

L
(6.18)

ω(F0)
s T = ωcT

for Case 1 and Case 2 designs, respectively. If second-order effects are neglected,
equations (6.11) and (6.12) correspond to the following ripples of the subfilters:

δc = max(δ(F0)
s + δ(G)

s , δ(F0)
c + δ(G)

c )

δs = max(δ(F0)
s , δ(F0)

c + δ(G)
s , δ(F0)

c + δ(G)
s ) (6.19)

δ0 = max(2δc, 2δ(F0)
c + δPC + 0.5δ(F0)

s )

We note here, that since the requirements on the overall passband ripple is included
in the restrictions of the distortion function, a constraint on δc in the optimization
is for most practical examples redundant.

6.5 Design example

As a means of demonstrating the proposed design method, a filter bank is designed.
The specifications of Ha0(z) and V0(z) in (6.11) and (6.12) are the following: δc =
0.02, δs = 0.01, δ0 = 0.02, and ρ = 0.04π.

The optimal L was found using a slightly modified version of the formula in
(Rosenbaum and Johansson, 2003b) to be around L = 4.9 and a manual search
around this value found the best L to be 5. The specifications above are translated
into specifications for the two subfilters G(z) and F0(z). Designing them separately,
orders of NG = 32 and NF = 26 are required. They are then combined and opti-
mized together with resulting passband and stopband ripples less than 0.003. The
resulting distortion error was less than 0.006. Magnitude responses of the analysis
filters and distortion function are plotted in Fig. 6.4. Clearly, the specification is
largely fulfilled which means that the filter orders could be lowered somewhat to
find the optimal filter bank. The overall filter bank (including the analysis and
synthesis parts) requires 2(NG/2 + 1 + NF /2 + 1) = 62 multiplications per in-
put/output sample. The coefficient symmetry and a noble identity (Vaidyanathan,
1993) is exploited.

As a comparison, a regular linear-phase FIR filter fulfilling the frequency se-
lectivity only, would need a filter order of about 129. Therefore, at least about
130 multiplication per input/output sample is needed in the filter part of a regular
QMF bank.
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Figure 6.4: Magnitude responses of the analysis filters (upper) and distortion func-
tion (lower) in Section 6.5.

As usual when employing the FRM approach, we achieve more savings when
the transition band becomes more narrow. The price to pay for the decreased
complexity is, as always when using the FRM approach, a longer overall delay.

6.6 Conclusions

This chapter proposed an approach for synthesizing two-channel filter banks using
the FRM technique. Each of the analysis and synthesis filters is realized with the
aid of two filters. The overall filter bank is a near perfect reconstruction (NPR) filter
bank. Compared with regular filter banks, the proposed ones lower significantly
the overall arithmetic complexity at the expense of an increased overall filter bank
delay in applications requiring narrow transition bands. This was demonstrated by
means of a design example.
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7

M-channel modulated FIR filter
banks using FRM

7.1 Introduction

This chapter proposes a new class of maximally-decimated filter banks (see Fig. 7.1)
with nearly perfect reconstruction (NPR). (Motivations to this work can be found
in Section 1.1.) The distortion function has a linear phase response but a small
magnitude distortion. Further, small aliasing errors are present. The magnitude
distortion and aliasing errors can however be made arbitrarily small by properly
designing a prototype filter, and a general design procedure for this purpose is
presented. Compared to conventional cosine modulated filter banks (CMFBs) as
well as similar approaches, the proposed ones lower the overall arithmetic complex-
ity significantly, in applications requiring narrow transition bands. An example of
such an application is frequency-band decomposition for parallel sigma-delta sys-
tems (Eshraghi and Fiez, 2004) (what is gained using parallelism is lost with a wide
transition band). Compared to conventional CMFBs, also the number of distinct
coefficients is reduced significantly, at the expense of a slightly increased overall de-
lay. Apart from the NPR property, the main features of the filter banks presented
below.

Modulation Regular CMFBs are widely used and known to be highly efficient,
since each of the analysis and synthesis parts can be implemented with the aid
of only one (prototype) filter and a discrete cosine transform (Vaidyanathan,
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1993). The efficiency of this technique is exploited here after appropriate
modifications. Specifically, both cosine and sine modulation are utilized to-
gether with a modified class of FRM filters (see below), which generates
efficient overall filter banks.

Frequency-Response Masking (FRM) When the transition bands of the fil-
ters are narrow, the overall complexity may be high. This is due to the
fact that the order of an FIR filter is inversely proportional to the transi-
tion bandwidth (Kaiser, 1974). To alleviate this problem, one can use the
FRM technique which was introduced as a means of generating linear-phase
FIR filters with both narrow transition band and low arithmetic complexity
(Lim, 1986; Lim and Lian, 1993; Saramäki, 1993, 1995). However, to make
the technique suitable for the proposed modulated filter banks, we introduce
a modified class of FRM filters. This modified class has been considered in
(Johansson and Saramäki, 1999), (Johansson, 2000a), but not in the context
of M -channel filter banks. The main difference is that these FRM filters
have a nonlinear phase response whereas the traditional ones have a linear
phase response. The proposed FRM filters are used as prototype filters in the
proposed cosine and sine modulation-based filter banks. Each of the anal-
ysis and synthesis filter banks are realized with the aid of three subfilters,
one cosine modulation block, and one sine modulation block. The reason for
using the modified FRM filters in the proposed modulation scheme is that
the corresponding filter bank structure requires a lower arithmetic complex-
ity. Using instead the conventional FRM filters, one would need three cosine
modulation blocks.

Few optimization parameters Another advantage of the proposed filter bank
class is that the number of parameters to optimize is few, which is an impor-
tant issue in extensive designs. Efficient structures are given for implementing
the proposed filter banks, and procedures for optimizing them in the minimax
sense are described.

Relation to previous work

Cosine modulated FIR filter banks based on the original FRM filters have been
considered in (Diniz et al., 2001, 2004; Furtado et al., 2003; Jr. et al., 2005; Netto
et al., 2003). The resulting structure requires only one modulation block in each of
the analysis and synthesis parts but, on the other hand, additional upsamplers (and
downsamplers) are needed, which makes some subfilters work at an unnecessarily
high sampling rate. The focus is also different, since the goal in those papers is to
minimize the number of optimization parameters and not the arithmetic complex-
ity. It should also be noted that, except for two examples in (Diniz et al., 2004;
Jr. et al., 2005), the examples in (Diniz et al., 2001, 2004; Furtado et al., 2003; Jr.
et al., 2005; Netto et al., 2003) have filter specifications where only one branch in
the FRM structure is needed. For such specifications, the arithmetic complexity
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Figure 7.1: M -channel maximally decimated filter bank.

is not lower than for a regular direct-form FIR prototype filter. Thus, in terms
of multiplications per input/output sample there is nothing to gain using narrow-
band (one-branch) FRM prototype filters, and therefore they are not discussed in
this chapter.

Outline

The outline of the chapter is as follows. The proposed filter bank is described in
detail in Section 7.2. This section also includes some important properties and a
realization of the filter bank class. Section 7.3 gives a general design procedure,
followed by a design example and comparisons in Section 7.4. The chapter is
concluded in Section 7.5.

7.2 Proposed filter banks

This section gives transfer functions, properties, and realizations of the proposed
filter banks. The choices of prototype filters and analysis and synthesis transfer
functions assure the overall filter bank to fulfill the NPR criteria.

7.2.1 Prototype filter transfer functions using FRM

An introduction of the FRM approach can be found in Chapter 2. In this chapter,
the technique is used after some minor modifications. The subfilters G(z), Gc(z),
F0(z), and F1(z) in (2.23) could be used directly to generate the analysis and syn-
thesis filters in the proposed modulated filter bank scheme to be considered in the
following section, but the result is that each of the analysis and synthesis filter
bank then require three modulation blocks. Therefore, we introduce in the next
section modified FRM FIR filters that make it possible to use only two modulation
blocks. These modified FRM FIR filters have been considered by Johansson and
Saramäki (1999) and Johansson (2000a) but not in the context of M-channel filter
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banks. For the proposed modulated filter banks, the transfer functions of the anal-
ysis and synthesis filters are generated from the prototype filter transfer functions
Pa(z) and Ps(z), respectively. These transfer functions are given by

Pa(z) = G(zL)F0(z) + Gc(z
L)F1(z) (7.1)

Ps(z) = G(zL)F0(z) − Gc(z
L)F1(z). (7.2)

Typical magnitude responses for the model filter, the masking filter, and overall
filter Pa(z) are as shown in Fig. 7.2. Note that the band edges of the masking filters
differ from the ones in Fig. 2.8. The transition band of Pa(z) [and Ps(z)] can be
selected to be one of the transition bands provided by either G(zL) or Gc(z

L). We
refer to these two different cases as Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Further, we let
ωcT , ωsT , δc, and δs denote the passband edge, stopband edge, passband ripple,
and stopband ripple, respectively, for the overall filter Pa(z) [and Ps(z)]. For the
model and masking filters G(z), Gc(z), F0(z), and F1(z), additional superscripts
(G), (Gc), (F0), and (F1), respectively, are included in the corresponding ripples
and edges. The periodicity L, and the subfilters G(z), Gc(z), F0(z), and F1(z) are
selected to satisfy the following criteria:

• The model filters G(z) and Gc(z) are linear-phase FIR filters of odd order
NG, with symmetrical and anti-symmetrical impulse responses, respectively.
They are related as

Gc(z) = G(−z) (7.3)

and designed to be approximately power complementary (that is |G(ejωT )|2+
|Gc(e

jωT )|2 ≈ 1). This is mainly what distinguishes the proposed FRM filters
from the conventional ones1, and it means for example that the transition
band of G(z) must be centered at π/2.

• L is an integer related to the number of channels M as

L =

{

(4m + 1)M, Case 1
(4m − 1)M, Case 2.

(7.4)

The reason for this restriction is that the transition band of the FRM filter
[see the illustration of the two different cases in Fig. 7.2 (c) and (d)] must
coincide with the transition band of the prototype filter at π/2M . Thus,

2kπ ± π/2

L
=

π

2M
. (7.5)

• The masking filters F0(z) and F1(z) are of order NF and linear-phase lowpass
filters with symmetrical impulse responses. The filter order can be either even

1For the conventional FRM filters, NG must be even and Gc(z) = z−NG/2
− G(z). In this

case, it is not possible to make G(z) and Gc(z) approximately power complementary.
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of magnitude functions in the FRM approach, where (c)
and (d) shows the two alternatives Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.

or odd. Further, in order to ensure approximate power complementarity of
the analysis filters, additional restrictions in the transition bands of Pa(z)
and Ps(z) must be added. This leads to slightly tightened restrictions on the
passband and stopband edges of the masking filters compared to (Lim, 1986).
These tightened restrictions can be seen in Fig. 7.2.
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7.2.2 Analysis and synthesis filter transfer functions

For Case 1, the analysis filters Hak(z) and synthesis filters Hsk(z) are obtained by
modulating the prototype filters Pa(z) and Ps(z) according to

Hak(z) = βkPa(zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) + β∗

kPa(zW
−(k+0.5)
2M ) (7.6)

and

Hsk(z) = cj(−1)k[βkPs(zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) − β∗

kPs(zW
−(k+0.5)
2M )], (7.7)

respectively, for k = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1 with

c =

{

−1, NG + 1 = 4m
1, NG + 1 = 4m + 2

(7.8)

for some integer m, and

WM = e−j2π/M , βk = w
(k+0.5)NF /2
2M . (7.9)

For Case 2, (7.8) is negated. Note that this type of modulation is slightly different
from the one that is usually employed in CMFBs (Vaidyanathan, 1993). For exam-
ple, θk in (Vaidyanathan, 1993) is not needed here, since power complementarity
can be achieved directly by choosing the model filters according to Section 7.2.1.
The main difference is though that unlike the conventional ones, the proposed
prototype filters have a nonlinear phase response. Nevertheless, by the choices in
(7.6)–(7.9), the filter bank is ensured to have all the important properties that are
stated later in Section 7.2.3.

7.2.3 Filter bank properties

This subsection gives five important properties of the proposed filter banks useful
in the design procedure. Proofs of the first four properties are given in Appendix A.
The fifth property is shown in Section 7.3.

1. The magnitude responses of Pa(z) and Ps(z) are equal, i.e.,

|Pa(ejωT )| = |Ps(e
jωT )|. (7.10)

2. The cascaded filter Pa(z)Ps(z) has a linear phase response.

3. The magnitude responses of Hak(z) and Hsk(z) are equal, i.e.,

|Hak(ejωT )| = |Hsk(ejωT )|. (7.11)

4. The distortion transfer function V0(z) (see Section 7.3), has a linear phase
response with a delay of LNG + NF samples.

5. The filter banks can readily be designed in such a way that: a) the analysis
and synthesis filters are arbitrarily good frequency selective filters, and b) the
magnitude distortion and aliasing errors are arbitrarily small.
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7.2.4 Filter bank structures

In this section it is shown how to realize the proposed analysis filter bank class with
two modulation blocks instead of three. The synthesis filter bank can be realized
in a corresponding way (Vaidyanathan, 1993). We begin by expressing G(z) and
Gc(z) in polyphase forms according to

G(z) = G0(z
2) + z−1G1(z

2)

Gc(z) = G(−z) = G0(z
2) − z−1G1(z

2) (7.12)

so that Pa(z) in 7.1 can be written on the form

Pa(z) = G0(z
2L)A(z) + z−LG1(z

2L)B(z). (7.13)

In (7.13), the filters A(z) and B(z) are the sum and the difference of the two
masking filters according to

A(z) = F0(z) + F1(z), B(z) = F0(z) − F1(z). (7.14)

The analysis filters Hak(z) can then be written as

Hak(z) = G0(−z2L)Ak(z) + s(−1)kjz−LG1(−z2L)Bk(z) (7.15)

where

Ak(z) = βkA(zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) + β∗

kA(zW
−(k+0.5)
2M )

Bk(z) = βkB(zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) − β∗

kB(zW
−(k+0.5)
2M ) (7.16)

and

s =

{

−1, Case 1
1, Case 2.

(7.17)

As seen in (7.15), G0(−z2L) and G1(−z2L) are conveniently independent of k, and
are thus the same in each channel.

Let a(n), b(n), ak(n), and bk(n) denote the impulse responses of A(z), B(z),
Ak(z) and Bk(z), respectively. We then get from (7.9) and (7.16) that ak(n) and
bk(n) are related to a(n) and b(n) through

ak(n) = 2a(n) cos

(

(2k + 1)π

2M
(n − NF

2
)

)

bk(n) = 2jb(n) sin

(

(2k + 1)π

2M
(n − NF

2
)

)

. (7.18)

Since bk(n) is purely imaginary, Hak(z) is obviously the transfer function of a filter
with a real impulse response. It can be written as
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Hak(z) = G0(−z2L)Ak(z) − s(−1)kz−LG1(−z2L)BkR(z) (7.19)

where
BkR(z) = −jBk(z). (7.20)

Through a similar derivation as above, the synthesis filters Hsk(z) can be rewrit-
ten as

Hsk(z) = (−1)kG0(−z2L)BkR(z) + sz−LG1(−z2L)Ak(z). (7.21)

The realization of the analysis filter bank is shown in Fig. 7.3, where Q
(A)
i (−z2)

and Q
(B)
i (−z2), i = 0, 1, . . . , 2M − 1, are the polyphase components of A(z) and

B(z), respectively. The cosine modulation block T1 is a simplified version of the
corresponding one in (Vaidyanathan, 1993) (with θk = 0). It can be implemented
with the aid of two trivial matrices and an M ×M DCT-IV matrix. The other one,
T2, is a corresponding sine modulation block. Further, because of symmetry in
the coefficients of G(z), the two filters G0(−z2) and G1(−z2) can share multipliers.
This is illustrated for the 0th channel and filter order NG = 3, in Fig. 7.4. Although
we have (as for regular FRM FBs) three subfilters to implement, G(z), F0(z), and
F1(z), we have been able to reduce the number of modulation blocks needed from
three to only two.

7.3 Filter bank design

For M-channel maximally decimated filter banks (see Fig. 7.1) the z-transform of
the output signal is given by

Y (z) =
1

M

M−1
∑

m=0

Vm(z)X(zWm
M ) (7.22)

where

Vm(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Hak(zWm
M )Hsk(z). (7.23)

Here, V0(z) is the distortion transfer function whereas the remaining Vm(z) are the
aliasing transfer functions. For a PR (near-PR) filter bank, it is required that the
distortion function is (approximates) a delay, and that the aliasing components are
(approximate) zero. We now derive expressions for the specification of the model
filter G(z) and the masking filters F0(z) and F1(z), in order for the analysis filters
Hak(z), the distortion function V0(z), and the aliasing terms Vm(z), to fulfill a
given specification.

Let the specifications of Hak(z) be

1 − δc ≤ |Hak(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δc, ωT ∈ Ωc,k

|Hak(ejωT )| ≤ δs, ωT ∈ Ωs,k (7.24)
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Figure 7.3: Realization of the proposed analysis filter bank.

where Ωc,k and Ωs,k, respectively, are the passband and stopband regions of Hk(z).
Expressed with the aid of ∆, where ∆ is half the transition bandwidth, they are as
illustrated in Fig. 7.5. Furthermore, the magnitude of the distortion and aliasing
functions are to meet

1 − δ0 ≤ |V0(e
jωT )| ≤ 1 + δ0, ωT ∈ [0, π] (7.25)

and

|Vm(ejωT )| ≤ δ1, ωT ∈ [0, π], m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1, (7.26)

respectively. To fulfill the above specifications, the following optimization problem
is solved:
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Figure 7.4: Sharing of multipliers G0(−z2) in and G1(−z2) in the 0th channel when
NG = 3.

minimize δ

subject to ||Hak(ejωT )| − 1| ≤ δ(δc/δ1), ωT ∈ Ωc,k

|Hak(ejωT )| ≤ δ(δs/δ1), ωT ∈ Ωs,k

||V0(e
jωT )| − 1| ≤ δ(δ0/δ1), ωT ∈ [0, π]

|Vm(ejωT )| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ [0, π]. (7.27)

The adjustable parameters in (7.27) are the filter coefficients of the subfilters G(z),
F0(z) and F1(z), and δ. For the specifications (7.24)–(7.26) to be fulfilled, we must
find a solution with δ ≤ δ1. The problem is a nonlinear optimization problem
and therefore requires a good initial solution. For this purpose, we first optimize
G(z), F0(z), and F1(z) separately and then these filters can serve as a good initial
solution for further optimization according to (7.27).

In the following three subsections, we give formulas for designing G(z), F0(z),
and F1(z), so that they together fulfill a general specification of an NPR filter bank.
These formulas are based on worst-case assumptions, and therefore in general, we
get some unnecessary design margin. Because of this, it might be possible to
successively decrease the filter orders of the subfilters and still satisfy the given
specifications (7.24)–(7.26) after simultaneous optimization.

For some specifications, e.g. when M is large, it might not be possible to do
simultaneous optimization. Then, separate optimization can be used exclusively
and give a good (although not optimal) solution. The masking filters F0(z) and
F1(z) can be designed using McClellan-Parks algorithm (McClellan et al., 1973)

or linear programming to fulfill δ
(F0)
c ,δ

(F0)
s and δ

(F1)
c ,δ

(F1)
s , respectively. The model

filter G(z) should be design to fulfill δ
(G)
c and δ

(G)
s but also to be approximately
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Figure 7.5: Passband and stopband regions for H(ejωT ).

power complementary with a maximally allowed error of δPC . To this end, nonlin-
ear optimization must be used, and for example the algorithm in (McClellan et al.,
1973) can be used as a initial solution. Throughout the chapter, the nonlinear
optimization is performed in the minimax sense, but optimization in e.g. the least
squares sense is also possible after minor modifications2.

7.3.1 Analysis filters

In order to fulfill the specification of frequency selectivity of the analysis filters, the
magnitude of Hak(z) is studied, as a function of the three subfilters G(z), F0(z),
and F1(z). For convenience, we use the notation X(±k)(z) which stands for

X(e±
2k+1
2M

πz). (7.28)

This notation allows the transfer functions of the analysis filters to be written on
the form

Hak(z) = G(−k)(zL)E0k(z) + G(−k)
c (zL)E1k(z) (7.29)

where E0k(z) and E1k(z) are two different combinations of the masking filters
according to

E0k(z) = βkF
(−k)
0 (z) + β∗

kF
(+k)
1 (z) (7.30)

E1k(z) = β∗
kF

(+k)
0 (z) + βkF

(−k)
1 (z).

The reason for this paraphrase is that the filters in (7.30) belong to Subclass I in
(Johansson, 2000a) where useful formulas for ripple estimations are found. Using
these formulas, as well as the fact that both E0k(z) and E1k(z) are the sum of the
two filters F0(z) and F1(z), just shifted differently, the following restrictions on the
different filters can be deduced:

δ(F0)
c + δ(F1)

s ≤ min(δ(E0)
c , δ(E1)

c )

δ(F1)
c + δ(F0)

s ≤ min(δ(E0)
c , δ(E1)

c ) (7.31)

δ(F0)
s + δ(F1)

s ≤ min(δ(E0)
s , δ(E1)

s ).

2The focus in this chapter is on the design procedure, not the specific design criterion.
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These formulas hold under the condition that second and higher order terms are
neglected. As seen, F0(z) and F1(z) are restricted equally and we can use the

simplified notations δ
(F )
c = δ

(F0)
c = δ

(F1)
c and δ

(F )
s = δ

(F0)
s = δ

(F1)
s . Further, G(z)

has the same ripples as its complementary filter, [Gc(z) = G(−z)], thus δ
(G)
c = δ

(Gc)
c

and δ
(G)
s = δ

(Gc)
s . This implies that Case 1 and Case 2 with respect to the design, do

not differ, and the final simplified requirements on the subfilters regarding ripples
are

δ(F )
c + δ(F )

s + δPC ≤ δc

δ(F )
c + δ(F )

s + δ(G)
c ≤ δc

2(δ(F )
s )2 + (δ(G)

s )2 ≤ δ2
s (7.32)

2δ(F )
s ≤ δs.

7.3.2 Distortion function

The distortion transfer function V0(z) is given by

V0(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Hak(z)Hsk(z) (7.33)

In the appendix, it is shown that the frequency response of the distortion function
can be expressed using the zero-phase frequency response V0R(ωT ) as

V0(e
jωT ) = e−j(NGL+NF )ωT V0R(ωT ) (7.34)

where

V0R(ωT ) =

M−1
∑

k=0

([G
(−k)
R (LωT )]2[F

(−k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(+k)
1R (ωT )]2

+ [G
(−k)
cR (LωT )]2[F

(+k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(−k)
1R (ωT )]2)

(7.35)

To have near PR, V0(e
jωT ) should approximate a pure delay. Here, linear phase is

fulfilled exactly, (with a delay of LNG +NF samples), and therefore it is enough to
make sure that V0R(ωT ) approximates one. Equation (7.35) leads to the following
worst-case ripple, ignoring second order effects:

2[δ(F )
c + δ(F )

s + max(δPC , δ(G)
c )] ≤ δ0 (7.36)

7.3.3 Aliasing functions

Because of the decimation after the analysis filters in Fig. 7.1, M − 1 unwanted
aliasing functions are introduced in the system. Their transfer functions are given
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in (7.23) for m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, and should approximate zero in a near-PR filter
bank. Normally in modulated filter banks, adjacent terms in the aliasing func-
tions are summed up to zero. This is called adjacent-channel aliasing cancellation
(Vaidyanathan, 1993). By inserting the expressions for Hak(z) and Hsk(z) as
given by (7.6) and (7.7) into (7.22) and (7.23), we obtain expressions for all Vm(z),
m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, and after a close investigation of these sums, the following con-
clusions can be drawn. There are two masking filters, but only the contribution
from one of them (the largest overlap) is perfectly cancelled by adjacent-channel
cancellation. Because of this, all the M terms in each aliasing function will make a
small contribution to the aliasing error. The maximal ripple is determined by the

stopband ripple of the masking filters, δ
(F )
s , and the squared stopband ripple of the

model filter (δ
(G)
s )2. More precisely we get 5δ

(F )
s + 2(δ

(G)
s )2 . Non-adjacent terms

will have a maximum ripple of 2δ
(F )
s and we have M − 2 of these terms. Therefore

the worst case magnitude error for one aliasing function δ1, will be

2(M − 2)δ(F )
s + 5δ(F )

s + 2(δ(G)
s )2 ≤ δ1. (7.37)

For large M , this worst-case estimation of the aliasing functions will unfortunately
be far from the real case, but (7.37) shows that the proposed filter bank structure
in itself does not introduce any limitations. A number of different filter banks
have been synthesized, and these results indicate that δ1 typically have about the
same order of magnitude as δ0. This can be used as an alternative guideline when
designing the filter banks.

7.3.4 Estimation of optimal L

The total number of multiplications per input/output sample (mults/sample) for
the analysis (or synthesis) filter bank is expressed as

R = 2
NF + 1

M
+

NG + 1

2
(7.38)

where NG is the filter order of G(z) and NF is the filter order of F0(z) and F1(z).
Both NG and NF depend on the periodicity factor L in the FRM technique, and
this implies that the arithmetic complexity is heavily dependent on the choice of
L. Therefore, a formula is derived for estimating its optimal value. The filters
F0(z) and F1(z) work at a sampling rate reduced by a factor of M and thereby
their number of mults/sample is also decreased by the same factor. Further, G(z)
is symmetric and it is possible for its polyphase components G0(z) and G1(z) to
share multipliers.

To estimate the filter order of an FIR filter, one can use the formula

N = K/(ωsT − ωcT ) (7.39)

where ωsT and ωcT are the stopband and passband edges of the filter. For NF , a
good approximation of K is (Kaiser, 1974)
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KF = 2π
−20 log(

√

δ
(F )
s δ

(F )
c ) − 13

14.6
(7.40)

but for NG, the additional condition of power complementarity (Johansson, 2000a)
will increase the corresponding KG. The masking filters F0(z) and F1(z) have the
same transition bandwidth, π/L−2∆, whereas the corresponding value for G(z) is
2L∆. With (7.39) and (7.40) the total number of mults/sample can be estimated
as

R =
2

M

(

KF

π/L − 2∆
+ 1

)

+
1

2

(

KG

2L∆
+ 1

)

(7.41)

By finding the derivative of this expression with respect to L, the optimal L can
be found for each specification as3

Lopt =
1

(2∆)/π +
√

(8∆KF )/(MπKG)
. (7.42)

In addition, L is restricted by the number of channels M , as L = (4m ± 1)M in
(7.4).

7.4 Design examples

To demonstrate the proposed design method, several modulated filter banks are
designed4. In the first two examples, the specifications of Hak(ejωT ) and Vm(ejωT )
in (7.24)–(7.26) are the following: δc = δs = δ0 = δ1 = 0.01. Further, the number
of channels M varies and determines the width of the transition band 2∆, with
∆ = 0.025π/M . The third example is a comparison to Example 2 in (Diniz et al.,
2004). The interesting aspect to study when comparing multirate filter banks is
not the filter orders, but the number of multiplications per input/output sample
(number of multiplications at the lower rate), here denoted as mults/sample. This
is because different filters can work at different sample rates. For the proposed
filter banks, the number of mults/sample can be calculated as in (7.38), whereas
with a regular FIR prototype filter of order N , it is simply 2((N + 1)/M). One
should also keep in mind that the modulation blocks also contribute to the total
arithmetic complexity of the filter banks and that only one is needed with a regular
FIR prototype filter or with the approach in (Diniz et al., 2004). This contribution
is however independent of the filter orders and has a relatively low complexity
compared to the filter part. It is therefore not discussed here.

Example I

A filter bank with M = 5 was designed and the estimated optimal L was found
to be either 5 or 15, depending on the choice of KG in Section 7.3.4. Both cases

3The variable KG is assumed to be independent of L.
4For the joint optimization, the Matlab function fminimax.m has been used.
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Figure 7.6: Magnitude responses of the analysis filters without the nonlinear opti-
mization procedure with NG = 47 and NF = 102, Example I.

were considered, and 15 was found to give the filter bank with lowest complex-
ity for the given specification. Translating the specification to restrictions on the

three subfilters gives δ
(F )
c = 0.001, δ

(F )
s = 0.00085, δ

(G)
c = 0.0031, δPC = 0.0031,

and δ
(G)
s = 0.0099. These specifications are met with filter orders NG = 47 and

NF = 114. Further, with successive decrement of NF , the specification was found
to be fulfilled for NF ≥ 102. Magnitude responses of the analysis filters, distor-
tion function, and aliasing functions with NF = 102, are plotted in Figs. 7.6–7.8.
Using nonlinear optimization, the filter orders could be lowered to NG = 39 and
NF = 58 and still meet the specification. This shows that for this particular speci-
fication, there was a large design margin. The corresponding magnitude responses
are depicted in Figs. 7.9–7.11. Using equation (7.38), the implementation cost
without the nonlinear optimization procedure for the overall filter bank (including
the analysis and synthesis parts) is 130.4 mults/sample plus the cost to implement
the cosine and sine modulation blocks. After the nonlinear optimization procedure,
the number is only 87.2.

As a comparison, the estimated complexity of a regular FIR5 cosine modu-
lated NPR filter bank is about 580. Therefore, at least about 232 mults/sample is
needed in the filter part using a regular FIR prototype filter. Thus, even without
the nonlinear optimization procedure, the proposed method gives a solution with
substantially lower arithmetic complexity.

As usual when employing the FRM technique, we achieve more savings when
the transition band becomes more narrow. The price to pay for the decreased
arithmetic complexity and the decreased number of optimization parameters is, as
always when using an FRM approach with linear-phase subfilters, a longer over-
all delay. In this example, the delay is about 39% longer for the proposed filter
bank without joint optimization compared to the regular filter bank. With joint
optimization, the figure is decreased to 11%.

5The estimation is taken from the two-channel case, and then when generalizing, the filter
order is assumed to be proportional to the transition bandwidth.
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Figure 7.7: Magnitude response of the distortion function without the nonlinear
optimization procedure with NG = 47 and NF = 102, Example I.
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Figure 7.8: Magnitude responses of the aliasing functions without the nonlinear
optimization procedure with NG = 47 and NF = 102, Example I.
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Figure 7.9: Magnitude responses of the analysis filters with NG = 39 and NF = 58,
Example I.

Example II

With increasing M , also L increases and it becomes difficult to optimize the dif-
ferent filters together in the minimax sense. However, optimizing them separately,
also gives good results. Filter banks with M = 8, 16, 32, and 256 were designed
and the optimal L was found to be 24, 48, 96 and 768, respectively. The number of
multiplications required per sample in the filter parts are visualized in Table 7.1.
For comparison reasons, the estimated complexity with a regular FIR prototype
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Figure 7.10: Magnitude response of the distortion function with the nonlinear
optimization procedure with NG = 39 and NF = 58, Example I.
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Figure 7.11: Magnitude responses of the aliasing functions with the nonlinear op-
timization procedure with NG = 39 and NF = 58, Example I.

filter (estimated as above) is also given. Further, the total delay of the filter parts
of the different filter banks are given, as well as the number of distinct filter coeffi-
cients to optimize. When the number of channels is doubled, the transition bands
of the masking filters and the regular FIR filter are halved. This corresponds to
an approximately doubled filter order. But since the sampling rate for the filters
is also halved, the number of multiplications per sample remains about the same.
This is the reason for the limited variations for different M in Table 1. For further
illustration, some details for M = 32 are given. When (7.32) and (7.36) are used
to distribute the ripples [(7.37) is not considered because of the size of M ], the
required filter orders were NG = 47 and NF = 716. With a successive decrement
of NF , the specification was found to be fulfilled for NF ≥ 6586. The ripples after
the separate design are δc < 0.0040, δs < 0.0034, δ0 < 0.0096, and δ1 < 0.0071,
and and the magnitude response of the analysis filters are shown in Fig. 7.12.

Example III

A comparison with Example 2 in (Diniz et al., 2004) has been made and the
results are summarized in Table 7.2. The data in the first column is synthesized

6The decrease of NF may seem large, but it only corresponds to a reduction of 5% of the
overall complexity.
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filter bank class M mults/sample coeffs. delay

Proposed 8 130.5 190 1 292
Regular FIR 8 232.25 465 928
Proposed 16 129.75 352 2 582
Regular FIR 16 232.125 929 1 856
Proposed 32 130.375 683 5 170
Regular FIR 32 232.0625 1857 3 712
Proposed 256 132.39 5426 41 496
Regular FIR 256 232.008 14 849 29 696

Table 7.1: Number of multiplications per sample, total delay, and number of opti-
mization parameters using the proposed prototype filters or a regular FIR prototype
filter, for different numbers of channels.
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Figure 7.12: Magnitude responses of the analysis filters with separate optimization
for M = 32, Example II.

with L = 24. The second column corresponds to a separate design of the subfilters
using the distribution formulas given in (7.32), (7.36), and (7.37), with L = 24. In
the last column, results with L = 40 is presented. When the distribution formulas
for L = 40 were used, NF0 and NF1 were found to be 361, but after the separate
optimization, it was possible to lower these orders to 3297. No joint optimization
has been performed on the filter banks in column two or three, thus these results
can be improved further.

In terms of distinct coefficients, L = 24 is the best choice, but if the number
of mults/sample is more interesting, the solution with L = 40 is preferable. Due
to the extra upsamplers in (Diniz et al., 2004), some subfilters work at a higher
sampling rate compared to our proposal. This seems to be the main explanation to
the significant difference (40% decrease) in arithmetic complexity. The number of
distinct coefficients to be optimized given in Example 2 (Diniz et al., 2004) is 475,
but since their three subfilters all have linear phase (thus coefficient symmetry),
the figure 238 should be more correct. If the figure in the example (475) is used,
the proposed filter banks have about 20% less optimization parameters.

7For L = 24, it was not possible to decrease the filter orders.
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Ex 2, (Diniz et al., 2004) L = 24 L = 40

NG 186 169 101
NF0(NF1) 143 210 329
δs 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014
δ0 0.009 0.00047 0.006
δ1 0.0018 0.00051 0.00081
coeffs. 475 (238) 297 383
mults/sample 446 275.5 267
delay 4 607 4 266 4 369

Table 7.2: Comparison with Example 2 in (Diniz et al., 2004).

7.5 Conclusions

This chapter introduced an approach for synthesizing modulated maximally dec-
imated FIR filter banks using the FRM technique. For this purpose, a new class
of FRM filters was introduced. Each of the analysis and synthesis filter banks is
realized with the aid of three filters, one cosine modulation block, and one sine
modulation block. The overall filter banks achieve NPR with a linear-phase distor-
tion function. Further, a design procedure is given, allowing synthesis of a general
filter bank specification. Compared to similar approaches, examples show that the
proposed filter banks can have about 40% lower arithmetic complexity. Compared
to regular cosine modulated FIR filter banks, both the overall arithmetic com-
plexity and the number of distinct filter coefficients is significantly reduced, at the
expense of an increased overall filter bank delay in applications requiring narrow
transition bands. These statements were demonstrated by means of several design
examples.
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8

Two Classes of
Cosine-Modulated IIR/IIR and

IIR/FIR filter banks

8.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with M -channel maximally decimated filter banks (see Fig. 8.1)
and an introduction to such filter banks is found in Sections 3.2–3.3. (The back-
ground and motivations to this work is found in Chapter 1.) We propose two classes
of cosine modulated IIR/IIR and IIR/FIR near-perfect reconstruction (NPR) fil-
ter banks. These filter banks target applications that 1) benefit from the use of
channel filters with relatively narrow transition bands, 2) do not require neither
linear-phase channel filters nor perfect reconstruction, and thus allow the use of
near-PR instead of PR filter banks, and 3) requires low arithmetic complexity and
power consumption. Examples of target applications are found in communication
systems like frequency band allocation and reallocation (Arbesser-Rastburg et al.,
2002; Johansson and Löwenborg, 2005, 2007). In communication applications, the
use of filters with narrow transition bands enable a more efficient use of the spec-
trum available. Furthermore, such applications do not require linear-phase filters
and PR filter banks as a communication system always contains other sources of
errors which together result in a certain overall error, typically measured in terms
of bit error rate (BER). The important point then is that it is possible to design
the filter bank to approximate PR as close as desired as one thereby can make
the degradation due to the imperfect filter bank negligible compared to the other
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Figure 8.1: M-channel maximally decimated filter bank.

errors involved 1. Finally, as low power consumption often is important, particu-
larly in battery powered equipment, it is naturally vital to reduce the complexity
of the filter banks. This final point is in fact the main reason why one, whenever
possible, should relax the PR property of the filter banks as it is known that the
use of near-PR filter banks instead of PR filter banks can reduce the complexity
substantially (Bregovic and Saramäki, 2002a; Lu et al., 2004; Saramäki, 1998). As
the examples in this chapter will demonstrate, the proposed filter banks can meet
the same filter bank specification with a complexity that is lower than those of
previously existing CMFBs.

Proposed filter banks and relations to previous work

The proposed filter banks are derived from a prototype filter via cosine modula-
tion (Vaidyanathan, 1993). The use of cosine modulation results in highly effi-
cient filter banks because each of the analysis and synthesis filter banks can then
be implemented with the aid of one filter only and a discrete cosine transform
(Vaidyanathan, 1993). However, different classes of CMFBs can have quite differ-
ent properties in terms of implementation complexity and reconstruction. In this
chapter, we propose two classes of IIR/IIR and IIR/FIR NPR CMFBs that target
the applications discussed above. Both classes use the same analysis filter bank but
different synthesis filter banks which result in filter banks with different properties.
Their main features and relations to previous filter banks are discussed below.

Near Perfect Reconstruction As discussed earlier, one should, whenever the
application allows it, use NPR filter banks instead of PR filter banks in order

1Exactly how close to PR the filter bank must be for a particular communication application
depends on several factors (Haykin, 1988) and is a problem beyond the scope of this chapter.
Here, we concentrate on comparisons between different filter bank classes. The important point
then is that the different filter banks have been designed to meet the same specification, typically
some pre-specified allowed deviations from ideal responses, like passband ripple, stopband ripple,
etc.
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to reduce the filter bank implementation complexity as much as possible for
the application specification at hand (Bregovic and Saramäki, 2002a; Lu et al.,
2004; Saramäki, 1998). Yet, most publications on filter banks have treated
the PR case, see e.g. (Argenti and Re, 2000; Bregovic and Saramäki, 2005;
Mao et al., 2000; Nguyen et al., 1994; Pinchon et al., 2002; Vanka et al., 2003;
Znidar, 1997). The overall NPR filter bank specification is usually stated in
terms of requirements on the distortion transfer function and M − 1 aliasing
transfer functions, together with the channel filter requirements. The filter
bank can be a NPR filter bank in different senses depending on the behavior
of the distortion and aliasing functions. Both of the proposed classes of filter
banks have aliasing distortion and magnitude distortion (i.e., the modulus
of the distortion function approximates unity). The difference between the
classes lies in that the IIR/FIR filter bank class has a linear-phase distortion
function whereas the IIR/IIR filter bank class has a nonlinear-phase distortion
function. In the extreme case, the distortion function’s phase response of
the IIR/IIR filter bank class is ignored (by excluding a phase equalizer),
in which case the filter bank is said to be a NPMR filter bank. Design
examples included in the chapter indicate that the two classes are preferable
for different types of specifications. The IIR/FIR filter banks are preferred if
a small phase error relative to the magnitude error is desired. On the other
hand, if a small magnitude error relative to the phase error is desired, the
IIR/IIR filter banks are in favor.

Low complexity It is well know that FIR filters offer several good properties, like
guaranteed stability and exact linear phase, but also that they require a higher
filter order to fulfill a given specification compared to IIR filters, especially
when the transition band is relatively narrow. As mentioned earlier, narrow
transition bands are important in communication systems, but also in other
applications, e.g., A/D conversion systems where different frequency bands
are digitized and recombined (Eshraghi and Fiez, 2004). In this chapter, we
therefore use IIR instead of FIR prototype filters, the latter being used in
most publications (see e.g. (Fliege, 1994; Heller et al., 1999; Saramäki and
Bregovic, 2001; Vaidyanathan, 1993)). This allows us to lower the arithmetic
complexity2 compared to conventional NPR FIR CMFBs. In addition, as
we use NPR filter banks instead of PR filter banks, the complexity can be
reduced also in comparison with PR IIR CMFBs. Examples in Section 8.8 will
demonstrate that the proposed filter banks have lower arithmetic complexity
compared to other FIR and IIR CMFBs fulfilling the same specification.

Asymmetry In some applications it is an advantage if the filter banks are asym-
metric in the sense that one of the analysis and synthesis bank has lower
computational complexity compared to the other. Examples of such appli-
cations are systems containing a base station and a battery-powered mobile

2Arithmetic complexity is defined in this work as the number of arithmetic operations per
sample needed in an implementation of a filter bank.
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unit, and systems where either the analysis or the synthesis bank is discrete-
time or analog (Löwenborg et al., 2003). Both the IIR/IIR filter banks and
the IIR/FIR filter banks proposed here are in general asymmetric in this sense
whereas in the literature, such filter banks are sparse (Elias et al., 2003).

Few optimization parameters For filter bank specifications that require high
filter orders, it becomes crucial to limit the number of optimization parame-
ters. Therefore, the proposed prototype filters are designed using the principle
of frequency-response masking (FRM) (Johansson and Wanhammar, 2000).
Together with the introduction of IIR filters, this gives a realization with few
distinct coefficients compared to regular FIR or IIR CMFBs. This feature
makes the proposed filter banks easy to design even for a very large number of
channels. Another suggestion for design of filter banks with narrow transition
bands and large numbers of channels has been made before in (Diniz et al.,
2001). There, FIR CMFBs were designed by using an IFIR prototype fil-
ter which substantially reduces the number of distinct coefficients. However,
nothing is gained in terms of multiplications per input/output sample com-
pared to the regular FIR case. Using instead the proposed filter banks, the
number of distinct parameters and multiplications per input/output sample
can be reduced at the same time.

General design procedures Systematic design procedures are proposed for de-
signing the proposed filter banks to meet general specifications. For existing
IIR CMFBs, it seems that reliable such design procedures are not available.

Outline

This chapter consists of five main parts. In Section 8.2, the analysis filter bank
used in both the IIR/IIR and the IIR/FIR class is described. Section 8.3 describes
the different synthesis filter banks for the two filter bank classes. The section
ends by mentioning a version of the IIR/IIR filter banks with possible numerical
advantages. Systematic design procedures for each of the two classes are explained
in Section 8.6. To be able to compare the proposed filter banks with other filter
banks, some measures of complexity is given in Section 8.7. In Section 8.8 examples
with comparisons to both regular FIR CMFBs and other IIR CMFBs are given.

8.2 Proposed IIR analysis filter bank

This section gives the transfer functions and a useful property of the proposed
M-channel analysis IIR filter bank used in both filter bank classes. The frequency
selectivity is improved, while maintaining a low arithmetic complexity compared
to the use of FIR CMFBs. This is achieved by adding extra poles (outside the
origin, but inside the unit circle) to the linear-phase FIR prototype filter used
in a conventional cosine modulated FIR filter bank. It will be shown later that
this modification of the prototype filter will have a considerable impact on the
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Figure 8.2: Overview of the proposed filter bank classes.

arithmetic complexity as well as the number of optimization parameters of the
filter bank.

Let the transfer function of the lowpass prototype filter for the analysis filter
bank be given as

P (z) =
A(z)

C(z2M )
(8.1)

where A(z) and C(z) are of order NA and NC , respectively, and given by

A(z) =

NA
∑

n=0

a(n)z−n, C(z) = 1 +

NC
∑

n=1

c(n)z−n. (8.2)

The filter A(z) is a linear-phase FIR filter with symmetric impulse response a(n) =
a(NA − n). Its phase is imposed to be linear in order to get a simple design. The
new feature proposed here compared to regular cosine modulated FIR filter banks
(Vaidyanathan, 1993), is the filter C(z2M ). These extra poles of P (z) will help to
improve its frequency selectivity, and the fact that this denominator is a function
of z2M allows the filter bank to be realized efficiently, as will be seen below.

The analysis filters Hk(z) are obtained by conventional cosine modulation of
the prototype filter P (z) according to

Hk(z) = αkβkP (zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) + α∗

kβ∗
kP (zW

−(k+0.5)
2M ) (8.3)

where

WM = e−j2π/M , αk = ejθk , (8.4)

βk = W
(k+0.5)NA/2
2M , θk = (−1)kπ/4,

for k = 0, . . . ,M − 1. By using (8.1) and (8.3), Hk(z) can be rewritten as

Hk(z) =
Ak(z)

C(−z2M )
(8.5)
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Figure 8.3: Realization of the proposed analysis IIR filter bank.

where

Ak(z) = αkβkA(zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) + α∗

kβ∗
kA(zW

−(k+0.5)
2M ). (8.6)

Finally, the impulse responses ak(n) of Ak(z) are given by

ak(n) = 2a(n) cos(
(2k + 1)π

2M
(n − NA

2
) + θk). (8.7)

By imposing C to be a function of z2M , the modulation only introduces a minus
sign in the denominator. Thereby, all the filters Hk(z) share the same denomi-
nator polynomial and the downsamplers can be placed at the input of the filters
with preserved real-valued coefficients. This is shown in the realization of the
analysis filter bank in Fig. 8.3, where Qp(z), p = 0, 1, . . . , 2M − 1, denote the
polyphase components of A(z). The difference between this realization and the
one in (Vaidyanathan, 1993), is the filter 1/C(−z2) in each channel3. The mod-
ulation block T consists of three trivial matrices and an M × M DCT-IV matrix
(Vaidyanathan, 1993).

To be able to design (see Section 8.6.1) CMFBs without large errors in the
lowpass filter H0(e

jωT ) at ωT = 0 and in the highpass filter HM−1(e
jωT ) at ωT = π,

the following property must hold (at least approximately) for z = ejωT :

|Hk(z)|2 = |P (zW
(k+0.5)
2M )|2 + |P (zW

−(k+0.5)
2M )|2. (8.8)

Specifically, the two right-most terms of the above equation must be approxi-
mately power complementary in order to obtain H0(e

jωT ) and HM−1(e
jωT ) with-

out bumps. Since this property holds for regular cosine modulated FIR filter banks

3One could also realize one copy of the filter 1/C, but this would work at M times higher
sampling rate, giving the same contribution to the arithmetic complexity.
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(Vaidyanathan, 1993), it also holds for the proposed ones, because for z = ejωT ,

|Hk(z)|2 =
∣

∣

∣

Ak(z)

C(−z2M )

∣

∣

∣

2

=
∣

∣

∣

αkβkA+k(z) + α∗
kβ∗

kA−k(z)

C(−z2M )

∣

∣

∣

2

(8.9)

=
∣

∣

∣

A+k(z)

C(−z2M )

∣

∣

∣

2

+
∣

∣

∣

A−k(z)

C(−z2M )

∣

∣

∣

2

= |P (zW
(k+0.5)
2M )|2 + |P (zW

−(k+0.5)
2M )|2

where A±k(z) = A(zW
±(k+0.5)
2M ).

8.3 Proposed synthesis filter banks

In this section we propose two different synthesis filter banks suitable for different
specifications. Together with the IIR analysis filter bank in Section 8.2, we firstly
form the IIR/IIR filter bank class in Section 8.3.1. In the simplest case, the overall
filter banks in this class have NPMR, but by introducing a phase equalizer, NPR
is obtained.

By instead combining the analysis filter banks in Section 8.2 with the synthesis
filter bank in Section 8.3.2, we propose a class of asymmetric cosine modulated
IIR/FIR filter banks. Comparing with the approach in Section 8.3.1, this approach
has the same improved frequency selectivity but does not introduce nonlinear phase
in the distortion function. This class is preferable when the phase errors of the
distortion function are of higher priority than its magnitude errors.

8.3.1 IIR synthesis filters

The synthesis filters Gk(z) are, similarly to the analysis filters Hk(z) in Section 8.2,
obtained by regular modulation (Vaidyanathan, 1993), of the prototype filter P (z)
according to

Gk(z) = α∗
kβkP (zW

(k+0.5)
2M ) + αkβ∗

kP (zW
−(k+0.5)
2M ) (8.10)

where P (z) is again given by (8.1). By using (8.1) and (8.10), Gk(z) can be
rewritten as

Gk(z) =
Bk(z)

C(−z2M )
(8.11)

where
Bk(z) = α∗

kβkA(zW
(k+0.5)
2M ) + αkβ∗

kA(zW
−(k+0.5)
2M ) (8.12)

and A(z) and C(z) are given in (8.2). The difference from the regular FIR case is
the denominator polynomial C(−z2M ), which is the same for all the filters Gk(z).
The impulse responses bk(n) are given by

bk(n) = 2a(n) cos(
(2k + 1)π

2M
(n − NA

2
) − θk). (8.13)
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Figure 8.4: Realization of the proposed IIR synthesis filter bank.

With the choices above, the phase response of the distortion function will be
nonlinear (and the nonlinear part is a function of z2M ), and therefore we propose
an allpass filter HAP (z2M ) to equalize the phase response4. By placing the allpass
filter in for example the synthesis bank, the filter bank becomes asymmetric, since
the synthesis bank will then have the additional complexity of the equalization
filter. A realization of the proposed IIR synthesis filter bank can be seen in Fig. 8.4.
Since 1/C(−z2M ) is a function of zM , the upsamplers can be moved to the outputs
of these filters with preserved real-valued coefficients. The filters then conveniently
work at a sampling rate reduced by a factor of M . The modulation block T2

consists of three trivial matrices and an M × M DCT-IV matrix (Vaidyanathan,
1993), and Qp(z), p = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1 denote the polyphase components of A(z).
We note that the difference between this realization and the one in (Vaidyanathan,
1993) is the filter 1/C(−z2) in each channel, and HAP (z2M ) that makes the filter
bank asymmetric. The overall delay of the IIR/IIR filter bank is

K = NA/2 + NA/2 + 2MNAP = NA + 2MNAP . (8.14)

8.3.2 FIR synthesis filters

We introduce a Type-I linear-phase5 FIR filter of even order ND and with transfer
function D(z) as

D(z) =

ND
∑

n=0

d(n)z−n (8.15)

4With minor modifications, the group delay can instead be equalized. The choice of goal
function should be determined by the application at hand.

5Imposing D(z) to have a linear phase is a simple way to ensure the overall filter bank to have
the same. Further, D(z) is restricted to be of Type I, since it is the only linear-phase FIR filter
type without restrictions on the zeros.
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Figure 8.5: Realization of the proposed synthesis FIR filter bank.

and note that the filter has a symmetric impulse response, i.e., d(n) = d(ND − n).
The prototype filter for the synthesis filters Gk(z) is given by

PFIR(z) = A(z)C(z2M )D(z2M ). (8.16)

By multiplying A(z) by C(z2M ), the non-linear phase introduced in the analysis
filter bank is canceled. This implies however the introduction of additional mag-
nitude errors. In order to equalize the errors introduced by C(z2M ), A(z) is also
multiplied by D(z2M ). We note that since only every 2M th coefficient in C(z2M )
is non-zero, its magnitude is easier to equalize compared to a general function of
the same order. The equalizing filter D(z) can thus have a periodicity of π/M [just
as C(z2M )] instead of 2π.

The prototype filter PFIR(z) is modulated as in (8.10) and the synthesis filters
become

Gk(z) = Bk(z)C(−z2M )D(−z2M ) (8.17)

where Bk(z) are given by (8.12). The filters D(z) and C(z) are functions of z2M ,
and thus independent of k after the modulation. The two factors C(−z2M ) and
D(−z2M ) are therefore the same for all Gk(z). The realization of the proposed FIR
synthesis filter bank is shown in Fig. 8.5 with the same notations as used previously
in this chapter. The difference between Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5 is the absence of
HAP (z2M ) and that the filters 1/C(−z2) are replaced by C(−z2)D(−z2) in each
branch. The overall delay of the IIR/FIR filter bank is

K = NA/2 + NA/2 + 2MND/2 = NA + MND. (8.18)
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8.4 Distortion and aliasing transfer functions

For the M-channel maximally decimated filter bank in Fig. 8.1 the z-transform of
the output signal is given by

Y (z) =
1

M

M−1
∑

m=0

Vm(z)X(zWm
M ) (8.19)

where

Vm(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Hk(zWm
M )Gk(z). (8.20)

The distortion and aliasing transfer functions for the two filter bank classes are
derived below.

8.4.1 IIR/IIR

From (8.4), (8.6), and (8.12), it follows that

Bk(z) = z−NAAk(z−1) (8.21)

from which the distortion transfer function is obtained as

V0(z) =
M−1
∑

k=0

Hk(z)Gk(z) =
M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(z)

C(−z2M )

Bk(z)

C(−z2M )
(8.22)

=
z−NA

C2(−z2M )

M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(z)Ak(z−1).

The distortion frequency response can thus be written as

V0(e
jωT ) =

e−j(NAωT+2ΦC(2MωT ))

|C(−ej2MωT )|2
M−1
∑

k=0

|Ak(ejωT )|2. (8.23)

From (8.23) it readily follows that the magnitude and phase responses of V0(z) are
given by

|V0(e
jωT )| =

1

|C(−ej2MωT )|2
M−1
∑

k=0

|Ak(ejωT )|2 =

M−1
∑

k=0

|Hk(ejωT )|2 (8.24)

and
ΦV (ωT ) = −NAωT − 2ΦC(2MωT ) (8.25)

respectively, where ΦC(ωT ) is the phase response of C(−ejωT ). We note that the
non-linear phase of V0(e

jωT ) is due to ΦC(2MωT ) only. This is the reason for
choosing the allpass equalizer as a function of z2M .
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Further, using (8.20) and (8.21), the aliasing terms Vm(z) for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M−1
can be expressed as

Vm(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Hk(zWm
M )Gk(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(zWm
M )

C(−(zWm
M )2M )

Bk(z)

C(−z2M )
(8.26)

=
z−NA

C2(−z2M )

M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(zWm
M )Ak(z−1).

8.4.2 IIR/FIR

According to (8.5), (8.19), and (8.17) the distortion transfer function of the IIR/FIR
filter banks becomes

V0(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(z)

C(−z2M )
Bk(z)C(−z2M )D(−z2M ) (8.27)

= z−NAD(−z2M )

M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(z)Ak(z−1).

The distortion frequency response can thus be written as

V0(e
jωT ) = e−jωT (NA+MND)|D(−ej2MωT )|

M−1
∑

k=0

|Ak(ejωT )|2. (8.28)

We see that the denominator C(−z2) of the analysis filters is cancelled, as discussed
in Section 8.3.2, and from (8.28), it readily follows that the magnitude response of
V0(z) is given by

|V0(e
jωT )| = |D(−ej2MωT )|

M−1
∑

k=0

|Ak(ejωT )|2 (8.29)

Further, V0(z) has a linear phase according to

ΦV (ωT ) = −(NA + MND)ωT. (8.30)

with an overall delay of K = NA + MND. The aliasing terms can be written as

Vm(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Hk(zWm
M )Gk(z) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(zWm
M )

C(−(zWm
M )2M )

Bk(z)C(−z2M )D(−z2M )

(8.31)

= z−NAD(−z2M )

M−1
∑

k=0

Ak(zWm
M )Ak(z−1).

Therefore, if D(z) approximates 1/C2(z), the M − 1 aliasing terms will be of
approximately the same size as that of the IIR/IIR filter bank.
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8.5 Properties

The proposed filter banks can be viewed as generalizations of regular cosine modu-
lated FIR filter banks (Vaidyanathan, 1993), to which the former are reduced when
C(z) = D(z) = 1. Specifically, it can be shown that the following properties are
maintained when going from the regular FIR to the proposed IIR/IIR and IIR/FIR
cases. These properties are used in the proposed design procedures in Section 8.6.

1. Adjacent-channel aliasing is cancelled. That is, the largest remaining aliasing
terms are in the worst case twice the stopband ripple of Hk(z). For the
IIR/FIR filter banks, this holds under the condition that D(z) ≈ 1/C2(z).

2. The distortion function V0(z) can be expressed as a pure delay multiplied
by a function of z2M . In particular, this means that |V0(e

jωT )| has period
π/M , and thus it is enough to consider the frequency range [0, π/M ] instead
of [0, π] to simplify and accelerate the optimization.

3. For the IIR/IIR filter banks, the magnitude responses of the synthesis filters
are equal to the magnitude responses of the analysis filters. That is,

|Gk(ejωT )| = |Hk(ejωT )|. (8.32)

For the IIR/FIR filter banks, (8.32) holds approximately, under the condition
that D(z) ≈ 1/C2(z).

Both properties 1) and 2) follow immediately since they hold in the FIR case and the
only extra factors here are 1/C2(−z2M ) and D(−z2M ). Property 3) follows from
(8.4)–(8.6), (8.11), (8.17), and (8.21). It is of course possible to set D(z) = 1/C2(z),
but as will be seen in the optimization, it is better not to impose this restriction.

8.6 Design

This section proposes techniques to design the new filter banks. Throughout the
chapter, the nonlinear optimization is performed in the minimax sense, but opti-
mization in e.g. the least-squares sense is also possible after minor modifications6.
It is assumed that the following filter specification of Hk(z) is to be satisfied:

1 − δc ≤ |Hk(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δc, ωT ∈ Ωc,k (8.33)

|Hk(ejωT )| ≤ δs, ωT ∈ Ωs,k

where Ωc,k and Ωs,k, respectively, are the passband and stopband regions of Hk(z).
They are illustrated in Fig. 8.6 as a function of ∆. We note that the transition

6As mentioned in Footnote 1, the focus in this chapter is on the design procedure and com-
parisons with other filter banks when using the same design criterion, not on a specific design
criterion.
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Figure 8.6: Passband and stopband regions of Hk(ejωT ).

bandwidth is 2∆. The magnitude of the distortion and aliasing functions are to
meet

1 − δ0 ≤ |V0(e
jωT )| ≤ 1 + δ0, ωT ∈ [0, π/M ] (8.34)

and
|Vm(ejωT )| ≤ δ1, ωT ∈ [0, π], m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1, (8.35)

respectively. The aim is now to synthesize a prototype filter that can handle the
above requirements with as few multiplications per input/output sample as possi-
ble.

The specifications in (8.33)–(8.35) can in principle be met through straightfor-
ward nonlinear optimization. However, an important step in nonlinear optimization
is to find a good initial solution in order not to end up in an unfavorable local opti-
mum. Therefore, the prototype filter P (z) is here split into two subfilters E(z) and
S(z) which can easily be designed separately with conventional methods (Gazsi,
1985; McClellan et al., 1973). By designing them properly (see Section 8.6.1), they
can make the filter bank fulfill a general specification using a small number of op-
timization parameters. Depending on the specification at hand, the design margin
can however be unnecessarily large, and in these cases, the arithmetic complexity
can be reduced by further simultaneous optimization of the two subfilters. This
is considered in Section 8.6.1. On the other hand, if the specification has a large
number of channels, it might be difficult to perform simultaneous optimization. In
such a case, the separate design (Section 8.6.1) can be used on its own to find a
good suboptimal filter bank.

8.6.1 Design of IIR/IIR filter banks

Separate optimization

This design procedure can be used in two ways. Either for filter banks with strin-
gent specifications (see example in Section 8.8.5) where joint optimization might
face problems, or to find a good initial solution to the nonlinear joint optimization
described in the subsequent section.

Utilizing (8.24) and (8.8), and ignoring higher-order terms such as squared
stopband ripples, it is shown in Appendix B that (8.33) and (8.34) are satisfied if
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the prototype filter P (z) fulfills

1 − δc,P ≤ |P (ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δc,P , ωT ∈ [0, π/2M − ∆] (8.36)

|P (ejωT )| ≤ δs,P , ωT ∈ [π/2M + ∆, π]

1 − δ0,P ≤ |P+
0 |2 + |P−

0 |2 ≤ 1 + δ0,P , ωT ∈ [0,∆]

where

δc,P = min(δc, 0.5δ0), (8.37)

δs,P = δs/
√

2, (8.38)

δ0,P = min(2δc, δ0), (8.39)

P±
0 = P (ejωT W±0.5

2M ). (8.40)

Note that with requirements solely on P (z), (8.35) can only be met with δ1 =
2δs = 2

√
2δs,P . A convenient way to design P (z) to meet (8.36) is to make use

of narrow-band frequency-masking techniques for IIR filters (Johansson, 2000b;
Johansson and Wanhammar, 1999). This allows P (z) to be designed with a sharp
transition band and few distinct coefficients. We therefore express P (z) as

P (z) = E(zM )S(z) =
F (zM )S(z)

C(z2M )
(8.41)

whereby A(z) in (8.1) becomes

A(z) = F (zM )S(z). (8.42)

The functions F (z) and zC(z2) are the numerator and denominator polynomi-
als, respectively, of an N th

E -order half-band IIR filter, E(z), (Vaidyanathan, 1993),
where NE = 2NC + 1, thus odd. (In other words, C(z2) is the denominator poly-
nomial less the pole at the origin.) The polynomial F (z) is thus an odd-order
linear-phase FIR filter whereas C(z2) is an even-order filter. Further, S(z) is an
N th

S -order linear-phase FIR filter. Thereby, A(z) will be a linear-phase FIR filter
of order NA = MNE + NS . The functions E(z) and S(z) are referred to as model
and masking filters respectively. The role of S(z) is to remove the M − 1 images
present due to the factor zM in the polynomial in (8.41) (Johansson, 2000b). In
this way, the prototype filter can be made narrow-band and at the same time be
implemented with a low arithmetic complexity, as will be illustrated in Section 8.8.

A straightforward way to meet (8.36) is to design E(z) and S(z) to fulfill

|E(ejωT )| ≤ δs,E , ωT ∈ [π/2 + M∆, π] (8.43)

with δs,E = δs/
√

2 and E(1) = 1, and

1 − δc,S ≤ |S(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + δc,S , ωT ∈ [0, π/2M + ∆] (8.44)

|S(ejωT )| ≤ δs,S , ωT ∈ [3π/2M − ∆, π]
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where δc,S = min(δc, 0.5δ0) and δs,S = δs/
√

2. Equations (8.43) and (8.44) are
shown in Appendix C. The filters E(z) and S(z) can be designed with conven-
tional methods (Gazsi, 1985; McClellan et al., 1973) and combined to form P (z).
Depending on the given specification, one could stop the design procedure here,
or continue with simultaneous optimization. Simultaneous optimization is always
possible, but may face problems if the number of channels M is large, or if the
filter orders NE and NS are high.

Joint optimization

To find the minimum-order filters fulfilling the given specification, simultaneous
optimization of the subfilters must be performed. For practical reasons, we divide
this nonlinear optimization into two steps.

Step 1: Disregard the aliasing functions and minimize the errors in the distortion
function and the magnitude responses of the analysis filters. Since this is not the
final step and since the aliasing error (8.35) is disregarded, it is enough to impose
constraints on the prototype filter P (z) to limit the number of constraints. To this
end, we solve the following optimization problem:

Given the start-up solution from the separate optimization, which includes filter
orders NA and Nc (or NS and NE), and the constraints in (8.36) [corresponding
to (8.33) and (8.34)]; find the unknown coefficients a(n) and c(n) in (8.2), and δ,
to minimize δ subject to

||P (ejωT )| − 1| ≤ δ(δc,P /δ0,P ), ωT ∈ [0, π/2M − ∆]

|P (ejωT )| ≤ δ(δs,P /δ0,P ), ωT ∈ [π/2M + ∆, π] (8.45)

||P+
0 |2 + |P−

0 |2 − 1| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ [0,∆]

|ci| < 1

where ci, i = 1, . . . , NC are the allpass coefficients (Gazsi, 1985) of C(z). The last
condition guarantees stability of the filter bank, provided that appropriate allpass
filter structures are used, like symmetric two-port-adaptor based wave digital all-
pass sections (Fettweis, 1986). The specifications in (8.36) are met when δ ≤ δ0,P .
This means that also (8.33) and (8.34) are met but with some extra design margin.
Because of the moderate number of constraints, it is possible to do this part of the
joint optimization also for filter banks with fairly large numbers of channels.

Step 2: Minimize the maximum aliasing magnitude of the M − 1 aliasing func-
tions, while keeping the magnitude responses of the analysis filters as well as the
distortion function within their specified tolerances. With an independent require-
ment on the aliasing errors with δ1 < 2δs, it is not enough to impose constraints
only on the prototype filter. To find the minimum-complexity filters, all Vm(ejωT )
must be considered. By setting constraints on all Hk(z) instead of just P (z) as in
the previous step, the extra design margin emanating from (8.36) will be avoided,
and minimum-complexity filters can be found by solving the following optimization
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problem:

minimize δ

subject to ||Hk(ejωT )| − 1| ≤ δc, ωT ∈ Ωc,k

|Hk(ejωT )| ≤ δs, ωT ∈ Ωs,k

||V0(e
jωT )| − 1| ≤ δ0, ωT ∈ [0, π/M ] (8.46)

|ci| < 1

||Vm(ejωT )| − 1| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ [0, π]

where m = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1 and k = 0, 1, . . . ,M . The specifications in (8.33)–(8.35)
are met when δ ≤ δ1. The problems (8.45) and (8.46) can be solved using standard
nonlinear optimization methods.

As discussed above, the optimization problems are nonlinear and therefore re-
quire good initial solutions. The solution of (8.45) is a good initial solution to
(8.46), since if (8.33) is satisfied so is (8.35) with δ1 ≈ 2δs [Property 1) in Sec-
tion 8.3]. A good initial solution to (8.45) is the prototype filter P (z) designed
using (8.43) and (8.44).

In Fig. 8.7, a flow chart of the overall design procedure is given. By designing
P (z) using (8.43) and (8.44), it is ensured that the requirement (8.36) is fulfilled,
but after solving (8.45) in Step 1, the filters are in general over-designed. Therefore,
the requirements on the initial filters, used as a starting points in (8.45), are suc-
cessively relaxed in order to find the minimum complexity required to meet (8.36).
This gives a lower bound on the overall complexity. Constraints on the aliasing
functions are added in Step 2, where the optimization problem (8.46) is solved.
If the minimum-complexity filter orders obtained in Step 1 is not high enough to
meet also the aliasing requirements, we successively increase the filter orders and
redo Step 1 and Step 2 until we find the minimum complexity required to meet
all the specifications (8.33)–(8.35). This is a bit of ‘trial and error’ but it is nec-
essary in order to find the minimum-order filters, since there are no formulas for
estimating the filter orders. The same problem exists in all modulated filter banks;
it is thus not a problem associated only with the proposed filter banks. For some
specifications, the design margin after the separate optimization is larger than for
others. When δs ≫ δ1 the filter orders can generally be reduced more using joint
optimization, compared to specifications with δs ≈ δ1.

Design of allpass phase equalizer

An allpass filter is here designed to improve the phase linearity of the distortion
function V0(z). Since an allpass filter has a constant magnitude response for all
frequencies it will not affect the magnitude response of the distortion and aliasing
functions. It thus suffices to consider only the phase response in this step.

It follows from (8.25) that the nonlinearity in the phase response ΦV (ωT ) em-
anates from ΦC(2MωT ) which is the phase response of the denominator polynomial
C(−z2M ). The problem thus reduces to that of equalizing the function ΦC(2MωT )
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Figure 8.7: Flow chart of the design procedure for the proposed IIR/IIR filter
banks including both separate and joint optimization (Step 1 and Step 2).

which corresponds to a filter with only every 2M th coefficient being non-zero. Such
a function is simpler to equalize compared to a general one of the same order, since
we can use an allpass filter with the same periodicity, i.e., HAP (z2M ). The allpass
filter is designed to minimize the maximum magnitude of the phase error Φe(ωT )
which is given by

Φe(ωT ) = ΦV (ωT ) + ΦAP (2MωT ) + kωT (8.47)

where ΦAP (ωT ) is the phase response of HAP (z). The constant K = NA+2MNAP
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is the overall filter bank delay after the allpass equalization and NAP is the order
of HAP (z). It is well known that the equiripple solution minimizes |Φe(ωT )| (Lang,
1992) and there are many different techniques available to find this solution. In the
examples in Section 8.8, the algorithm in (Renfors and Saramäki, 1986) is used.

8.6.2 Design of IIR/FIR filter banks

This section proposes a general technique to design the proposed NPR IIR/FIR
filter banks. A considerable part of this design procedure is the same as for the
IIR/IIR filter banks and are therefore not described again. Only the differences
are given below and design examples can be found in Section 8.8.

To meet the specifications we divide the optimization into four steps.

1. Design the filter bank as in Section 8.6.1 (first separate and then joint opti-
mization) with the synthesis filters in (8.11) and the nonlinear-phase distor-
tion function in (8.23).

2. Multiply the synthesis filters in Step 1 with C2(−z2M ) to cancel the de-
nominator and retain linear phase. This will however introduce additional
magnitude distortion in V0(z).

3. Cascade the synthesis filters with a linear-phase FIR filter D(−z2M ) to equal-
ize the introduced magnitude distortion in Step 2 and get V0(z) as in (8.27).
The filter D(−z2M ) can be designed using McClellan-Parks algorithm (Mc-
Clellan et al., 1973), or linear programming. Since the magnitude of D(−z2M )
approximates the magnitude of 1/C2(−z2M ), we note that the aliasing terms
are not really affected by Step 2 and 3 and remain small.

4. Perform a global nonlinear optimization of all the filter parameters to further
improve the result. To this end, (8.46) is solved using a standard nonlinear
optimization technique. The unknown optimization optimization parameters
are a(n), c(n), d(n), and δ.

8.7 Complexity

In this section, measures of the complexity for the filter parts of the proposed filter
banks are given; first for the implementation complexity, and then for the design
complexity during optimization. The complexity of the modulation block is not
considered here since it is the same as for conventional CMFBs.

Implementation complexity: A useful and practical parameter when comparing
multirate filter banks with respect to implementation complexity, is the number
of arithmetic operations, and more precisely the number of multiplications7 per
input/output sample (mults/sample). This gives a better comparison than just the

7The multiplications constitute the major part of the arithmetic burden. Furthermore, the
number of adders are proportional to the number of multiplications.
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number of multiplications, since the former takes into account that different blocks
work at different sampling rates. The arithmetic cost in terms of mults/sample
for the filter part of the IIR/IIR NPR filter bank including both the analysis and
synthesis filter banks is

2

(

MNE + NS + 1

M
+

NE − 1

2

)

+ NAP = 2

(

NA + 1

M
+ NC

)

+ NAP (8.48)

and for the IIR/FIR filter banks, the number is

2

(

MNE + NS + 1

M
+

NE − 1

2

)

+ ND/2 + 1 = 2

(

NA + 1

M
+ NC

)

+ ND/2 + 1.

(8.49)
Design complexity: Another parameter of interest is the number of distinct

coefficients to optimize, which is a measure of the design complexity. In the separate
optimization of an IIR/IIR filter bank the number of distinct parameters is (NE −
1)/2 + ⌊NS/2 + 1⌋ and in the joint optimization, the number is8

⌊

MNE + NS

2
+ 1

⌋

+
NE − 1

2
=

⌊

NA

2
+ 1

⌋

+ NC . (8.50)

The IIR/FIR filter banks has a total design complexity of

⌊

MNE + NS

2
+ 1

⌋

+
NE − 1

2
+ ND/2 + 1 =

⌊

NA

2
+ 1

⌋

+ NC + ND/2 + 1. (8.51)

8.8 Design examples and comparisons

As a means of demonstrating the proposed filter bank classes and their design
methods, several CMFBs are designed. Comparisons are made to both regular
FIR CMFBs and other IIR CMFBs. In the comparisons, a filter bank specification
is set, and then the complexity of different filter banks that fulfill this specification is
compared. Both arithmetic complexity and design complexity are considered. The
default specifications of Hk(z) and Vm(z) in (8.33)–(8.35), used in Sections 8.8.1,
8.8.2, and 8.8.3, are the following: δc = 0.05, δs = 0.02, δ0 = 0.01, δ1 = 10−5, and
∆ = 0.1π/M .

8.8.1 Example I, Proposed filter banks compared to regular
FIR CMFBs

This example illustrates the design procedure in Section 8.6 with joint optimization.
The default specification is used for M = 5.

IIR/IIR filter bank without phase equalizer (NPMR): The required filter or-
ders in the different optimization steps are shown in Table 8.1 and the magnitude

8The allpass filter HAP (z) is optimized separately, once the IIR/IIR NPMR filter bank is set,
and is therefore not include here.
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NE NS NC NA

Initial 5 25 2 50
Step 1 5 6 2 31
Step 2 5 9 2 34

Table 8.1: Required filter orders in the different steps of optimization of the IIR/IIR
NPMR filter bank in Section 8.8.1.
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Figure 8.8: Magnitude response of the IIR analysis filters after joint optimization,
Section 8.8.1.

responses of the analysis filters, distortion function, and aliasing functions after
Step 2 are shown in Figs. 8.8 and 8.9. (The synthesis filters are not depicted,
since they have the same magnitude responses as the analysis filters, see (8.32).)
The overall filter bank requires 18 mults/sample plus the cost to implement the
two cosine modulation blocks. For a regular NPR FIR CMFB (optimized in the
same way as our IIR/IIR filter bank), the filter part requires N = 123 and thus
49.6 mults/sample. One could argue that this comparison is not totally fair, since
the distortion function in the IIR/IIR filter bank has a nonlinear phase response
whereas that in the regular FIR CMFB is linear, but it shows that substantial
savings can be achieved in terms of implementation complexity as well as design
complexity, if phase variations are allowed.

IIR/IIR filter bank with phase equalizer (NPR): To improve the phase linearity
we introduce an allpass phase equalizer according to Section 8.6.1. At the top of
Fig. 8.10, the maximum phase error according to (8.48) is shown as a function of the
allpass filter order NAP . For example, using a 17th-order allpass filter, a maximum
phase error less than 0.01 can be achieved. The equiripple solution using such a
filter is shown at the bottom of Fig. 8.10. The overall number of multiplication
per sample is still far below that of the regular FIR filter bank. However, the total
delay of the filter bank is higher than for the regular FIR filter bank. The figures
of interest are summarized in Table 8.2. If very small phase errors are required, the
allpass order may though become quite large in which case the proposed IIR/FIR
filter bank (Section 8.3.2) or a regular FIR filter bank may be in favor.
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Figure 8.9: Magnitude responses of the distortion and aliasing functions of the
IIR/IIR NPMR filter bank after joint optimization, Section 8.8.1.
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Figure 8.10: Maximum phase error in the distortion function of the IIR/IIR NPR
filter bank as a function of allpass filter order NAP , and the specific phase error
after allpass equalization with NAP = 17, Section 8.8.1.
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IIR/IIR IIR/IIR IIR/FIR regular FIR

reconstruction NPMR NPR NPR NPR
mults/sample,
analysis part

9 9 9 24.8

NAP - 17 - -
ND/2 + 1 - - 18 -
mults/sample,
synthesis part

9 26 27 24.8

mults/sample in
total

18 35 36 49.6

delay 34 204 204 123
distinct parame-
ters

20 37 38 62

Table 8.2: Implementation complexity (mults/sample) of the filter part, overall
delay, and design complexity (distinct parameters) for the four filter banks in Sec-
tion 8.8.1.

IIR/FIR filter bank: To remove the phase-nonlinearities, an IIR/FIR filter bank
is designed as described in

Section 8.6.2. The bottom of Fig. 8.11 shows the maximum magnitude error
of V0(z) as a function of the filter order of D(z). As seen in Fig. 8.11, ND =
34 guarantees a maximum distortion error less than 0.01 (see top of Fig. 8.11)
and thereby the specification is fulfilled. The magnitude responses of the aliasing
functions are plotted in Fig. 8.12. After the global optimization (in Step 4) the
distortion function error remains about the same and the aliasing functions are less
than −137 dB. The results of the different filter banks are summarized in Table 8.2,
where the number of mults/sample of the filter part as well as the overall delay
and number of distinct filter coefficients (design complexity) of the different filter
banks are given. The IIR/FIR filter bank is clearly asymmetric and the delay is
higher compared to the corresponding regular NPR FIR filter bank, but the same
as that of the proposed IIR/IIR NPR filter banks.

In conclusion, regarding both implementation and design complexity, the pro-
posed filter bank classes are clearly superior to regular cosine modulated NPR FIR
filter banks. The price to pay is a longer overall delay. Further, the IIR/FIR filter
banks are preferred to the IIR/IIR filter banks if small phase errors relative to the
magnitude error are desired. On the other hand, if small magnitude errors relative
to the phase errors are desired, the IIR/IIR filter banks are preferred. We notice
also that the IIR/IIR and IIR/FIR filter banks here have about the same delay
when the maximum phase error of the former is about the same as the maximum
magnitude error of the latter.
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Figure 8.11: Maximum magnitude error of the distortion function of the IIR/FIR
filter bank as a function of the equalizing FIR filter order and magnitude response
of the distortion function after equalization with ND = 34 (Step 3 in Section 8.6.2),
Section 8.8.1.
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Figure 8.12: Magnitude response of the aliasing functions of the IIR/FIR filter
bank after equalization (Step 3 in Section 8.6.2), Section 8.8.1.
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8.8.2 Example II, Complexity versus specification

In this example, a number of filter banks have been designed in order to illustrate
how the number of distinct coefficients and the number of mults/sample vary for
different specifications. The default specification is used with the exception of δs

and δ1. In Fig. 8.13, one can see how the estimated number of optimization param-
eters for the NPMR filter bank grows with M , both for separate9 and simultaneous
optimization. The estimations are based on equations (8.43) and (8.44), the stop-
band ripple is set to 60 dB, and δ1 = 2δs. For NPR filter banks of either class,
some 20 additional optimization parameters are needed for the phase or magni-
tude equalizer. In Fig. 8.14, the number of mults/sample is depicted for different
stopband ripple restrictions and δ1 = 10−5. This plot varies very little with the
number of channels, and therefore Fig. 8.14 is valid for any M . Simultaneous op-
timization is used, and the phase error of the IIR/IIR NPR filter bank (labeled
IIR/IIR - allpass) is less than 0.01. The proposed filter banks are in both Fig. 8.13
and Fig. 8.14 compared to regular NPR FIR CMFBs with estimated filter order10.

8.8.3 Example III, Comparisons to tree-structure filter banks

When M is a power of two, the proposed IIR/IIR filter bank class can be com-
pared with efficient tree-structure filter banks (Regalia et al., 1987). However,
tree-structures are more costly to phase equalize, since their phase errors are func-
tions of z, whereas ours are functions of z2M , and thus require fewer non-zero
optimization parameters. A summary of this example is shown in Table 8.3, where
the number of mults/sample for the IIR/IIR NPR filter banks fulfilling the default
specification with a phase error less than 0.04, together with the total delay, is
given11. Details of these examples are given below.

M = 4: Using half-band IIR filters in a tree-structure, the required number of
multiplications per input/output sample for the filter part of an NPMR filter bank
fulfilling the default specification, is only four for a fifth-order filter (Vaidyanathan,
1993). However, if NPR is required, an allpass filter is also needed. For example,
a phase error less than 0.04 requires an allpass filter with 24 mults/sample. This
gives a total complexity of 28 mults/sample. The proposed IIR/IIR filter bank
fulfilling the same specification needs NA = 27, NC = 2 and an allpass equalizer
of order 12. This gives in total 30 mults/sample for the filter part of the total
filter bank. Thus, the proposed filter bank can very well compete with the efficient
tree-structure.

9In the separate optimization, the contribution from the filter S(z) is the one plotted in
Fig. 8.13. The number of optimization parameters of E(z) is the same for all M and is negligible
(in this example only 4).

10The estimation is taken from an optimized 2-channel filter bank, and then when generalized
to M channels, the filter order is assumed to be proportional to the transition bandwidth (Kaiser,
1974). This property holds for most filter specifications.

11One should also keep in mind that the modulation blocks also contribute to the total arith-
metic complexity of the CMFBs and that such a block is not needed in the tree-structure. This
contribution is however independent of the filter orders and has a relatively low complexity com-
pared to the filter part. It is therefore not considered here.
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Figure 8.13: The number of optimization parameters as a function of the number
of channels. Regular FIR CMFBs are compared with the proposed IIR/IIR NPMR
filter banks. Both simultaneous (joint) and separate optimization is shown.

M = 8: A rough estimation is that the tree-structure needs 6 + 3 · 12 = 42
mults/sample. The required order of the proposed IIR/IIR NPR filter bank would
be the following. The order of the half band IIR filter is the same (NC = 2), and
the transition band of the masking filter is halved giving roughly a double cost of
the filter A(z). However, since M now is doubled from 4 to 8, the filters Ak(z)
also work at half of the previous sampling rate. We therefore get a total cost (for
the filter part) of 2((58 + 1)/8 + 2) = 18.75 mults/sample + the cost of the allpass
equalization. This allpass filter is of the same order as before, since the number
of non-zero coefficients in the function to equalize, φC(2MωT ), is the same. This
gives in total around 31 mults/sample.

In conclusion, the proposed filter bank class is better in terms of complexity
for specifications with a large number of channels, which normally is the case for
modulated filter banks used in practice. The price to pay is an increased overall
delay.

8.8.4 Example IV, Comparison to other IIR CMFBs

In this section comparisons have been made with two specific cosine modulated IIR
filter bank examples found in (Mao et al., 2000) and (Kim and Yoo, 2003).
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Figure 8.14: The implementation cost as a function of stopband ripple of the
analysis filters. Regular FIR CMFBs are compared to the proposed IIR/FIR filter
banks, the IIR/IIR NPR filter banks with phase equalizer, and the IIR/IIR NPMR
filter banks without phase equalizer.

tree structure filter banks IIR/IIR CMFBs
M mults/sample delay mults/sample delay

4 28 87 30 123
8 42 203 31 250

Table 8.3: NPR comparison between IIR/IIR filter banks and half-band IIR tree-
structure filter banks.

(Mao et al., 2000): A comparison with the example in (Mao et al., 2000)
with M = 4 has been made. The proposed IIR/IIR filter bank with NA = 27 and
NC = 2 (from the example in Section 8.8.3) fulfills the same filter specification with
the additional advantages of considerably narrower transition band, ∆ = 0.025π
compared to some 0.18π in (Mao et al., 2000). The complexity is 18 mults/sample
plus the cost of phase equalization, thus around 30 mults/sample in total. Mao
et al. need filter orders for the prototype filter’s numerator and denominator of
45 and 16, respectively. The cost of just the numerator is 2(45 + 1)/4 = 23 and
the cost of the denominator depends on the implementation which is not included
in the paper. A straightforward direct-form implementation gives additionally 16
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M 32 1024

δs 10−3 10−3

δc 0.05 0.05
δ0 0.01 0.01
δ1 2δs 2δs

NE 9 9
NS 246 7884

mults/sample 42 42
distinct parameters 128 3947

Table 8.4: Two filter banks with large M designed with separate optimization only.

multiplications and thus 56 mults/sample in total. However, we must also consider
that in (Mao et al., 2000) the filter bank is PR whereas the proposed filter bank
is NPR. The conclusion from this example is that the use of near-PR filter bank
is beneficial (the arithmetic complexity is almost halved) when the application at
hand allows small errors.

(Kim and Yoo, 2003): The authors Kim and Yoo (2003) have also compared
with Mao et al. (Mao et al., 2000) and this work has similarities to the proposed
filter banks. Comparing the IIR filter parts, they need eight allpass filters of first
order (each delay element in the structure is replaced by an allpass filter), while
we need four second order sections with denominator part only. Further, it is not
clear what method is used to design the allpass filters in (Kim and Yoo, 2003).
Especially for large M , it becomes difficult to design these filter banks without a
good initial solution to the nonlinear problem, and such is not given. In conclusion,
the implementation complexity could be about the same, but the proposed filter
banks are in favor, as it is known through this chapter how to design them to meet
general specifications.

8.8.5 Example V, Large numbers of channels

To illustrate the effectiveness of the separate design procedure in Section 8.6.1,
three filter banks with stringent specifications are designed and shown in Table 8.4.
Beside the filter bank specifications, the required filter orders are presented, as well
as the total numbers of mults/sample, (excluding the modulation blocks) and the
numbers of distinct coefficients. The magnitude responses of the analysis filters,
distortion function, and aliasing functions for the 32-channel filter bank are plotted
in Figs. 8.15-8.17. Further, in Fig. 8.18 the magnitude responses of the analysis
filters for the 1024-channel filter bank in the range [0, 0.05π] are shown. These
examples show that filter banks with large numbers of channels can be designed
with few optimization parameters and low arithmetic complexity.
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Figure 8.15: Magnitude response of the analysis IIR filters for M = 32, Sec-
tion 8.8.5.
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Figure 8.16: Magnitude response of the distortion function for M = 32, Sec-
tion 8.8.5.
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Figure 8.17: Magnitude response of the aliasing functions for M = 32, Section 8.8.5.
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Figure 8.18: Magnitude response of the first 51 analysis IIR filters for M = 1024
in the range [0, 0.05π], Section 8.8.5.

8.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed two classes of cosine modulated causal and stable
IIR/IIR and IIR/FIR NPR filter banks with low complexity. The filter bank classes
also have the feature of being asymmetric which is an advantage in some applica-
tions. They both allow some errors in the distortion and aliasing functions in order
to reduce the arithmetic complexity compared to previously existing CMFBs. The
idea is to tailor the filter banks after what is required in the specification at hand
and not more. It has been exemplified that the two classes are preferable for dif-
ferent types of specifications. The IIR/FIR filter banks are preferred if small phase
errors relative to the magnitude error are desired. On the other hand, if small
magnitude errors relative to the phase errors are desired, the IIR/IIR filter banks
are superior. The price to pay for the reduced complexity is in general an increased
delay. Finally, general design procedures have been given that make it possible to
design filter banks with relatively few optimization parameters for any practical
specification. The benefits of the filter banks were demonstrated through several
design examples and comparisons.
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9

Oversampled complex-modulated
IIR filter banks for

frequency-band reallocation
networks

9.1 Introduction

In order to provide a good introduction and background to frequency-band reallo-
cation networks, parts of the material in the first two sections have been reproduced
from (Johansson and Löwenborg, 2007) with the authors permission.

The future society foresees globally interconnected digital communication sys-
tems offering multimedia services, information on demand, and delivery of informa-
tion (data) at high data rates and low cost and with high performance. Terrestrial
networks could in principle meet the requirements on communication capacity due
to the practically unlimited bandwidth provided by fiber optic cables, but this
capacity is rarely available today. A large investment is required to bridge the
distance between the local exchange and the customer. It is therefore internation-
ally recognized that satellite systems will play an important complementary role in
providing the global coverage required for both fixed and mobile communications
(Arbesser-Rastburg et al., 2002; Re and Pierucci, 2002; Witting, 2000). However,
to meet the requirements of the communication systems of tomorrow, it is impera-
tive to develop a new generation of satellite systems, payload architectures, ground
technologies, and techniques combining flexibility with cost efficiency. Improve-
ments in capacity and complexity are required to be in range of one and two orders
of magnitude (Arbesser-Rastburg et al., 2002).
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Figure 9.1: Illustration of frequency-band reallocation in the case of two input
signals, four output signals, and six users. In practice, one must also include fre-
quency guard bands between the subbands in order to make the network realizable
(see Section 9.2.1).

The European Space Agency (ESA) outlines three major standard architectures
for future broadband systems (Arbesser-Rastburg et al., 2002). Two of these are
the distributed access network and professional user network which are to provide
high-capacity point-to-point and multicast services for ubiquitous Internet access.
The satellites are to communicate with user units via multiple spot beams. In order
to use the limited available frequency spectrum efficiently, the satellite on-board
signal processing must support frequency-band reusage among the beams and also
flexibility in bandwidth and transmitted power allocated to each user. Further, dy-
namic frequency allocation is desired for covering different service types requiring
different data rates and bandwidths. An important issue in the next-generation
satellite-based communication system is therefore the on-board reallocation of infor-
mation. In technical terms, this calls for digital multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
flexible frequency-band reallocation (FBR) networks1 which thus are critical com-
ponents. Figure 9.1 illustrates the principle of FBR.

In a straight-forward realization of the flexible FBR network, the synthesis
bank need to be variable. Instead of using variable synthesis filters which are very
costly to implement, Johansson and Löwenborg (2007) propose a solution with
only fixed filter banks. These are complex-modulated FIR filter banks. Complex-
modulated filter banks are known to be very efficient since each of the analysis and
synthesis parts can be implemented with the aid of one prototype filter alone and
an IDFT (DFT) (Vaidyanathan, 1993). FIR filters offer several good properties,
like guaranteed stability and exact linear phase. However, in general they need a
higher filter order to fulfill a given specification compared to IIR filters; especially
when the transition band is narrow. In this chapter, we therefore propose IIR
prototype filters instead of FIR ones, the latter being used in most publications
(see e.g. (Vaidyanathan, 1993) and (Heller et al., 1999)). This allows us to lower

1Frequency-band reallocation is also referred to as frequency multiplexing and demultiplexing.
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the implementation complexity as well as the design complexity, compared to using
FIR filters.

In the simplest case, the proposed filter banks have NPMR, and by introducing
a phase equalizer, the NPR filter banks are obtained. Using NPR or NPMR filter
banks instead of PR ones is usually not a drawback since the complexity can be
reduced by relaxing the PR restriction (Bregovic and Saramäki, 2002a; Wilbur
et al., 2004). For background information on non-PR filter banks, see Section 1.1
and Chapter 3. The proposed solution offers additional flexibility, since the optional
equalizer can be implemented either in the satellite or at the receiver on earth.
Finally, a general design procedure is proposed which can be used to design the
filter banks to meet general specifications as close as desired.

9.2 SISO Flexible FBR Networks

This section gives first some background to the problem (Johansson and Löwen-
borg, 2007) and then the transfer functions of the proposed IIR filter banks (Sec-
tions 9.2.3–9.2.5). As mentioned above, practical multicast systems require a
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) network. However, properly designed fil-
ter banks for single-input single-output (SISO) networks can be used in MIMO
networks as well. Therefore only SISO networks are considered here.

9.2.1 Problem Formulation

The problem in question was outlined in (Arbesser-Rastburg et al., 2002) and
further addressed in (Johansson and Löwenborg, 2007). It is based on Multiple
Frequency Time Division Multiple Access (MF/TDMA) schemes. The input signal
is divided into Q fixed granularity bands. Any user can occupy one or several
of these granularity bands. The input signal thus contains an on-line variable
(adjustable) number of user subbands q where 1 ≤ q ≤ Q. In the extreme cases,
q = Q and q = 1, as illustrated in Fig. 9.2(b) and (d), respectively, for Q = 6.
The case with q = 3 and Q = 6 is illustrated in Fig. 9.2(c). It is stressed that q is
on-line variable and its value can thus be changed during operation by an external
controller. In addition, we assume full flexibility which means that all possible
subband decompositions and reallocation schemes can occur. Furthermore, guard
bands (transition bands) in frequency are assumed in order to ensure the network
to be realizable in practice. This is also depicted in Fig. 9.2. Guard bands are only
present between different user subbands, not within a user subband.

The function of the SISO flexible FBR network is thus three-fold: it should
1) separate the input signal into the user subbands, 2) shift the user subbands
in frequency to the desired positions, and 3) combine the frequency-shifted user
subbands into the output signal. In principle, this function can be implemented
through a bank of on-line adjustable-bandwidth filters for the signal separation,
and time-varying complex-valued multiplications (modulators) for the frequency
shifts. A straightforward implementation of the adjustable-bandwidth filters and
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Figure 9.2: Granularity bands and typical input signals.

time-varying multiplications would however result in a very high implementation
cost. To solve the problem in a much more efficient way, the authors of (Johansson
and Löwenborg, 2007) proposed a new flexible FBR network based on oversampled
complex-modulated filter banks, shown in Fig. 9.3. This scheme makes use of an
N -channel analysis filter bank with fixed analysis filters Hk(z) for splitting the
input signal into N subbands, and downsampling and upsampling by M together
with an N -channel synthesis filter bank with adjustable synthesis filters Gk(z) for
generating frequency shifts (i.e., redirecting the subbands to the desired output
positions) as well as recombination of filter bank subbands into the q shifted user
subbands yr(n), r = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1. In the SISO case, all yr(n) are finally summed
to produce the single output y(n), but in the general MIMO case, different yr(n)
can be directed to different outputs.

The scheme in Fig. 9.3 is the basis and it is used for analysis and design purposes.
However, because the synthesis filters Gk(z) are adjustable, they are not used
in the final implementation. Such an implementation would be too expensive.
Therefore, the main point shown by Johansson and Löwenborg (2007) is that with
appropriate choices of filters and parameters in the FBR network, it is possible
to implement the same function using instead a variable channel switch and fixed
filter banks according to the proposed scheme in Fig. 9.4 where the output from
the analysis filter Hk(z) is connected to the input of the synthesis filter Hckr

(z),
with ckr being given by (9.16) and µkr being adjustable phase rotations given by
(9.17) in Section 9.2.4. In this way, the complexity can be reduced substantially,
as fixed filters are considerably less complex to implement in hardware compared
to adjustable filters. Furthermore, the fixed analysis (synthesis) filter bank, can
be implemented using only one filter block and an IDFT (DFT) block, and all
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Figure 9.3: Proposed flexible FBR SISO network. The adjustable synthesis filter
bank can be efficiently implemented using a fixed filter bank and a variable channel
switch as indicated in Fig. 9.4.

µkr become unity for an appropriately chosen filter order. In all, this results in
a very efficient realization with retained full flexibility. The key to this efficient
solution is to make use of oversampling to avoid channel aliasing, more channels
than granularity bands, and appropriately matched analysis and synthesis filters.
The following subsections give the details.

9.2.2 Restrictions on M and N

As opposed to fixed networks, aliasing components can not be completely elimi-
nated through cancellation in fully flexible FBR networks due to the large number
of reallocation possibilities and constraints. Instead it must be possible to make
them arbitrarily small in each channel which can be done using oversampling filter
banks and analysis filters with high enough stopband attenuation. To ensure this
in the present setup, it is first observed that the filters are to extract spectra in
accordance with Figs. 9.2 and 9.5. This is achieved by dividing each granularity
band into a number of uniform-band filter bank channels with principle filter mag-
nitude responses according to Fig. 9.6 (also cf. the discussion below). The filter
bandwidths are thus 2π/N and their transition bands are 2∆ wide. It is now re-
quired that passbands and transition bands of shifted terms caused by decimation
do not overlap. This is achieved when

M ≤ N

1 + N∆
π

< N. (9.1)

In addition to the constraint in (9.1), there is an other relation between M
and N that must be fulfilled and it is derived as follows. Through decimation
and interpolation by the factor M , frequency shifts of 2πm/M radians for m =
0, 1, . . . ,M − 1 can be generated. It is required that one is able to generate all
integer frequency shifts of the granularity frequency shift, i.e., all frequency shifts
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Figure 9.4: Efficient implementation of the proposed flexible FBR SISO network in
Fig. 3 using a fixed filter bank and a variable channel switch. With an appropriately
chosen prototype filter order, all µkr become equal to unity.

2πq/Q for q = 0, 1, . . . , Q−1. In particular, one must be able to shift the granularity
bands by all values 2πq/Q. It is therefore required that M be a multiple of Q, i.e.,

M = BQ, B ≥ 1, B integer. (9.2)

Since N > M according to (9.1), this means that the number of uniform-band
channels cannot equal the number of granularity bands. Instead, N must be a
multiple of Q, as illustrated in Fig. 9.5. That is,

N = AQ =
AM

B
, A > B, A integer. (9.3)

Because the downsampling-by-M blocks (upsampling-by-M blocks) in Fig. 9.4 can
be propagated to the input (output) [9], the complexity for a given N is minimized
by selecting M as large as possible without introducing aliasing, i.e., without vio-
lating (9.1). Thus, it follows from (9.2) and (9.3) that B is selected as

B = A − K, 1 ≤ K ≤ A − 1, K integer. (9.4)

whereby
M = N − KQ (9.5)

where K is the smallest integer allowed without introducing aliasing. From (9.1)
and (9.5), it follows that K must satisfy

K ≥ εN2

Q(Q + εN)
=

εA2

1 + εA
(9.6)

where ε denotes how much the guard band 2∆ occupies the granularity band 2π/Q,
i.e.,

2∆ = ε
2π

Q
, 0 < ε ≤ 1. (9.7)
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Figure 9.5: Illustration of frequency-band reallocation using the proposed filter
banks with Q = 4, N = 8. (a)–(d) Recombination of channels. (a), (b), (e), and (f)
Recombination of channels and reallocation of subbands; H3 stands for H shifted
three granularity-band shifts to the right which amounts to one shift to the left
when M = 4.

0 2πα/N ωT2π/N+2πα/N 4π/N+2πα/N 2π–2π/N+2πα/N

H0 H1 H2 HN–1

Figure 9.6: Principle magnitude responses of the analysis filters.

For any given Q, one can thus in principle choose any value of N [which also
determines M through (9.5)] satisfying (9.2) and (9.3). In practice, it is selected so
as to minimize the implementation complexity. This issue is treated in (Johansson
and Löwenborg, 2007).

9.2.3 Analysis Filters

The analysis filters are obtained from an IIR prototype filter with transfer function
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Figure 9.7: Principle magnitude response of the prototype filter.

P (z) =
A(z)

C(zN )
(9.8)

where N is even2. The filters A(z) and C(z) are of orders NA and NC , respectively,
and given by

A(z) =

NA
∑

n=0

a(n)z−n, C(z) =

NC
∑

n=0

c(n)z−n. (9.9)

Further, A(z) is a linear-phase FIR filter with symmetric impulse response
a(n) = a(NA − n). The analysis filters Hk(z) are obtained by modulation of the
prototype filter P (z) according to

Hk(z) = βkP (zW
(k+α)
N ), k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (9.10)

where
WN = e−j2π/N , (9.11)

βk = W
(k+α)D/2
N , (9.12)

and α is a real-valued constant used for placing the filters at the desired center
frequencies according to Figs. 9.2 and 9.5.

The constants βk compensate for the phase rotations that generally are intro-
duced when replacing the NAth-order linear-phase FIR filter A(z) with A(zW k+α

N ).
Using (9.8) and (9.10), Hk(z) can be rewritten as

Hk(z) =
Ak(z)

C(WαN
N zN )

, Ak(z) = βkA(zW
(k+α)
N ) (9.13)

All the filters Hk(z) thus share the same denominator polynomial which leads to
few optimization parameters and an efficient implementation at the end.

9.2.4 Synthesis Filters

As opposed to conventional filter banks, where one is interested in perfect recon-
struction of the input x(n), the synthesis filters must here be chosen in such a

2N is chosen to be even to allow an efficient implementation with a half-band IIR filter; see
Section 9.4.1.
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way that the outputs yr(n), r = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1, ideally are frequency-shifted (and
delayed due to the filter bank delay) versions of the subsignals according to

Yr(z) = z−NAXr(zW sr

Q ) (9.14)

where WQ = e−j2π/Q, 2π/Q is the granularity frequency shift (minimum allowed
frequency shift), and sr is an integer denoting the desired number of granularity-
band shifts of subband r. For example, if it is desired to move X0 (X2) in Fig. 9.2(b)
to the position of X2 (X0), then sr = 2 (sr = −2). Furthermore, it should be
possible to approximate perfect FBR as close as desired (i.e., to approximate (9.14)
as close as desired) for all values of q, 1 ≤ q ≤ Q, by properly designing the filter
bank. Both of these criteria are met by selecting the synthesis filters as

Gk(z) = µkrHckr
(z) (9.15)

where

ckr = k + Asr (9.16)

and

µkr = W
(mrN/M)NA/2
N (9.17)

with

mr =

{

Bsr, sr ≥ 0
M + Bsr, sr < 0

(9.18)

and B being given by (9.4). The equations above hold for k = Air, Air+1, . . . , Air+
Anr−1, with ir denoting the left-most granularity band included in xr(n), A being
given by (9.3), and nr denoting the number of granularity bands in subband r. For
more details, see (Johansson and Löwenborg, 2007).

9.2.5 Distortion and aliasing functions

In (Johansson and Löwenborg, 2007), general formulas for the distortion function
are given. These formulas depend on the number of input subbands, the length
of each subband and how each subband is reallocated in the network (the channel
switch).

This section’s focus is on the fixed filter banks and their properties and it has
been shown by Johansson and Löwenborg (2007), that studying the special case
with only one input subband (covering the whole frequency range) is enough to
ensure that the system also works for all other possible combinations 3. The prize
to pay is a slight over-design. This theory will holds also for the proposed filter
bank class. Thus, when designing filter banks in this chapter we study only the
special case with q = 1 (r = 0). With these choices, the synthesis filters Gk(z)
become identical to the analysis filters (all µkr = 1) and the distortion function
can be written as (Johansson and Löwenborg, 2007)

3We note that with only one subband user, no reallocation can be done.
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V00(e
jωT ) =

e−j(NAωT+2ΦC(NωT ))

|C(WαN
N ejNωT )|2

N−1
∑

k=0

|Ak(ejωT )|2 (9.19)

where ΦC(ωT ) is the phase response of C(WαN
N ejωT ). From (9.19) it readily follows

that the magnitude and phase responses of V00(z) are given by

|V00(e
jωT )| =

1

|C(WαN
N ejNωT )|2

N−1
∑

k=0

|Ak(ejωT )|2 (9.20)

ΦV (ωT ) = −NAωT − 2ΦC(NωT ). (9.21)

We note that the non-linear phase of (9.21) is due only to ΦC(NωT ).
Since the filter bank is oversampled, alias emanating from the decimation pro-

cess can be suppressed. The aliasing terms are bounded by the stopband attenua-
tion of the analysis filters and can be made arbitrary small by properly designing
the prototype filter.

9.3 Realization

In Fig. 9.8, a general realization of the analysis filter bank is shown. The filters
Qp(z), p = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 are the polyphase components of A(z) according to

A(z) =

N−1
∑

p=0

z−pQp(z
N ) (9.22)

Inserting (9.22) into (9.10), Hk(z) becomes

Hk(z) = βk

N−1
∑

p=0

z−pαpQp(z
NWαN

N )W−kp
N (9.23)

where αp = W−αp
N . For α = 0 and α = 0.5, we get WαN

N = 1 and WαN
N = −1,

respectively. Either of these choices will thus lead to real-valued polyphase com-
ponents Qp(z) and a decreased implementation cost. Further, we have chosen to
restrict A/B to be an integer in order to achieve an efficient realization. Since
the polyphase components are functions of zN , and N is a multiple of M (N =
(A/B)M) it is possible to rearrange the decimators and the filters so that they work
at the lowest sampling rate present with kept real coefficients. This is shown in
Fig. 9.9. The filter 1/C can be moved into each branch, each filter work at a lower
sampling rate, which can be an advantage in terms of speed in an implementation.
However, in terms of mults/sample nothing is gained.

The synthesis filter bank is realized in a corresponding way using the notation

γk = βkW−k
N . (9.24)
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Figure 9.8: General realization of the analysis filter bank.
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Figure 9.9: Realization of the analysis filter bank when the filters work at the
lowest sampling rate available.
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Figure 9.10: General realization of the synthesis filter bank.

In Fig. 9.10, a straight-forward implementation is shown, using the fixed filter bank,
and in Fig. 9.11 it is shown how the filters are placed so that they work at the lowest
available sampling rate. Given that the delay is not critical, and thus that all µkr
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Figure 9.11: Realization of the synthesis filter bank when the filters work at the

lowest sampling rate possible. In the figure, (∗) stands for (zA/BWαN
N ).

can be set to one, the only overhead cost compared to a fixed modulated filter bank
is due to the channel switch4.

9.4 Filter bank design

This section introduces a technique to design the proposed IIR filter banks. We
consider both NPMR and NPR. By choosing an NPMR approach, the arithmetic
complexity up in the satellite can be minimized, and if necessary, a phase equal-
ization can be made later at the receiver on earth. For flexible FBR networks,
the number of conditions to satisfy is substantially larger than for regular filter
banks and it is not possible in practice to design PR filter banks fulfilling all these
conditions. For example, there are specifications for all possible numbers of users,
subbands, combinations and reallocations schemes (for details, see (Johansson and
Löwenborg, 2007)). It has been shown in (Johansson and Löwenborg, 2007), that
by solving the minimax problem below, there will be a slight over-design, but
on the other hand, the optimization becomes straight-forward. In the section on
NPMR design below, it is shown how to find a good initial solution to this nonlinear
problem and Section 9.4.2 explains how to design the optional phase equalizer.

9.4.1 NPMR design

Following the design procedure in (Johansson and Löwenborg, 2007) the prototype
filter is designed to satisfy

4In this efficient realization, the separate yr(n) are not available. This is however not a
problem, since only the composite output y(n) is supposed to be transmitted.
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||V00(e
jωT )| − 1| ≤ δ0, ωT ∈ [0, π] (9.25)

|P (ejωT )| ≤ δ1

N
, ωT ∈ [

π

N
+ ∆, π]. (9.26)

where ∆ denotes half the transition bandwidth of the prototype filter P (z). The
parameters δ0 and δ1 are prescribed distortion and aliasing errors. The number of
conditions are thus reduced to only two, and these can be satisfied by solving the
following minimax optimization problem:

minimize δ (9.27)

subject to ||V0(e
jωT )| − 1| ≤ δ, ωT ∈ [0, π]

|P (ejωT )| ≤ δ( δ1

Nδ0
), ωT ∈ [

π

N
+ ∆, π].

The specifications in (9.25) and (9.26) are met when δ ≤ δ0. Since (9.27) is a
nonlinear optimization, it is crucial to have a good solution to start with. Utilizing
(9.20), and ignoring higher-order terms such as squared stopband ripples, it can be
shown that (9.25) and (9.26) are satisfied if the prototype filter P (z) fulfills

1 − 0.5δ0 ≤ |P (ejωT )| ≤ 1 + 0.5δ0, ωT ∈ [0,
π

N
− ∆] (9.28)

|P (ejωT )| ≤ δ1/N, ωT ∈ [
π

N
+ ∆, π] (9.29)

1 − δ0 ≤ |P (ejωT )|2 + |P (ejωT WN )|2 ≤ 1 + δ0, ωT ∈ [
π

N
− ∆,

π

N
]. (9.30)

A convenient way to design P (z) to meet the specification above is to make
use of narrow-band frequency-masking techniques for IIR filters (Johansson and
Saramäki, 1999), (Johansson and Wanhammar, 2000). This allows P (z) to be de-
signed with a sharp transition band and few distinct coefficients. We therefore
express P (z) as

P (z) = E(zN/2)S(z) =
F (zN/2)S(z)

C(zN )
(9.31)

whereby A(z) in (9.8) becomes A(z) = F (zN/2)S(z). By choosing P (z) as in
(9.31), it is obvious that N must be restricted to even integers. The functions F (z)
and zC(z2) are the numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively, of an
NEth-order half-band IIR filter, E(z), Vaidyanathan (1993), where NE is odd. (In
other words, C(z2) is the denominator polynomial less the pole at the origin.) The
polynomial F (z) is thus an odd-order linear-phase FIR filter whereas C(z2) is an
even-order filter. Further, S(z) is an NSth-order linear-phase FIR filter. Thereby,
A(z) will be a linear-phase FIR filter of order NA = N

2 NE + NS . The functions
E(z) and S(z) are referred to as model and masking filters respectively. The role
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of S(z) is to remove the N/2 − 1 images present due to the factor zN/2 in the
polynomial E(zN/2)in (9.31) (Johansson and Wanhammar, 2000). In this way, the
prototype filter can be made narrow-band and at the same time be implemented
with a low arithmetic complexity, as will be illustrated in Section 9.5. It can be
shown that a simple way to meet the specification of the prototype filter is to design
E(z) and S(z) to fulfill

|E(ejωT )| ≤ δ1/N, ωT ∈ [
π

2
+

N

2
∆, π] (9.32)

with E(1) = 1, and

1 − 0.5δ0 ≤ |S(ejωT )| ≤ 1 + 0.5δ0, ωT ∈ [0,
π

N
+ ∆] (9.33)

|S(ejωT )| ≤ δ1/N, ωT ∈ [
3π

N
− ∆, π]. (9.34)

(9.35)

See also Section 8.6 where a similar design procedure is proposed. The filters E(z)
and S(z) can be designed with conventional methods (Gazsi, 1985), (McClellan
et al., 1973) and combined to form an initial solution to the nonlinear minimax
problem (9.27). The minimax optimization is thus a joint optimization of the
subfilters E(z) and S(z).

After the joint minimax optimization, it might be possible to reduce the filter
orders of the subfilters E(z) and S(z) and still fulfill (9.25) and (9.26). This must
be done in order to ensure that the minimum-complexity prototype filter fulfilling
the specification is found. A flow chart of the NPMR design procedure is shown in
Fig. 9.12.

9.4.2 NPR design

In the design procedure above, the phase response of the distortion function was
ignored which means that it may be too nonlinear for the application at hand. One
simple way to improve the phase linearity is to equalize it with the aid of an allpass
filter. Since such a filter has a constant magnitude response for all frequencies it
will not affect the magnitude response of the distortion and aliasing functions. It
thus suffices to consider only the phase response in this step.

Here, it follows from (9.21) that the nonlinearity in the phase response ΦV (ωT )
emanates from ΦC(NωT ) which is the phase response of the denominator poly-
nomial C(zNWαN

N ). The problem thus reduces to that of equalizing ΦC(NωT ).
Further, since this is a function with a periodicity of 2π/N , we use an allpass filter
with transfer function HAP (zN ) as equalizer. The allpass filter is designed so as to
minimize the maximum magnitude of the phase error Φe(ωT ) which is given by

Φe(ωT ) = ΦV (ωT ) + ΦAP (NωT ) + KωT
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Figure 9.12: Flow chart over the NPMR design procedure.

where ΦAP (ωT ) is the phase response of HAP (z). The overall filter bank delay
after the allpass equalization is K = NA + NAP N where NAP is the order of
HAP (z). It is well known that the equiripple solution minimizes |Φe(ωT )| (Lang,
1992). There are many different techniques available to find this solution but we
use the algorithm in (Renfors and Saramäki, 1986).

9.5 Design examples

To demonstrate the proposed design method, two examples are given. In the first
one δ0 and δ1 are equal to 0.01, and in the second one δ0 = δ1 = 0.001. The rest
of the filter bank specification is the same as for the example in (Johansson and
Löwenborg, 2005), which means that M = 4, N = 8, Q = 4, ∆ = 0.125π/Q, and
α = 0.5. The simplest channel switch [Gk(z) = Hk(z)] is used since the choice of
switching does not affect the orders of the errors in the filter bank. Each of the
examples consider both the NPR and the NPMR designs and are compared with
the FIR case (that is with C(z) = 1). The implementation complexity (the num-
ber of multiplications per input/output sample, for short mults/sample), design
complexity (the number of distinct coefficients to optimize), and the total delay for
the different filter banks are studied and compared 5. For the NPMR design the
measure of implementation complexity is given by

2(
MNE + NS + 1

M
+

NE − 1

2
) = 2(

NA + 1

M
+ NC) (9.36)

5One should keep in mind that the FIR filter banks have the possible advantage of exact linear
phase, thus in this sense the comparison is not totally fair.
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NA NC NAP mults/sample # of coeffs. delay
NPMR 42 2 – 25.5 24 42
NPMR 34 3 – 23.5 21 34
NPMR 39 4 – 28 24 39

NPR 42 2 20 45.5 44 202
NPR 34 3 21 44.5 42 202

FIR 119 – – 60 60 119

Table 9.1: Comparison with δ0 = δ1 = 0.01, Example 1. For the NPR filter banks,
the phase error were designed to be less than 0.01. Since the NPMR filter bank with
NC = 4 has considerably larger implementation complexity compared to NC = 2
and NC = 3, it was not studied further (with phase equalizer).

mults/sample, and the one for design complexity is

⌊MNE + NS

2
+ 1⌋ +

NE − 1

2
= ⌊NA

2
+ 1⌋ + NC (9.37)

distinct coefficients. Further, the total delay through the filter bank is

2(NA/2) = NA (9.38)

samples. For the NPR design, NAP must be added to (9.36) and (9.37), whereas
the delay is increased to NA + NAP N . Note also that the regular FIR design is a
special case of our NPMR design with NC = 0.

9.5.1 Example 1

The best NPMR design fulfilling the specification in the aspects studied here is the
one with NC = 3 and NA = 34. In Fig. 9.13 the magnitude responses of the analysis
(and synthesis) filters are shown. Their passband ripples are less than 0.005 and
stopband ripple less than 0.0012. Figure 9.14 shows the distortion function which
has an error less than 0.0093 6. The aliasing functions are shown in Fig. 9.15 and
have a maximum value of −51.4 dB. An NPR design can be achieved by appending
an allpass filter to the filter bank. In Fig. 9.16, the phase error for NC = 3 and
NA = 34 is plotted as a function of NAP . For example, if a phase error less
than 0.01 is required, an allpass filter of order 21 is needed. As a comparison, a
corresponding FIR filter (with NC = 0) would need a filter order of 119 to fulfill
the same specification. Figures of interest are summarized in Table 9.1.

9.5.2 Example 2

In this example, δ0 = δ1 = 0.001 and the NPMR filter bank with the lowest
arithmetic complexity as well as design complexity was found for NC = 4 and

6The large variations in Fig. 9.14 are caused by the fact that δ0 = δ1, and thus that the
optimization of P (ejωT ) and V0(ejωT ) is weighted differently [see (9.25) and (9.26)].
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Figure 9.13: The magnitude responses of the analysis filters in Example 1.
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Figure 9.14: The magnitude response of the distortion function in Example 1. See
footnote 6.
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Figure 9.15: The three aliasing functions in Example 1 are plotted in the same
figure.

NA = 50. Figures of interest are shown in Table 9.2, where two NPR specifications
are shown; one with phase error less than 0.01 and one with 0.001. As seen in
Tables 9.1 and 9.2, the proposed approach has fewer mults/sample and distinct
coefficients compared to an FIR filter, even with the smaller phase error. However,
the proposed method becomes more interesting if larger phase errors can be allowed.

9.6 Conclusions

This chapter proposed a class of oversampled complex-modulated causal IIR fil-
ter banks for flexible frequency-band reallocation networks. In the simplest case,
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Figure 9.16: Maximum phase error for NC = 3 and NA = 34 as a function of the
allpass filter order NAP in Example 1.

NA NC NAP mults/sample distinct coeffs. delay
NPMR 68 3 – 40.5 38 68
NPMR 50 4 – 33.5 30 50
NPMR 50 5 – 35.5 31 50

NPR (0.01) 68 3 26 66.5 64 276
NPR (0.01) 50 4 28 61.5 58 274
NPR (0.01) 50 5 33 68.5 64 314

NPR (0.001) 68 3 38 78.5 76 354
NPR (0.001) 50 4 41 74.5 71 378
NPR (0.001) 50 5 46 81.5 77 418

FIR 171 – – 86 86 171

Table 9.2: Comparison with δ0 = δ1 = 0.001, Example 2. The NPR filter banks
are designed with phase errors of both 0.01 and 0.001.

they have near perfect magnitude reconstruction (NPMR), but by adding a phase
equalizer they can achieve near-PR. A general design procedure for the filter banks
is given and design examples show that both the implementation and design com-
plexity is reduced compared to the corresponding FIR solution.
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A Appendix to Chapter 7

This appendix shows some of the properties of the proposed FBs in Chapter 7.
The properties concern the prototype filters, the analysis filters, and the synthesis
filters.

We first regard the magnitude response of the prototype filters and the phase
response of Pa(ejωT )Ps(e

jωT ) (properties 1 and 2 in Section 7.2.3). The frequency
responses of G(ejωT ), Gc(e

jωT ), F0(e
jωT ), and F1(e

jωT ) can be written as

G(ejωT ) = e−jNGωT/2GR(ωT )

Gc(e
jωT ) = e−jNGωT/2GcR(ωT )

F0(e
jωT ) = e−jNF ωT/2F0R(ωT ) (A-1)

F1(e
jωT ) = e−jNF ωT/2F1R(ωT )

where GR(ωT ), GcR(ωT ), F0R(ωT ), and F1R(ωT ) denote zero-phase frequency
responses. We rewrite the magnitude responses of the prototype filters in (7.1) and
(7.2) as

Pa(ejωT ) = G(ejLωT )F0(e
jωT ) + Gc(e

jLωT )F1(e
jωT )

= e−j(NGL+NF )ωT/2[GR(LωT )F0R(ωT ) + jGcR(LωT )F1R(ωT )]

Ps(e
jωT ) = G(ejLωT )F0(e

jωT ) − Gc(e
jLωT )F1(e

jωT )

= e−j(NGL+NF )ωT/2[GR(LωT )F0R(ωT ) − jGcR(LωT )F1R(ωT )]
(A-2)

From (A-2) it follows that the squared magnitude response of the two prototype
filters are

|Pa(ejωT )|2 = G2
R(LωT )F 2

0R(ωT ) + G2
cR(LωT )F 2

1R(ωT ) = |Ps(e
jωT )|2, (A-3)

thus identical. Further, the product of the two magnitude responses has linear
phase, as can be seen in (A-4) below.

Pa(ejωT )Ps(e
jωT ) = e−j(NGL+NF )ωT [GR(LωT )F0R(ωT ) + jGcR(LωT )F1R(ωT )]

× [GR(LωT )F0R(ωT ) − jGcR(LωT )F1R(ωT )]

= e−j(NGL+NF )ωT [G2
R(LωT )F 2

0R(ωT ) + G2
cR(LωT )F 2

1R(ωT )].

(A-4)

Secondly, we show that the magnitude responses of the analysis filters and the
synthesis filters are equal, and that the product of Hak(ejωT ) and Hsk(ejωT ) has a
linear phase response with delay LNG + NF (properties 3 and 4 in Section 7.2.3).
We use the notation in (7.28) and rewrite the transfer functions of the analysis
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filters, (7.6), and the synthesis filters, (7.7), as

Hak(z) = βkP (−k)
a (z) + β∗

kP (+k)
s (z)

= βk[G(−k)(zL)F
(−k)
0 (z) + G(−k)

c (zL)F
(−k)
1 (z)]

+ β∗
k [G(+k)(zL)F

(+k)
0 (z) + G(+k)

c (zL)F
(+k)
1 (z)]

(A-5)

Hsk(z) = cj(−1k)[βkP (−k)
s (z) − β∗

kP (+k)
s (z)]

= cj(−1k)[βk(G(−k)(zL)F
(−k)
0 (z) − G(−k)

c (zL)F
(−k)
1 (z))

+ β∗
k(G(+k)(zL)F

(+k)
0 (z) − G(+k)

c (zL)F
(+k)
1 (z))].

(A-6)

We use the fact that

(e±j 2k+1
2M

πz)2L = −z2L, (ej 2k+1
2M

πz)L = ±j(−1)kzL,

(e−j 2k+1
2M

πz)L = ∓j(−1)kzL, (A-7)

where the plus or minus sign depends on k and on m in (7.4). Rewriting the model
filters using their polyphase components we get

G(−k)(zL) = G0(−z2L) ∓ j(−1)kz−LG1(z
2L)

G(+k)(zL) = G0(−z2L) ± j(−1)kz−LG1(z
2L)

G(−k)
c (zL) = G0(−z2L) ± j(−1)kz−LG1(z

2L) (A-8)

G(+k)
c (zL) = G0(−z2L) ∓ j(−1)kz−LG1(z

2L).

This gives us the following relation between G(z) and Gc(z):

G(−k)(zL) = G(+k)
c (zL), G(+k)(zL) = G(−k)

c (zL). (A-9)

Now we rewrite the transfer function of the analysis and synthesis filters as

Hak(z) = G(−k)(zL)[βkF
(−k)
0 (z) + β∗

kF
(+k)
1 (z)]

+ G(−k)
c (zL)[β∗

kF
(+k)
0 (z) + βkF

(−k)
1 (z)]

(A-10)

Hsk(z) = cj(−1)k(G(−k)(zL)[βkF
(−k)
0 (z) + β∗

kF
(+k)
1 (z)]

− G(−k)
c (zL)[β∗

kF
(+k)
0 (z) + βkF

(−k)
1 (z)]).

(A-11)

We use (A-10) and (A-11) to write their frequency responses as

Hak(ejωT ) = e−j/2(NGL+NF )ωT∓j(k+0.5)πNG

× [G
(−k)
R (LωT )(F

(−k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(+k)
1R (ωT ))

+ jG
(−k)
cR (LωT )(F

(+k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(−k)
1R (ωT ))],

(A-12)

and

Hsk(ejωT ) = cj(−1)ke−j/2(NGL+NF )ωT∓j(k+0.5)πNG

× [G
(−k)
R (LωT )(F

(−k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(+k)
1R (ωT ))

− jG
(−k)
cR (LωT )(F

(+k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(−k)
1R (ωT ))].

(A-13)
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From this, it follows that the magnitude of the frequency responses are equal, as
can be seen in (A-14) and (A-15) below.

|Hak(ejωT )| = |G(−k)
R (LωT )(F

(−k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(+k)
1R (ωT ))

+ jG
(−k)
cR (LωT )(F

(+k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(−k)
1R (ωT ))|

(A-14)

|Hsk(ejωT )| = |G(−k)
R (LωT )(F

(−k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(+k)
1R (ωT ))

− jG
(−k)
cR (LωT )(F

(+k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(−k)
1R (ωT ))|.

(A-15)

Finally, since e∓j(k+0.5)πNG = −cj(−1)k, the product of the filters Hak(ejωT )
and Hsk(ejωT ) is

Hak(ejωT )Hsk(ejωT ) = e−j(NG+NF )ωT

× [(G
(−k)
R (LωT ))2(F

(−k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(+k)
1R (ωT ))2

+ (G
(−k)
cR (LωT ))2(F

(+k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(−k)
1R (ωT ))2]

(A-16)

and thus

V0(e
jωT ) =

M−1
∑

k=0

Hak(ejωqT )Hsk(ejωT )

=

M−1
∑

k=0

e−j(NG+NF )ωT [(G
(−k)
R (LωT ))2(F

(−k)
0R (ωT )

+ F
(+k)
1R (ωT ))2 + (G

(−k)
cR (LωT ))2(F

(+k)
0R (ωT ) + F

(−k)
1R (ωT ))2]

(A-17)

which obviously has a linear phase response of −(NGL + NF )ωT .
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B First appendix to Chapter 8

This appendix translates the constraints on the IIR FBs in Chapter 8 to its pro-
totype filter P (z) (δc,P ,δs,P ,δ0,P ) and thereby equation (8.36) is shown. Using
property 3) in Section 8.3, the magnitude responses of the analysis filters Hk(z)
and the magnitude of the distortion function V0(e

jωT ) are studied to find the re-
strictions on P (z).

To make Hk(z) have a passband, the two shifted versions of the prototype filter
can have one passband and one stopband. The maximum ripple deviations can
then be written using (8.8) and (8.33) as

(1 ± δc)
2 = 1 ± 2δc + δ2

c = (1 ± δc,P )2 + δ2
s,P

= 1 ± 2δc,P + δ2
c,P + δ2

s,P

(B-1)

which means that the prototype filter has a rough upper bound on passband ripple
as

δc,P ≤ δc (B-2)

if second-order terms are ignored. It could also be the case that both the shifted
versions have transition bands. We then get

(1 ± δc)
2 = |P+

0 |2 + |P−
0 |2 = 1 ± δ0,P (B-3)

and the restriction on P (z) becomes

δ0,P ≤ 2δc + δ2
c ≈ 2δc. (B-4)

In order for Hk(z) to have a stopband, both shifted prototype filters must have
stopbands too, which leads to the restriction

δ2
s = δ2

s,P + δ2
s,P ⇒ δs,P ≤ δ0,P /

√
2. (B-5)

When studying the distortion function V0(e
jωT ) using (8.24) and (8.34), the fol-

lowing restrictions on P (z) must be made. If one of the prototype filters has a
passband (and all the others stopbands), then

|V0(e
jωT )| =

M−1
∑

k=0

|P+
k |2 + |P−

k |2 = (1 ± δc,P )2 + δ2
s,P + 2(M − 1)δ2

s,P (B-6)

or, if two of them have transition bands, then

|V0(e
jωT )| =

M−1
∑

k=0

|P+
k |2 + |P−

k |2 = 1 ± δ0,P + 2(M − 1)δ2
s,P . (B-7)

For all frequencies, (B-6) and (B-7) must not deviate more than δ0 from unity. If
the number of channels is moderate, second-order terms can be neglected and the
restrictions become

δc,P ≤ δ0/
√

2, δ0,P ≤ δ0. (B-8)

Equations (B-2), (B-4), (B-5), and (B-8) imply (8.36).
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C Second appendix to Chapter 8

In this appendix, equations (8.43) and (8.44) in Chapter 8 are shown. The restric-
tions on E(z) (in terms of δs,E) and S(z) (in terms of δc,S and δs,S) are derived.
Using the fact that P (z) = E(zM )S(z) and that E(zM ) is a half-band IIR filter, it
is clear that the restrictions on E(z) and S(z) are the following. For P (z) to have
a passband, both E(z) and S(z) must have passbands too and we get

1 ± δc,P = (1 − δc,E)(1 ± δc,S) ≈ (1 ± δc,S)

⇒ δc,S ≤ δc,P = δc

(C-1)

since δc,E is negligible Vaidyanathan (1993). If one or more of the two subfilters
have a stopband, it gives the worst case restrictions as

δs,P = δs,S(1 − δc,E) = δs,S − δs,Sδc,E (C-2)

δs,P = δs,E(1 ± δc,S) = δs,E ± δs,Eδc,S

δs,P = δs,Eδs,S .

The restrictions on the stopband ripple of the subfilters are thus roughly

δs,S ≤ δs,P = δs/
√

2 (C-3)

δs,E ≤ δs,P = δs/
√

2.

Finally |P+
0 |2 + |P−

0 |2 is studied. If one of the shifted versions of P (z) has a
passband (and the other stopbands) we have

|P+
0 |2 + |P−

0 |2 = (1 ± δc,S)2 + δ2
s,P = 1 ± 2δc,S + δ2

c,S + δ2
s,P . (C-4)

Further, if both P+
0 and P−

0 have transition bands and S(z) has a passband, the
relation is

|P+
0 |2 + |P−

0 |2 = |E+
0 (1 ± δc,S)|2 + |E−

0 (1 ± δc,S)|2

= (1 ± δc,S)2(|E+
0 |2 + |E−

0 |2) = 1 ± 2δc,S + δ2
c,S

(C-5)

since E(z) is power complementary Vaidyanathan (1993). Both (C-4) and (C-5)
give restrictions on the passband ripple of the filter S(z). Neglecting second order
terms, the requirement on δc,S becomes

δc,S ≤ δ0,P /2 = δ0/2. (C-6)

Equations (C-1), (C-3), and (C-6) imply (8.43) and (8.44).
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